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committee on tho econo- mic and Industrial questions in
volved In the proposed
naval holiday, was understood tonight to Indicate W is nearly Impossible to calculate Its effect in
Thn committee
tangible factors.
concurred in conclusions presented by Rear Admiral Rodgers, of
the general board.
The report, presented today to
Secretary Hushes, deals chiefly
with the American aspect. Admiral Rodgers is understood to havo
discussed the effect of the sudden
stopping of government work in
and armor plants.
shipbuilding
Major commercial yards now nr.!
practically
supported by naval
work. The report Is said to have
stated It was difficult to figure
how they might fare and the industrial changes in tho communities where they are located, If the
building of war craft should bj
halted ten years.
It was pointed out thnt the effect on labor would cause restlessness and it was urged that the
samo concerted effort should bo
made to shift the idlo workers into
other remunerative lines.
The report is also understood to
have pointed out tho phase affectWilli th
ing naval organization.
regular process of developing new
was
it
said that
ships abandoned,
tho morale of the organization retained would be adversely affected.
In a word It was held that tho
navy would cease to he a going
concern when confined to old ships
and repair work nnd that the eni
of tho ten year periol would find it
behind Its present high mark of
efficiency as to personnel.
Taking up costs to the United
States alone In scrapping fifteen
capital ships, some Idea of the expense Involved beyond the
on construction
was developed. Estimates ns to the cost
of breaking up ships ranged,
it
wns said, from 10 per cent of the
balance required for their construction to DO or 60 per cent of
tho balance. This added cost might
run as high as $150,000,000.
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since world war.
350, 000, according to a petition by violence and unlawful acts, was de harbor
tions of Texas.
f
'slx of nine heirs to the estate filed nied in the opinion which was writ- aboard the vessel did not indicate
ten by Justice Frank W. Parker.
4
why the men were held.
4i In probata court today.
.

(BY TIIK ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Washington, Dec 1 (by tho As- a,
sociate.d Press.)
Great Britain, as
gf
the ally of Japan, Is using her inat
fluence to bring Japnneso views In
the naval ratio dispute Into har-- I'
mony with those of the United
States.
With this development, Japanese
plenipotentiaries
again have submitted tho question to Toklo.
The nature of tho latest move
for a solution of the ratio problem
Is not disclosed but It is indicated
QUICKLY
that Great Britain has found a
double interest In the success of the
negotiations, because sho has accepted in principle tho American
to Congress Next
and be- Message
proposal
cause on tho other hand she Is In
Week Expected to Inalliance with Japan, who asks for a
Merchant Marine,
clude
of
ratio
All principals on both sides rePossibly Ship Subsidy.
fused tonight to recognize the situation as a deadlock. The Ameri(By The Associated Pre.)
can delegates, it was said authoriWashington, Dec. 1. President
tatively were even declining to regard Baron Kato"s proposal for Harding's message to tho new
an increased Japanese strength as
this week, it was declared in
a formal presentation of the Japan- high official circles today, will deal
ese viewpoint. They were confiprincipally with tho tariff and
dent, It was declared,
that tho the
merchant marine.
proportion would be abanOf the tariff Mr. Harding is exdoned before Japan's final statety those close to tho White
ment of position is placed before pected
House to say its revision and pasthe conference.
as early as possible is urgentIt Is apparent that if the propo sage
ly necessary and that it should he
sal of the Japanese statesmen
of such provisions as
not to be regarded es formal, the stripped
or unduly delay
would
reason lies in the fact that It wns passage. endangor
oiot "passed across the table" at a
merchant marine
Concerning
1. formal session of the conference or questions
he Is expected to take a
miiy UL 119 EbUUUlVlMUUS.
definite Btand for the granting of
Baron Kato's request for an
somo sort of ship subsidy, probably
over the American ratio was in tho nature of preferential rates
communicated to Secretary Hughes and routes, as supplementary
to
and A. J. Balfour at a meeting of the granting of free tolls to coasttoe three Tuesday. In rotating his wise shipping through the Panama
government's position, the Japanese canal. It was expected also that
plenipotentiary touched on the rea- the president would discuss section
sons which impelled him to, make 24 of
the Jones act, dealing with
the request and asked that the the abrogation of trado
treaties by
needs
of
be
national
taken
question
of the situatho executive.
into account In determining the tion was said toStudy
have developed a
new naval relativity.
feeling by administration officials
,
In response
Secretary Hughes
it would be difficult, if not
md Mr. Balfour made plain the that
impossible to carry out provision
Opposition of the American and of this section.
Sritlsh to vitally changing the
Tariff matters, senate leaders Infc.'isis of ratio
determination and
occupy the prominent
Aaron Kato indicated rie desired sisted, will
position in the message. It was aspjefore going further to communl-.cat- o serted Mr. Harding would ask that
again with ,hls government.
Conversations are to be resumed rates in the houso bill, now in tha
iwhen further advices come from hands of the senate finance committee, bo fixed on the old basis of
'Tokio.
values rather than on tho
A new attempt was begun today invoice
houso
of American
provision
a settle the long debated Shantung wholosala
valuation. His reason
3bntroversy, but in view of the for
that
stand,
according to some
tatus of tho naval negotiations the of
his counsellors, was that he had
Sfcantung conversations were looked bean
assured it would be better to
qr. by many delegates as a small
apply the new system piecemeal
part of tho majn picture. Secreexthan
by employing the plan on all
tary Hughes and Mr. Balfour, met commodities
at once.
ercise their "good offices,"
To that end, it was stated, the
with the Japanese and Chinese delegations for a preliminary survey president is exoectcd to urge an
and then left American end Brit- optional provision in the measure,
ish "observers" on the ground to empowering him to apply the homu
eld in whatever way they can to value basis where, after certain
is found advisable or
;'Wng the two groups into agree- surveys, it Such
a courso was rement.
necessary.
tariff
The part taken by Mr. Hughes garded
by congressional
and Mr. Balfour was said to have builders as obviating tho necessity
statefor computing the rates on what
been confined to a general
ment of confidence that a Just and opponents of the American valualair solution would be reached, tion plan describe as unknown
Baron Kato responding for Japan quantities.
Mr. Harding is expected to urgo
and Minister Sze for China with
general expressions of gratification Immediate passage of the alii id
in the Interest taken by the two debt refunding bill. While this
was
as his attitude topowers. After the session, it was
. indicated
thnt it had not been de- day, represented
of oplnlo'i
dlvergcnco
termined whether Japan or China among senators as to the wisdom
should make the first move. They of taking up tho measure during
will meet again tomorrow.
the arms conference, it was said by
The note of optimism over the some, may yet force a chango iii
' naval discussions was particularly that stand.
tonight among Japanese.
majifest
Wh'lo refraining from any
on the British position. Baron STEAMER, WRECKED
Kato said he would not regard the ON BAHAMA REEFS, IS
situation as constituting a deadlock
TOWED TO NEW YORK
and another Japanese delegate emphasized that "we- are not 'pessimistic.'
I'rma.)
(Bj The
Submission of tho subject to
New York, Dee. 1. Virtually
Tokio indicates that under the Jap- bottomless, as the result of being
anese system it will be considered dashed for half a mile over one of
by the Japanese cabinet as well as the Bahama reefs during a storm
by the diplomatic advisory council. on October 26j the tank steamship
Representative Japanese expressed F. D. Asche arrived today in tow
the opinion that to reach a decision of wreckers. The Asche was floatevery element connected with the ed home by building within her
question must be taken into con- damaged hull several tanks filled
sideration with the result that the with compressed air.
exchanges here might be slowed
Stranded on the reef. Captain
down.""
McKenzio
his crew of twenty
. So far as the Washington end is worked at and
the pumps until it was
concerned the problem is regarded found to be useless.
They contin' as having narrowed down to direct ued to
operate a
engine
and personal exchanges among Sec- - for two days, keepingdonkey
up steam tn
supply power for the wireless ap(Continued on Pane Two.)
paratus and sent out radio calH
When tugs arrived, the captain and
crow ware supplied with food and
then the wreck was floated..-- .
I
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ALBUQUERQUE
GREEKS REGAIN

SI IGATO

iGE SELF

RULE

(By Thn AMerlntril PrrM.)
Dec. 1. A roport on
SLondon,
tllp present situation In Esypt has
Just been issued ny rive
Mnj. Harry Pnrni's.
of parliament
"William Lunn, J. Lawson. J. E.
Mills and John E, Swan, who visited the country In September nn1
f

Tl RK

600

n The Amnclnted Prma.)
Asiatic Turkey, Dec.

I

NEWS THAT UNITED
STATES WILL CONFER
BOOSTS REMITTANCES
Th

PrpmO

Aaam-tate-

New York, Dec. 1. International remittances were buoyant today
on definite assurances that the
United States government Intends
to take part In the conference of
Europe's financial interests for the
rehabilitation of depreciated exchanges.
Heavy buying of sterling forced
the rate for demand bills up to
J4.07
in the later afternoon.
This was the highest quotation for
this remittance since April, 1920.
French, Belgian and Dutch exchanges were higher by 12 to 3,"i
Iolnt and the German mark railed to .055.
S

"' Pile

Cnrert in

A

to

I I Days.

Druggists refund money if P.".0
OINTMENT fails to cure Itching.
or Protruding
Ullnd,
Bleeding
Piles. Instantly relieves Itching
Piles.

0c.

DON'T

FAIL

tinct revival of local commerce.
The Turkish merchants find the
Clreek soldiers good customers, and
they are waxing rich on thorn.
They have also found the Greek
government good buyers. Some of
them have closed large contracts
for the feeding and equipment ot
King Conntantine's Anatolian army.
others may he glad to see the
Greeks go, but not Brusa's- tradesno
people. They have enjoyed
such prosperity in years. Brnsa
lies on the slopes of verdant Mount
Olympus, fifty miles southeast ot
It is considered
Constantinople.
the most beautiful as well as the
most healthful city In the Turkish
of
King Constantino
empire.
Greece selected it as his home durto
his
recent
Minor.
visit
Asia
ing
It Is noted for Its mineral baths
and Its silk products.
According to popular belief, it
has a mosque and a promenade for
every day in the year, so that one
need pray or walk in the same
place only once a year.
Tho city's population,
which
numbers about 100,000, is a bewildering mixture of Asiatic and
European nationalities. One sees
In the public square and the narrow cobbled streets groups of
commercial travelers, tourists, holy
men, scholars, dervkhes. Janissaries,
veiled
eunuchs,
women,
princes nnd paupers, millionaires
and mendicants, soldiers and spies.
The market-plac- e
is a babel of
tones. Gentile and Jew, Moslem
and Greek, Levantine and European rub elbows and
each
other's languages. Theyspeak
care Uttle
whether the Greek army or the
Turkish army occupies the town;
they want to be left in peace and
allowed to pursue their wonted
calt'ngs.
The port of Erusa is Mudanla.
on the Sea of Marmora, an hour'
ride by narrow-gaug- e
railroad
from Brusa.
Mudanla is an Important military base for the
Greeks. Scores of army
with men, munitions andtransports
supplies
arrive weekly for the Anatolian
front. During the recent operations
near Angora, Mudanla was the
main artery of supply for ths
a reek troops.
Thousands of Greek and Armen-a- n
refugees, fearing Turkish nationalist reprisals,
r
have
within the city of Brusa.
Humors of Boh Fisher's retirement as Harvard's football coaeh
came very near crabbing the Cambridge Jollification over Tale's defeat.
j
sough-shelte-
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The Marchioness of Crewe.
Among the most recent arrtvaJs
from Europe is the Marchioness of
Crewe, a prominent tiRure in the
royal social circles of Great Britain.
The marchioness is known as one
of England's beauties. Sha is the
youngest daughter of Lord Rose
oery and was formerly Lady Mar

garet

Primrose.

great britain seeks

to swing japaneseto

AMERICAN NAVAL RATIO
(Continued from

rage

JOUnriAL AUTO s

H&C E FOR

Rapidly developing into as ptret-t- y later on in therace are due for
as ever engaged
a
Next Wednesday night at 10
the enthusiastic attention of the
people of New Mexico, The Morn- o'clock December 7th is the date
the first credit offer will end ana
Clu'i
Journal
ing
Salesmanship
Ciroulation CampaJgn has taken a our advice to all in the campaign
hold throughout the state second is to make every day between now
only to the interest displayed in n ana next Wednesday count as two.
Doing your best on the first period
presidential election, or the triumis wh!t will make for success and
phant tour of Marshal Foch.
Kntire communities are coming the prtze on which you have set
to the front for their various cam- your nearr.
ci.rns.
paign representatives and the bat- bi
The way to success in this camtle of ballots is steaming, piping
paign is building Clubs; 327.00
hot.
The most popular and repre- in old or new subscriptions, for any
sentative people of the entire state i""5"i ui iimn, constitutes one
are waging a battle royal for the CM'B each CLUB earns 100,000
five automobiles and Hie thou- EXTRA, credits in addition to the
sands of dollars In casn prizes and crecuts on tne subscriptions and
cash commissions to be awarded ttat is what spells SUCCES3,
as Christmas gifts by The AlbuTHIRD INSTALLMENT
querque Morning Journal.
The campaign
this morning
OF INCOME TAX DUE
shows Mrs. H. J. Tompkins leading
a race wherein the majority of
BEFORE DECEMBER 15
those competing are bunched in
a mannor wherein, figuratively Payments of the third installment
speaking, "a blanket would cover of Income tax for this fiscal year
them."
are already beginning to come in to
Mrs. Tompkins,
together with the internal revenue office here, ac- both
Mrs, Margaret E. Barnes,
10 a. u. .Hernandez, collecforge over the 400,000 mark. Whili tor for this district.
Mrs, R. M. Marx does not make
Payments will not become deany increase in her published linquent until December 16, but
standing thia morning, sho ts nev- many persons have already forertheless right at the heals ot warded to the office the amount of
those leading- District No. 1. MIsj their tax.
No
has
Helen Gurula goes ahead to soma been prepared ascomputation
yet of the total
extent this morning as also doej amount to be collected in this inCharlie Hill Ettrber, Jr., makini? stallment.
The new list of exemptions, as
Just enough of a move to show
their friends and supporters that adopted in a recent bill will not
take
are
effect until the next fiscal
they
muchly in the campaign
year, so that everyone
and coming right along.
who was
Others In this district remain subject to the tax at tho last quarabout stationary this morning but ter will still be required to report.
from all reports are coming all
with bells nevertheless.
In District 2 Mrs. Laurence CUT OF $1 A TON IS
Abreu of Springer is the only one to
MADE ON COAL AT THE
make a move today. This energetic
MfNES IN COLORADO
and popular matron who is representing Springer in the big race,
comes ahead with a rush todav
(Hy Tho Associated rrfi,)
Ptiot)!o, Coin., lHf. 1. A
Jumping clone to the 300.000. Others in District 2 while not making
reduction of Si a ton on lump
Kurt nut coiil f. o.' b. tho mlnra
any moves today are, so 'tis said,
was announced by the
o
very much on the Job and moving
Fuel and Iron company
right along toward the Kara and
tonivht. Tho reduction is efHash.
fective 1o'oiii!kt 1
In District No. S L. J. Stone ol
Is n
line with the repent reduction
CIovls makes the banner Jump of
in vwises at the mines. The
the day, going from a scant 45.000
credits to 314,000 and establishing
comrmny reports gnlns in tho
nunilior of workmen employed
himself firmly with the lenders in
In tho mines following
the race for the handsome automothe
strike of miners ns n protest
biles.
T. II. Bowland of Eelen makes
ngnliist the SO jicr cent cut in
Production also is
wages.
enough of a move today to let his
friends know that he is not Bleepgnintn?. Buy officials, and in
Home
mines the working
of
the
at
the
nnd
switch
at
same
the
ing
force is greater than the aver-ag- o
time Miss Fannie Frost of Snow-flak- o
in Ootolier.
moves her base of 5,000
nomination credits to up toward
No salt nor pepper is used in tho
tho 50,001) mark and is off to a fly
to all re- preparation of Japanese native
ing start, accortting
dishes.
ports.
In District No. 3 J. A. Shaw of
Mountainair makes his debut this
morning and his progress will be
well worth watching from now on.
Mr. Shaw is well and favorably
known throughout tho Mountainair
Apply over throat and client
cover with hot flannel cloth.
country and has a host of friends
all of whom will rally to his support in his effort to climb to the
star board deck of these five motor cars. Here's to you, Brother
Shaw.
Otter IP Million Jan Uted Yearly
By the same token Samuel Mann
and Miss M. Moore of Albunuernuo
enter the lists this morninjr and
give every promise of iaklng oth
ers look to their laurels.
Wind Shield Glass-LumbMr. Mann is one of the most
1. C. BAI DIH. ( K I.CMIIKR CO
popular and well known boys in
iii South tint 8lrt.
401
the city and is associated with the
Meyer & Meyer well known mer
chants of Central avenue.
Sam is in the race to win and
promises to leave nothing undone
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
to attain that end.
HoiiemiHkrrs ana W piilera.
Miss Moore, also well known and
tlOO 8. Bcvoud fit.
Tel. 1U47-populnr in Albuquerque, was entered in the race yesterday by enthusiastic friends who promise her
every support in the race to

One.)

retary Hughes, Mr. Balfour and
Baron Kato.
In sideline discussions today
there were further suggestions that
tho question ot naval bases . and
fortifications in the Tacific might
find a place of growing prominence
So
In the naval ratio negotiations.
far as officials have revealed, Ja
pan has not yet formally raised that
point but it lias been suggested by
JaDanese not directly connected
with the delcratlon that Tokio
micht seek, along with a ratio
agreement, a definite understand
lng as (o tho American and British

f
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There are five models of this wonderful stove to choose from.
From the two burner size without an oven to the six burner
high oven style. Prices on all of these models, as well as
the price on the famous Ked Star Water Heater, have been
reduced just In time for the sale.
Five-Piec-

"MIRRO" Aluminum Set Free

e

Today and tomorrow only, the last days of the demonstration,
we will give away a
"MIRKO" Aluminum Set Free
with every Red Star stovs purchased.
Take advantage of
of
this and
the
five-pie-

Easy

Terms of Payment

In effect during the demonstration. A stnall payment down
and the balance on an Interesting budget plan places a Red
Star in you home. A Red Star because it operates 19 to
23 hours on one gallon of kerosene soon pays for ltsolf with
the fuel it saves. Don't fail to visit the demonstration today

and tomorrow at
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"Give
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Firbt rc( Copper Phone 74
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Her a RED STAR For Christmas"
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bases in Pacific waters.
While coming here the Japanese
desire
delegates made known their which
to establish a policy under
a
have
would
navy
large
Japan
enough to meet any force that any
other power could send to the Far
East, in other words it was sug gested Japan murt have some nssurance that American ronmca
Itions in tho Philippines and Guam
were not to bo increased to the
ooint where the entire American
navy would be able to uso them as
bases in an offensive agamst japan
As tho issue involved is now returned to a question of policy, the
suRsestion is made that tne
irm nf national defense for Japan
to the question of
i.i closely
naval fortifications located ncarny.
also
ben hinted that the
It has
is
question ofin strength of navies
the Japanese mind
linked up
some
o
obtaining
;with the prospect
to
understanding with reference
In
Far East.
the
general policies
The existing status ot me
alliance as modified to
with the
bring it into harmony
Is beleague of nations covenantconsiderlieved to be a matter of
statesable concern to Japanese
men who, if they are unable to ob-- I
tain a renewal of the alliance would
desire to see some substitute ngree-Imeor understanding which will
assure them tho possibility of a
in the Far
legitimate development
East without a menace from other
strong naval powers.
se
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SPECIAL VALUES
For Friday9 s Selling
BLACK

i

with new entries enterlmr the
race oauy, ana witn those already
entered making a pretty race, the
big campaign Is booming along on
the wings of popularity, and
those
waging the fight are meeting with
wonderful success in their efforts
to land in the driver's seat of the
prize automobiles.
THE BIGGEST CREDIT OFFER.
JSTxt Wednesday
nicht at 10
o'clock will come the end of the
best and biggest credit offer of this
entire campaign. Then will come
the end of the first period and with
It will come the second period and
less credits on the subscriptions of
friends of those in the race. In this
campaign the credit values of subscriptions DECREASE and DO

C. H. CARNES

SATEEN

BEDDING
A Great Sale of

29C

PLAID

Black Sateen, suitable for pettiA special value
coats and bloomers.
for Friday,
36-in-

29c

yard

CHILDREN'S

er

VMON

moat thoroughly
equipped
Chicago, Nov. 30. The prohibiand best conducted business trainschool
in
tion party will continue to work a
the
ing
southwest.
Enroll for a course Morning--,
a politlct.: party along the same
Afternoon
and
Classes.
Night
its
national
the
as
in
lines
past,
Personal and class ins4ructlon.
committee decided today.
attention
Special
given backward
Sentiment was against changing
Frivate Department In
the party's name and enlarging its NOT INCREASE, and Club mem students.
our
School.
Evening
afor
its
for
Issues
closing
major
bers who hold subscriptions back Graduates for positions;
fair.
to receive more credits
Positions for graduates.
The committee voted for deport-- 1 oxpectinj
ation of aliens convicted of viola- laws and
tion of the prohibition
disfranchisement of citizens tor tne
same offense.
It called on the government to
ask foreign nations to prevent exportation of liquors to be used in
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
the United States in violation of
423 NORTH FIRST STREET.
the prohibition laws, and to solicit
in detecting and
their
punlahing such violators.
The next election work the party
will undertake was laid out for
California, which votes in NovemWith Special Holiday Designs Most
ber, 1822, on a law enforcement
measure.
be ordered SOON. See our Samples
The party decided to get into the
an excellent line. Orders for Enfight and to support former ConCards
can be
graved Greeting
gressman C. H. Randall of hot Angeles for
few more days.
for
only
placed
Prohibition work that Virgil O.
Hlnshaw, chairman of the party,
and
did in Austria,
elsewhere in Europe last summer,
was approved.
Ths
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$4.75
We have just received another 50 pairs
of these remarkable Plaid Blankets.
They are wool finish; large size, 70x80
inches. To
fl A
sell at. . . . . ... . ... .y. : . ... . .
IO

CRIB

These Union Suits for children are a
well known make ; 4 and
sizes. Friday

BLANKETS

ar

Special..

n.oo

16 years,
Friday Special.

$1.25

8 to

98C
The well known Beacon Blankets,
pink and blue.
Special.

DRESSES

PILLOW

These Jack Tar Dresses are made of
good quality all wool serge, and have
sold
higher
freely at a much
price. Friday

The

CASES

98C

J6.95

$6.95

Special...............
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i...,....... 98c
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Angm-Japane-

The Red Star is like no other oil stove. It operates like a
city gas range. Think of it! It burns from 19 to 23 hours
on one gallon of tho cheapest fuel oil. It bakes angel food
In forty-fiv- e
A tough three and a half chicken
minutes.
can be roasted perfectly In seventy minutes.
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The solution of the Egyptian
question depends, the report states,
on the detailed application of the
following principles:
"That the Egyptian people have
and
the right to
complete Independence and that
any treaty should, while providing
necessary safeguards for any reasonable British and other foreign
interests, not In any way prejudice
that right.
"That the delegates to negotiate
the treaty on behalf of Egypt
ought to be solected hy the elected
of the Egyptian
representatives
"
people.
"That for the securing of the
free election of such representatives, martial law and any other
repressive measure should forthwith be abolished."
The members recommend
that
the British government advise the
present prime minister of Egypt
that an election be forthwith held
In that country.
"To drift is disaster," says the
"In the interests of our
report.
country we would strongly advise
the government to enter at once
upon the course necessary to put
itself Into negotiation with representative Egyptian opinion In a
Wo
spirit of good-wil- l.
trust that our visit may earnestly
help to
bring about a settlement In the
form of an alliance between two
free and Independent peoples."

December

Race Is Rapidly Taking Fts Place As Leading Topic
Throughout State J. A. Shaw of Mountainair, and
Samuel Mann, and Miss M. Moore of Albuquerque Are
New Entries in the List Today Biggest and Best
Credit Offer of Campaign Ends Next Wednesday
Night, December 7th, at 10 O'clock Sure Way to
success is in Building "Clubs of $17.00 in Campaign
Collections.

1.

years of Turkish occupation, Bnisa is again under the do
minion of its ancient owners, tno
Greeks. Within sight of the tombj
of the first six sovereigns of the
Osmanli dynasty, thousands of
October, as representatives of the rircclc tombs are quartered, and
has
Egypt parliamentary committee.con- the old capital ofof Bythinin
a great modevery appearance
"In our opinion, the future
stitution of Effypt," they say in ern military baso.
Trade
flourishing. The hotels
their report, "is a matter for the
men.
business
Egyptians to decide and neither are crowded with The
Greek occufor us nor for our government to Living is cheap.
dirtRte."
pation has brought about a dis-
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These Pillow Cases are embroidered and
hemstitched, and will make a splendid
Christmas gift; sizes 42 and 45 inches.
Special
.
... .v. . .
each at.
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Growing

Store"
PHONE 283

Letterheads
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financial district that they withdrew because of the provisions of
the Clayton act prohibiting interlocking directorates.

Talk of organizing a union ot
pugilists is again heard in New
York. Tho plan is to form an association to comprise both boxers
and their managers.
OUR
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New York, Dec. 1. Otto H.
Hahn and Mortimer I Schlff today resigned from the board of
directors of the Union Pacific railroad. While no announcement was
made of tho reasons for the resignations. It was understood in the
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Fancy Egg
$12.50
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AT 10 A. M.

All Interested in an efficient, economical government
invited and urged to be present at this meeting.

H. J. HAGERMAN, PRESIDENT
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Judging by the hotel registers of
Vancouver, the whole wide world is
contributing to the tide of tourist
travel which flows through that
western Canadian port One page
of such a register recently had been
signed by travelers from Manila
(P. I.), London, Boston, Dallas,
New York City, Winnipeg, Shanghai, Washington, Yokohama and
Yonkefs.
The uninitiated who witness one
of these daily influxes of tourists,
jump to the conclusion that a convention or exhibition must be on
tapis. But they conclude wrongly.
The steady stream of travel has a
tide controlled by the arrived and
and Aussailings of trans-Paciftralasian liners. Just after the arrival or before the departure of
one of these ships. Vancouver presents a truly cosmopolitan atmos
phere. Strange tongues are heard
on every hand and the not infrequent Oriental garb lends a dis
tinctly romantic touch to the

ROTIIMGE

01

RE-DISTRI-

ISLAPJDTRQUBLE

AMERICAN LUTHERAN
MISSION IN PERSIA
RAIDED BY WILDMEN

Arizona and New Mexico;
Join Southwest League.

(By The Amioi'lnlnl

Acting upon the recommendation
of a special committee headed by
Herman Schweizer, tho local
at their luncheon yesterday
noon voted to urge a
of Rotary which would place New
Mexico, west Texas and Arizona In
in a special district. The present
district includes Colorado and parts
of Wyoming.
The club also voted to take out
a membership in tho League of tho
the Southwest. This follows a similar action by tho chamber of
Dr. B. II. Briggs presented the
matter of securing tho Frances E.
Willard school. A special committee was created to look after the
proposition as far as Rotary is

concerned, Its members being Mr.
Briggs, C. M. Barber and M. M.
Maisel.
K. J. Ealdridge urged a representation at the Las Cruces park
meeting and he was appointed as
head of a committtee to secure such
a representation, tho other members being Carl C. Mageo and Ivan
Grunsfeld.
When the club members who had
inlned the chamber of commerce
were asked to rise, it was found that
a 100 per cent membership exJohn
isted among the Rotarians.
Milno presented the plan of the Y.
M. C. A. for new members.
The club voted to restrict Its
membership to seventy-fiv- e J 10and
to
raise Its initiation fees from
.
was
Clinton P. Anderson
appointed as a committee of one to make
recommendations
covering a plan
Alfor inducing Rotarians to visit Anbuquerque en route to the Los
geles convention and for entertaining them whilo here.
Arthur Prager heads the committee of Rotarians to arrange for a
the Business and Promeeting with
fessional Women's club.
A formal letter of resignation
wan received from Ward Shepard
and the club secretary, Oscar Lewis.
was instructed to draft a suitaoie
reply for the club.

(Br The Asmelnlci 1om.)
London, Dec. 1. A dispatch to
the London Times from Tabriz.
Persia, elated Tuesday, says wild
raided the American
tribesmen
Lutheran mission nt Syjbulak Oc8
tober
and tore the clothes off
three Americans, the Misses Schon-iiooFossum and Gudhard, and
brutally handled M. Bachimont, a
Frenchman attached to the mis
sion. Mrs. Bachimont was found
two days later In distraught condi
tion, hiding In a ruined house.
Five hundred
gendarmes who
surrendered were stood
up In
batches and shot down with ma
chino guns. After these excesses
the tribesmen withdrew but no Persian troops had occupied the town
when the news reached Here.
The raider are a part of the
forces of Simko, the Kurdish brigand chief who, making a forced
march from Urumlah, appeared
suddenly before Syjbulak October
the
resisted
6. The gendarmes
Kurds but wera defeated and on
October 7 Simko occupied the NATION'S UNEMPLOYED
town.

,
(Rf The Annotated Frrmi.)
Washington,. Dec. 1. The
The band and about 150 memnumber of the nation's unembers of the local Ballut Abyad temployed has decreased by more
were at
than a million during recent
ple, E. T.
to an estiInst
station
Fe
evening
the Santa
weeks, according
at 5 o'clock to greet a party of mate of tho national conference on unemployment,
eleven Imperial potentates of the
nounced today by Secretary
Shrine, who were on their way
to
to
He said that whlla
Pueblo, Colo.,
Hoover.
from California
conduct a ceremonial there for the
some of the unemployment decrease might bo only tempotemple.
ii. A.
rary, reports Indicated considimperial poienmie;
ImUnemand
erable improvement.
Imperial Treasurer Brown
at tho
estimates
Rowley were
ployment
perial Recorder
among the party, which was conpresent time were between
ducted through the local temple
3,500,000 and 4,000,000.
the
and afterwards driven about
The
can see and smell, but
Crabs
spent
lmperinl
party
city.
they can not hear.
forty minutes here,
Chase.-potentate-

,

Only 6 tablesfioonfyls needed to
make light, delicious

bustling crowds that throng the
hotels and streets ct .his modern
Occidental port
The wise traveler has learned to
arranee hia schfJule so that he may
have plenty A time to enjoy Vancouver and its envirr.ns. Excellent
motor roids lead iu all riirtctions
d
and motoring is a
pleasure for the climate, tempered
by the warm Japan current, keeps
roses blooming until Christmas
time. One must sec Vancouver's
roses draping walls tnd gateways,
year-rcun-
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Carnation Milk Product! Co.
P. O. Box 876. Tucson
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Get Carnation
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the shipping
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FIGURED

$1.75

Journal Want Ads bring results.

Crown
Prince Hirohito. the newl selected
regent of Japan, is Count Chinda,
formerly Japanese, -- mbassador to
tne u. b. Count Chinda is prod- nct
DcPauw university at Green- CMtl
8nd V?Coenied

'

'

the
modern Japan,

"
J

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL
OFFICE

BOBINET

for boudoir caps,
Yard

36-inc- h,

vests, etc.

$1

75c MEN'S TIES
Ties, brocaded
Several color combinations.

silk.

2

d

I

D

for

Gowns, Combinations, Center Pieces, Scarfs,
Each

etc.

Pillow Cases, $2.00 pair; single case.
HICKORY NEGLIGEE

GARTERS

Shirred ribbon covered, plain colors
e
effects.
and
Pair
two-ton-

vi.

Values to 85c CAMISOLE RIBBONS
Plaid, Persian and stripe effects
widths to 9 inches.
2

P--

yards

L

85c KYSER KNIT GLOVES
Knit from all wool yarns;
.
.
ePX
2
.
white only; all sizes.
pair.

$1.25 BAR PINS
Rhinestone setting, diamond
finish Safety Clasp. Each . .

85c CHINA SILK
Good range of color for fancy
work and doll dresses. 2 yds..

85c CINDERELLA SILKS
for lingerie, etc; pink, Nile
J
blue, yellow, tan, etc.

3-

$1

36-inc- h,

.

vl

$1.35 CORDUROY
rose, tan, African,
navy and black. Yard
36-inc- h;

$1

d--

2

D

yards

60c LONG
Our best quality;
finish. 3 yards

36-in- .;

L

CLOTH
soft

tpJ- -

A

VALUES TO $2. 19. Cleanup
of Girls' Tams, in felt and
suede; orange, Copenhagen,
black and white. Each
75c Children's Satine Bloomers
Good quality Satine ; size
6

to 8.

2

$1

for

$1.35 BOUDOIR

WOMEN'S

3

for....

$1

A

$1.69 WOMEN'S SILK HOSE
Pure thread Silk Hose; all
(Jsizes; cordovan only. Pair.... !)A

25c PERCALES

$1.50

Outing.

$1

36-inc- h,

. .

bleached

39c BOYS' HOSE
Bear brand, Coaster, Sandow brands,
etc., heavy weight, fine ribbed ; d j
size 8 only. 4 pair

CAPS

Pink, blue, lavender, lace and bobinet
combinations; rosebud
trimmings. Each

best grade, in light
and dark patterns. 5 yards. .

Infants' Outing Gertrude
Sizes to 2 years; good weight
50c

I)

--

J)--

WOMEN'S

FLEECED UNION

AND

CHILDREN'S

SUITS

Stove
Count Chinda.

$1

Stamped Pieces

CA-TE- U

Attend the Red Star Oil
at
demonstration
Raabe & Mauger's today.

42-inc- h.

yards

Four-in-Han-

$1

up.

LET THE COLLEGE INN
FOn YOCU NEXT PARTY.
WE KNOW II O W E ATS.
SWEETS. DANCING. COLLEGE
INN. PHONE 241.

-

Splendid quality,

$1

v

-l

(T-

LINEN FINISH PILLOW TUBING

JAPANESE LUNCH CLOTHS
Size 48x48; white ground,
blue designs. Each

$1.25 ANGORA TRIMMING
4V(s inches wide; white and
colors. Yard

CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED.
Mrs. G. Grab, 3116 Washington
Ave., New Orleans,
La., writes:
"My child had a cough so bail'Sh'e
would almost
strangle coughing.
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved her
cough, and I recommend It to any
mother."
Foley's Honey and Tar
gets right at the seat of trouble,
clears nose and throat of mucus,
heals raw and Inflamed surfaces,
loosens tightness of tho chest and
checks croup, whooping cough,
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold
everywhere.

to-

(J-

(Spednl rnrrrawnilinri to Tli Jmirn il
Santa Kc, Dec. 1. Highway En-

gineer Cilk'tt today was notified
that the rato at which New Mexico would receive federal aid under
tho recently passed $75,000,000
highway act had betn fixed at
$01,508 to $38,492.
This means that tho state will
get $G1.&0S of the federal aid allotted to it every $38,492 it putj

UNBLEACHED MUSLIN
Extra fine quality, Sea Island
tP-1Cotton. 5 yards
H

-

VALUES TO $4.95 FUR TRIMMING
Widths to 5 inches.
The yard

e,

rt

Attend the Red Star Oil
Stove
at
demonstration
Raabe & Maucrer's todav.

36-inc- h;

$1.25 WOOL EIDERDOWN
pink and blue.

Trfss.)

"B" Thcatci" Rosemary Theby
and Hex Ballard In "Across tho Divide," a production from the
corporation,
Playgoers Pictures
also sowing "The Kidnappor's
Monty Banks
Revenge,',' a two-pacomedy.
iyrlc TlieateT Albert E. Smith
presents Cflrlnne Griffith as the
star In. "Single Track;" also preSantschl In "Beyond
senting Tom two-rethe Trail," a
drama of the
west.
the
Repeating

Including Correspondence Cards, pound Paper and Paper
and Envelopes, in white, yellow,
Qt
PX
blue and pink. 2 boxes

pros-witho-

NIXON DEFENSE RESTS.
Great Bend. Kan.. Dec. 1 (by
the Associated Press.) The defense
rested Its case tonight In the trial
of Dr. W. A. Nixon, charged with
murder in connection with the
death of Arthur C. Banta, Great
Bond attorney.
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Pastime Theater
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STATE RECEIVES
GOOD SPLIT ON
ROAD AID FUND

Previously tho state had to put
Springfield, Bl.. Dec. 1. Illinois' up $50 for every $G0 obtained in
newest political sensation reports federal aid, but because of the
of alleged attempts to corrupt the largo area of unreserved
public
land in the state the state'3 pergrand Jury which Indicted Gover- centage was cut down.
nor Fmall last July probably will
bo laid before a future Sangamon
RAINS
county grand Jury for Investigation, TORRENTIAL
State's Attorney Mortimer Bald toMAKE FLOOD MENACE
night.
W. D. "Buck" Evans, member of
IN SEATTLE REGION
the July grand Jury, today was accused in a public letter to Governor
(Hy The AHsooialcd Trow.)
Small by ( If. Jenkiiw director of
Seattle, Hash., Dec. 1. Torrentwelfare, of offering to trado dam- - ial rains, added to melting snows
aging information against the
had caused a serious flood menace
ecutlon for a Job under tho Small today in the country between here
administration.
and Tacoma. Tho town of Kent
Reports that Mr. Mortimer plan- was partially under water with a
ned an Investigation of alleged at- - stream flowing over the main bus!
tempts at Jury fb.in.T were circu-- 1 ness street and covering the Seattle- lated, Jenkins and the governor Tacoma Interurhan tracks.
Por
said, by tho governor's
political Hons of highways were Inundated
foes as part of a plot to ruin Small. and farmers drove their cattle to
Mr. Mortimer In a reply said he higher lands.
told the governor's attorneys three
Reports indicated that Snoqual-miweeks ago of his information but
Cedar, White and Green rivers
that he would take no immediate, were out of their banks and rising
action because ho did not v.nnt to rapidly tonight.
The White river
be in the attitude of prejudicing the had risen fifteen feet in twenty-fou- r
hours. Railroads were taking
governor's present situation.
precautions.
From Ellensburg, Wash., east of
UNEMPLOYED CANNOT
tho Cascade mountains, tho Yakima
PARADE IN DALLAS river was reported twenty-eigup and still rising. The flood staue
was not expected Jor thirty hours
(Ry The AeMv:nted Trow.)
una
toBolico
1.
mignt be avoided, it was said
Dallas, Tex., Dec.
day refused to permit a parade of if tho temperature should drop
unemployed. About fifty idle men
had assembled at city hall when
polico orders to stop them were is GIBBONS AND KRUG
sued.
FIGHT TO DRAW IN
Tho old English seacoast town
TWELVE-ROUN- D
BOUT
what
Yarmouth
of Great
contains
Is said to be the narrowest street
(By The AMnrlateA ''read.)
in the world. It is known as Kitty
Newark, N. J., Dec. 1. GetWitches row and its greatest widtn
Is E6 inches.
ting into his stride after seven
rounds, In which he had the
worst of it, Phil Krug of HarriNEW JAP REGENT'S
son, N. J., tonight fought Mike
Gibbons of St. Paul to a fast
CLOSEST ADVISER
They weighed in
IS MAN OF PEACE at 150 anddraw.
155
pounds respec,
tively.
of his left
use
Making good
Jab and showing cleverness at infighting, the westerner had things
his own way until the fifth when
Krug landed a right cross to the
head that slowed
him down.
Again In the ninth the New Jersey fighter landed a vicious right.
By The AsBocldicil

day Dustln Farnum as the leading
character in "Tho Devil Within;"
also repeating "Who's Who," a
Sunshine comedy.

Just six tablespoonfiils of Carnation:
mat s am Because Carnation is twice
i ncn as ordinary milk.
us send you, free, a tested
for Carnation biscuits and other
wortli-w&good things. Also a
sompiete set 01 Mrs. Mary Blake's 5
g Lessons if you
"wnuon mera. Address
iJiOf

mm

(Or The Auociatad Preiu.)

New York, Dec. 1. A fifteen per
cent reduction In the wages of deep
water seamen will be put Into effect January 1, several large steamship owners Ceciared today.
While formal announcement Is
not expected before a week or ten
days, owners said that the proposed reduction had been under
consideration several- weeks and
was made necessary because of the
low wages paid by foreien steam- wa8 aiIefe5

Illinois Governor Has Newest Political Sensation;
Plan Probe cf Alleged
Effort toFix" Jury.

el

Carnation

r7Si

1

climbing chimneys, ireathmg per.
and filling vast gardens, to
appreciate real rose beauty and
luxurmnce.
Stanley Park with Its great
cedars and three fine beaches is an
ideal public playground. The motor
road that circles its shore line unrolls a succession of exquisite
views. Winding boulevards lined
with
palatial homes
cover Shaughnessy Heights an ex.
elusive residential section named in
honor of Lord Shaughnessy chair
man of the Canadian Pacific Railway the construction of which
linked two oceans end saved British
Columbia to Canada.
Colas

T JURY

I

ore--,

Values to 95c Willard Stationery

Arso-clatc-

PAY OF DEEP WATER
SEAMEN WILL BE CUT
SIXTH ON JANUARY

IS DECREASED MILLION
DURING RECENT WEEKS

IMPERIAL PARTY STOPS
HERE FORTY MINUTES

Pre..)

d
Washington, Dec. 1 (by the
Abolition of the
Press.)
submarino as instrument of warfare still is regarded by the British
delegation a9 the most preferabln
decision to be reached by tho arthe
mament conferenco when
submarine question Is brought up.
While British delegates realize,
it was said today, that their view3
a3 to the unsuitability oi! the submarine for warfare might not prevail in the conference
thoy felt
certain It would receive much sympathy in the world at large.
In anticipation of a lively discussion before tho conference, n
high British authority tonight set
out the British attitude as follows:
Tho submarine can hardly bo
used without being abused; in the
past it certainly was a gross abuse
of every rule of war. There might
be a legitimate use for the subma
rine If it could bo confined to operations against warships; It could
not be used against merchant ships
violation of the rules of
war.
Moreover the British spokesman
said ho doubted seriously whether
tno submarine really was the weapon of tho weaker power against
the stronger.
In response to an inquiry as to
whether tho same objection made
to the submarine might not with
equal force apply to the uso of gas
or to tho dropping of bombs from
airplanes, tho British
spokesman
declared there was a great differr
ence,

jH me

SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS ON DOLLAR DAY

U-BO-

Washington, Dec. 1. Governor
E. Mont Relly, of Porto Rico, conferred today with Secretary Weeks
on conditions in the island, the discussions, it is understod including
a consideration of charges of maladministration of his office by
unionist party leaders of Porto
Rico. At the same time tho Porto
Rican commission, which has come
to protest against Governor Riley's
administration arrived prepared to
lay before President
Harding
charges and data to support their
plea for removal of the governor.
Secretary Weeks Is expected to
report to President Harding tomorrow and pending the conference
with the president and final disposition of the trouble Governor
Reily will remain here, it was understood. At his conference with
Secretary Weeks today he defended
his administration
and also suggested tho advisability of certain
in Porto
constitutional changes
Rico with respect to the election
of members of the legislature.

Phone 351

321 North Second

.rnday,

FORSOUTHWEST BRITISH FAVOR
SMALL ALLEGES
END OF
Seek New Group of Clubs
AS WAR DEVICE FOES SEEK TO
Embracing West Texas,

(By The Asmrlnled TrrM.)
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.AN OLD STORE: WITH A NEW
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ALBUQUERQUE. N.MEX

well-dress-

SEES WEEKS

Albuquerque

yolden

fir

PURE
WHOLE
i CLARIFIED
PASTEURIZED
I

J

Tell us, we will do

Can we do more?

Periscopes are to be tried experimentally by the police of one
their
English city, to increaso
range of vision.

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PltKSS.)
Vienna, Dec. 1 (by the Associated by foreign visitors were entered,
Creaa.) In the widesnrp.nd vlnflmr looted and partly wrecked and the
which occurred here today many luxury shops robbed, while police
without interfering.
Americans staying at the hotels watcheddisturances
are described as
were attacked and some were sub- dueTheto the
scarcity and
jected to rough treatment. Mrs. cost of the growing
necessities. They had
Hand, wife of a colonel of the their inception in a general strike
United States army and her
in the industrial suburb of Florlds-dor- f.
ter were robbed of furs and daughclothTho workmen marched to
ing, but on the same floor, Colonel parliament and were joined by
and Mrs. Miller, U. S. A., displayed thousands. A
demanded
the American flag and spoke Eng- abolition of deputation
the stock exchange,
lish, and tho rioters withdrew from confiscation of foreign securities
their room.
and a more effective food control.
Tho New Bristol and the Old Brisan
The deputation
received
tol hotels were partially wrecked evasive answer,
in Its
and
and were looted to the second gangs began tho work opinion,
of destrucfloor.
tion.
They divided into several
Inquiries at the hotels disclosed
one attacking the cafes,
that many guests were robbed of columns,
hotels and stores, another storming
clothing and Jewels, in some in- thn empty totock exchange, while
stances tho jewels being torn from others proceeded to tho shopping
the ears.
district, where they attacked every
eleSeemingly the most
person and plundered.
ments swept through the rowdy
inner city;
Vienna Is a woeful sight. All
were
they
joined by the worst cafes are closed and streets are
criminal classes, committing
all dark. Occupants
of tho hotels,
kinds of excesses.
hearing that the workmen threaten
7
At
o'clock tonight the streets ed to renew the attack fled early In
were quiet.
afternoon and remained huddled in
The Associated Press correspondin the residential quarters
ent asked a policeman, who idly doorways
for shelter.
bcKging
watched the wrecking of tho hotel
If the rioting is resumed, a high
Imperial if there were not suffiofficial said, he feared that
cient police to handle the situation. police
in the absence of military forces,
He replied:
the police would be inadequate to
"We are tired of shooting and prevent pillage anad murder and
being shot. These people are hun the storming of the dwellings of
gry anu tiesperate; so are many of prominent bankers and business
us.''
men, and the Jewish quarters.
were the
Today's disturbances;
According to this authority many
most serious since the downfall of persons
were Injured.
the monarchy. In the inner city
Mounted police tonight scattered
practically every unshuttered wln- - the crowds, driving a solid body of
dow was smashed. All the famous workmen back to their home
and hotels frequented trlcts.

untiir

Milk

Prm.)

Austin, Tex., Dec, 1. l'rrsllo:i'
Obregon of Mexico slated he would
be una bin ii,
accept Governor
Ncff's Invitation to bo in San An7
to meet Marshal
tonio December
Koch, in a message today. Pressure
of official business was the reason
given.

Wife of Colonel in United States Army
Robbed of Furs and Clothing, but Sight of
American Flag Causes Rioters to Withdraw
From Rooms of Another U. S. Officer.
k
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Fully bleached, long and short
sleeve, ankle length; also low
neck. and no sleeve; regular and
extra sizes. Suit

$1.00

SHOES
Black and brown lace and

button styles, $2.00 pair.
Each

shoe......

$J

Ff vat
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Jjegion J3vinas TDorlcL
Commanders 'jfogether

MEMBE RSHIPIN
C. OF G. PUSSES
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.
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JO MARK

Rejuvenation Campaign to
This
Continue
Week;
Central Committee Con- - fident of Reaching Quota

The chamber of commerce membership passed the 1,000 mark last
Jilght at 5:69 o'clock.
Central committeemen In charge
of the membership rejuvenation
campaign expressed their belief
that the new goal of 1,200 members
could be readied by the end of the
week.
The records show that there arc
well over 200 more men and women In Albuquerque who will undoubtedly want to Join the new
chamber, but who 7ive eo far been
unable to due to the fact that they
have been out of the city: have not
been able to Interview or be Inter- viewed bv the membership sales- men or who, being old chamber
members, have been under the im
pression that tho drive was only for
new memwrs ana mat, as present
members, they need not Bign up
now.
A meeting of the central committee will be held at the end of
the week and a complete cheek
marie and report compiled of the
results of the drive. The report
will be ready for publication Sunday morning.
"I believe that Albuquerqueans
will be greatly surprised when they
see the list of names," Sidney M.
Weil, chairman of the rejuvenation
committee, Htated last night. "The
list will show that almost every
at least one
family in the city h
active booster for Albuquerque and
civic
natural
its
organization,
for
the chamber of commerce."
The treat number of workers
who have taken part In the drive
at various times since It started,
has resulted in many persons becoming acquainted In a business
and social way who had never before even known each other.
"If the only result of the drive
Was this cementing of friendships,
the drive would be a success," one
at the central committee members
declared yesterday when discussing this phase of tothebe campaign.
held by the
At the meeting
central committee at the end of the
plans relative to
week, detailed
memberships, the methods of elecand
further
suggestions for
tions
chamber activities for the year win
be arranged and the committee will
then turn over the membership
list and activity plans to the official chamber, and consider Its work
completed.

POLICE START HUNT
'
.

" '

FOR MAN POISONING
ARBUCKLE WITNESS

(Ir The

Anomtrtl

fs.

.San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 1.
Systematic police search was begun
tonight for the stranger alleged to
be responsible for the poisoning of
Mrs. Irene Morgan, TAg Angeles
nurse and defense witness In the
trial of Roseoe Arbuckle. The district attorney announced his entir.:
fores would aid in the Investiga-

tion.
Mrs. Morgan was found unconscious In her hotel room. She tol l
of being accosted last night and
again today by a man she had seen
during the Arbuckle trial, She
nald the man had given her candy
twice and that both times eating
this candy had been followed by
Illness.
No connection
between Mrs.
Morgan's experience and the trial
In progress has been discovered,
authorities said.
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MS. W.

FRANKLIN

D'OLIER
of American
Legion.

HAN FORD MacNIDER
Commander of American Legion.

Past Commander

WORLD COMMANDERS

xetty

Re. ding from left to right. Lieutenant Cener.I Alfon.a
Croup)
Diaa, Marshal Foch, General John J. Pershing, Admiral Sir David

America has had distinguished
Tlsitorg since the time of the arrival of Columbus but probably What Foreign Visitors
never In Its four hundred odd years
Think of America
of existence has It held on Its soil
such & group us was brought to
Foch! Tremendous.
I see
gether last month In Kansas City. now the reason for the grand
There, at the annual convention of scale of your undertakings and
the American Legion, four of the the Immensity of your sucgreatest fighting men of all time cesses.
were met by a fifth man of arms so
Beatty: My visit as guest of
that the group comprised Ferdithe American Legion has imnand Foch, Marshal of France;
pressed upon me more and
Generalissimo
more the unanimity of your
Armando Vlttorlo
Diaz, of Italy; Admiral Sir David
national effort toward the fulfillment of ideals.
Beatty, First Sea Lord of Great
Britain; Lieutenant General
the
Jacques: Your power
Commander-ln-Chlef
Jacques,
strength of your country
of the Belgian Army, and
comes, as I have found it, from
General John J. Pershing.
your capacity for work and
When the American Legion was
your enjoyment of It
founded In Paris In the days folDiaz: The greatest impression was made upon me by the
lowing the armistice, one of the
fundamental reasons for Its orcompleteness of your assimilaganization was to perpetuate the
tion. I was proud to see my
former countrymen now as arfriendly alliance that prevailed
among nations during the war.
dent in their Americanism as
Therefore, as goon as the military
your native-boraffairs of the world calmed down
the Legion Invited the commanders
tinder whom the doughboys and liege of being host to the man who
gobs had served during the war. commanded him during the war.
In other words each doughboy or
General Diaz arrived first, on Oc
gob In the Legion had the prlv- - tober 19th, and was at once taken

JAPANESE DELEGATE
DENIES REPUDIATION
OF BARON KANJI KATO
(By The Associates

Dec.

Pra.f

bv the Asso- ciaiea rress). uenial was made
Prince
tonight by
Tokugawa, a
Japanese delegate, that he rerjudi- ated or disapproved the recent as
sertion of Vice Admiral Kanji Kato,
cnier naval adviser to the Japanese
delegation, 10 tne effect that Japan
1

ALTON T. ROBERTS
Chairman American Legion R
ception Committee.

(Abor.

Jacques, Cenerahi.no Armando

regarded a 70 per cent ratio In capital ship tonnage necessary to safeguard the nation's interests.
Vice Admiral Kato declared Ja
pan must have a ratio of 70 per
cent instead of the 60 per cent ratio
m the American proprovided
posals. Prince Tokugawa. a day or
so later, was quoted as saying the
vice admiral's assertion was an expression of "personal opinion."
Tonight Prince Tokugawa made
this statement:
"What I meant to convey in anof newspaper
swering questions
correspondents concerning the in
terview
given by Vice Admiral
Kanji Kato, was that it was the
opinion of the Japanese naval experts. I did not mean to contradict
the views of Vive Admiral Kato.
Some people seem to have Interpreted what I said as being a repudiation or disapproval of the vice
admiral's opinions, but I did not
convey any such idea."

CREDITS

SALESMANSHIP

RAILHQADSAGREE
TO END FOREIGN

filLiCES

SHIP

under the guidance of the American
Legion
Reception Committee of
which Alton T. Roberts Is chnlr.
man, and Franklin D'Olier,
Two days later Admiral
Beatty reached New York and the
ovation tendered to Diaz was repeated for him.
On October 22nd General Jacques
reached the United States and
hardly had the cheers died down
when Marshal Foch came Into the
greatest ovation ever tendered a
foreign visitor. The Allied
reached New York on October 28th.
With General Pershing these four
leaders of men met In Kansas City
and there in the parade held before the convention saw men whom
they had known In France or on the
When the convention
high seas.
elected Hanford MacXIder as commander these distinguished war
riors were the first to extend their
congratulations.
Through these visitors the Ameri
can Legion Is achieving .ts Ideal
the continuation of the spirit of
good will between the United States
and the countries that fought with
it In the World War. These com
manders of foreign hosts are going
back as missionaries of the renewed
friendship.

The AnsnHatrd

A number of residents of the
Duke City and several former Al
buquerqeans now living in Cali
fornia will be present at tho meet
lng. C. E. Breece, Max Nordhaus
and Sidney Weil are appointed by
the governor to represent the state
and VV. C. Oestrelch, Clark M. Carr
and W. C. Reid will represent the
chamber of commerce.
Letters
have been sent by the chamber of
commerce to a number of former
residents of Albuquerque now liv
ing in California, asking them to
attend tne meeting.
visitors will be
welcomed at all sessions and will
be admitted by ticket. The cenven- tion headquarters will be et the
Glcnwood
Mission Inn.
Social
events ln connection with the meet
ing will be a reception to delegates
and dislinguished guests on Thursday evening, a Saturday luncheon
for visiting ladies, automobile excursions to Interesting points and
the banquet following adjournment
on Saturday,

HUM

MILK-POWDE-RED
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COUPON
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men who forge ahec.'.

ed

delicious, served with cream
"B!g" business men are usually of
great vitality, robust and.vimful
"Iron Men," so' called because of
iron in the blood.
Scores of them eat what they call
"iron breakfasts" every morning to
,
uphold their driving force.
For instance, stewed raisins the
luscious dish that's given- to pale,
tired, anemic business men at a famous sanitarium in Battle Creek.
For raisins are rich in food-iro- n
which promotes energy and vigor.

Seeded

Cover

high-power-

'

Halslns with cold water and
add a slice of lemon or
orange. Place on fire; bring
to a boll and allow to simmer for one hour. Sugar
may be added but la not
d
aa
necessary,
Seeded Halslns contain 75
per cent naural fruit sugar.

.
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December 6.
The drive, will last lust 200
minutes and " will "clcrie regard
one member has
less of whether
"
.

.

Men need' but a small bit of ircn
daily, yet that need if vital. Supply
it through raisins.
This is a suggestion to you, madam
(if you, too, are reading this).
Watch your men's food for thai
iron content. It's important.
This breakfast-frui- t
is so well
liked that it is welcome daily, and
it is daily regularity that counts.
Try tomorrow, learn for yourself
how good stewed raisins are, and
how the men folks like them.

RAISINS

SUN-MAI- D

.

Raisin Pic

d
Use
Raisins, made from
California's finest table grapes
American raisins,'! processed and
packed immaculately in a great
modern California plant,
Seeded (seeds removed); Seed
Sun-Mai-

Mm are quickly refr$kd al
night by a dwert life thi$

BE IMPOSED

x w
Prpp

01 FEB.
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"Iron Breakfasts
Strvefor breakfast every morning and get your daily iron
in Utia way

PENALTIES

GREENS BEGINS

100
Credits

ttanrt, pvffnl rise
lupcrilv cMioeva

How to Stew Them

been obtained or 1,000 members
have signed up..
'
Workers will spend 100 min
utes sellinsr "Y" memnershms on
the morning of December 6 and
the same amount . of time the
following day.
TAX
The entire drive in to be In the
form of a membership sale and
B. Herndon has been named
sales manager.
There will be
five division managers who will
TO
have charge of the following di
visions: Industry, banks and retail, professional, wholesale and
1 Jobbers, and federal employes.
HE E
Complete plans for the light
ning campaign will , be arranged
at the supper to be held for the
Monday evening at the
District Court Issues Order workers
Y. ' The salesmen and prospects
have been landed by them
Granting 30 Day Exten who
will meet at the "Y" for a "get
sion in P a y m e n t of acquainted" dinner following the
completion of the drive.
County December Taxes.
Finland la one of the few counCounty tax penalties will not be tries where the "tip" is unknown.
decharged this year until after a
linquency dating from February 1
according to a ruling handed down
In the district . court
yesterdav
morning. This gives taxpayers 80
days more than usual in which to
pay ineir taxes, which usually be
come delinquent Januarv 1.
The order of the court was Is
sued at the request of the county
-assessor una is caused by the delay in the approval of the county
levies py ine state tax comm s.
sioner.
Statements will be mailed to tax
payers by the assessor some time
this month.
beTaxes
come due for last halfnormally
payment on
December 1 and become delinquent

FOREST
FOR CHRISTMAS

CLUB

Try Rtmti
etrtalfcr in.

They need it
"The Iron Food for Vitality

"Two hundred members In two
hundred minutes." is the slogan
Y.' M. C. A. drive
of the two-da- y
to bo started on the morning of

',.'.'.'

w'11

,end 109
Luscious Raisin
Recipes In a free book to any-

ever-read-

dessert

y

Raisins are cheaper by 30 per cent
than formerly
see that you get
plenty in your foods.

Cut This Out and Send It
California Associated Raisin Co.

'

one who mails coupon.

less (grown without seeds); CIus
ters (on the stem). Also a fine,

Dept.

Fresno, Calif.

Pleaie tend me copy of your free book

1

"Sun-Mai-

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED
KA1S1N CO.

Mmtmhia 11.000

d

'

Recipes''-

Name.

Grown-- .

Calif.
--

State-

Without the treacherous help
of cathartics"

A simple food which gradually replaces laxatives

who can control chronic constipation
without the treacherous help of cathartics makes a "booster' of his patient"
This 'quotation from a doctor's essay on constipation carries a message of great signiflcancto
thousands of men and women.
It is now recognized that cathartics never remove the causes of constipation. Indeed, one
physician states that the indiscriminate use of
cathartics is probably one of the most frequent
causes of constipation.
For many years there has been pressing need

H1

.

for some simple food that would help restore
normal conditions. And now scientists have discovered it in the familiar little cake of Flcisch-mann- 's

Yeast

First came the startling discovery that Flelsch-- ;
mam's Yeast in itself is a wonderful food, rich
in the mysterious water-solubl- e
vitamine. Then,
it was found that Fleischmann's Yeast builds up
the body tissues, keeps the body resistant to disease.

In addition, because of its freshness (you get l
fresh daily) Fleischmann's Yeast helps the intestines in their elimination of waste matter. Fleischmann's Yeast was tested for this purpose in lead- -'
ing medical institutions. Chronic cases of constipation, some even of years' duration, responded, jr
Fleischmann's Yeast is by its very nature better,
suited to the stomach and intestines than the
ordinary laxatives, and being a food it cannot
form

a habjt

r

Eat 2 to 3 'cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast a day. Have It
on the table.pt Jiome and on your desk at the office. Eat It
plain, spread on bread, or dissolved in milk or fruit juices.
You will lih itt frt$h, dittinctiv flavor and the clean
wholotht fast it leapt in your mouth. It is assimilated just like any other food. Only one precaution: If
troubled with gas, dissolve yeast first ia boiling water. This
does' not' affect the efficacy of the yeast. Place a
standing
order with your grocer for Fleischmann's Yeast and set it
fresh.daily.,.,,

s

j

y

,

,

Send 4 cents In stamps for the Interesting booklet, "The
New Importance of Yeast in Diet." Address The FlbiSCH-MANCompany, 701 Washington St, Mew York, N, Y,

N

FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST IS A FOOD
NOT A MEDICINE
Avoid the use of
yeast preparations. Many
of these contain only a small amount of yeast as little1 .
as one-tenof a yeast cake mixed with drugs or.
medicines. The familiar tin-fo- il
package with the
is the only form in which you can get Fleischmann's Yeast for Health. Be sure it's Fleischmann's
fresh Yeast Do notbe misled byyeast-substltute- s.
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The Iron Food
for Vitality

mum

Campaign to Start Tuesday
Morning; J. B. Hcrndon
to Have Charge of Membership Sales Force.
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Good for the
babies and
children

sentatives of Now Mexico will
speak. A. A. May, state engine r, of
Santa le, Ralph rc. Twltcheli. ires
ident of the Santa Fe chamber of
commerce, and F. B.' Davis, Colo
rado river commissioner from New

r?r,nt

J
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Mexico.

ever-gree-

V

Epen It backward

Tresi.)

FLOYD COOK FINED
of prominent New
ON ASSAULT CHARGE
Mexicans, headed by Secretary of
the Interior Albert B. Fall and
Governor Merritt C. Mechem, will
Floyd Cook, an employe at the
address the special meeting of the Imperial laundry, was fined f 50 in
League of the Southwest at River police court yesterday on a charge
side, Calif., on December 8 to dis- of assaulting S. E. Stanley. Stancuss Colorado river problems. Sec- ley claimed that soma one called
retary Fall of Three Rivers, N. M, him by telephone Wednesday night
will read President Harding's mes- asking him to come to a confec-- t
When he found no one
sage on the first afternoon of the tloncjy.
had called him from the store, he
meeting.
Governor Mechem will address stated that he became suspicious
the Saturday morning, session on and started back home. At Hazel-din- e
avenue he claims he met his
"New Mexico and the Colorado
At a banquet to be Wife and Floyd Coofc, Tioth men
Problems."
held on Saturday evening at the were badly bruised as a result of
Glcnwood Mission inn three reire the meeting,
,
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San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 1.
Mrs. Ireno Morgan, defense witness
in the Roscoo Arbuckle trial was
found unconscious today ln her
LEAGUE! room at the Cliff hotel.
According
to the house physician she had
been drugged.
The testimony of Mrs. Morgan,
Good Representation From who said she served overseas ln
was unthe Canadian forces
Duke City- Will Attend der fire at the second and
battle of the
was vigorously attacked by
California Conference on Marne,
the prosecution.

D

FREE

IN

ARBUCKLE TRIAL IS
FOUND UNCONSCIOUS

River Problems.

(Br
Washington, Iec. 1 Willingness
to anrogate preferential contracts
with foreign shipping interests was
expressed today before shipping
board officials by six of the eight
American railroads having such
agreement. Two roads which were
invited to appear before the ship
ping Doara Interstate commerce
committee as being party to prefer
entlal contracts, unnounced those
contracts which they had held had
expired and would not be renewed.
Ihe roads whose representatives
agreed to recommend the cancellation were: Tho Baltimore & Ohio.
Northern Central, Southern. Mobile
& Ohio and Boston & Albany. The
Pennsylvania railroad, according to
its general traffic manager, R. c.
Wright, had only a buslnes understanding with the International
Merchant Marine, which could be
easily cancelled If the board de
sired.
Be
The hearings
were adjourned
THTTRP! IS A nrrTTnFvrF pending the filing by the individual
BETWEEN
HOME
COOKED roads of statements as to their In
January 1,
CHICKENS AND HOME-COOKE- tent,
D. O. Wood, general foreign
BAKED HAM IV A
SANDWICH.
EATS, SWEETS, agent of the Grand Trunk, said It
OiV
DANCING.
COLLEGE
INN, would be necessary to dlscusa the
The genuine bears this signature
proposed abrogation further with
I'UONE 241.
his principals before he could act
the
Having passed the
limit af The tenth railroad represented,
40 years, Jimmy Potts, the veteran Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, of
cancel
with
its agreement
Minneapolis
battler, has hen fered to
barred by the Minnesota commis- a Japanese line if the board would
Price 30c
guarantee to replace the business
sion from boxing ia that state.
twenty-fou- r
more days to
which, he said. Inevitably would bo do Only
your Christmas chopping. No,
lost
chopping,
Christmas
chopping
trees, to be specific.
There's apparently some rush
about it this year, too, according
to Jhe Manzano forest officials
who' have already had calls for
Good for 100 Credit in
permits to cut Christmas
In the forest land In the
The Albuquerque Journal
Sandia and Manzano mountains.
Several permits were Issued
So Easy to Drop Cigarette, terday.
Free permits are issued to inCigar, or Chewing Habit : dividuals
who wish to cut Christmas trees for use ln their own
has helped thousands homes; For those whq go Into
to break, the. costly, nervershatter- - the Christmas
tree buslnewt
t
ing tobacco habit. Whenever vou this season a permit price of ten
have a longing for a smoke or a cents a tree Is asked. Those who
remove trees without permit are
chew, Just place a harmless
tablet ln your mouth lr.Ctead. subject to fine.
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
Christmas tree hunters are di
Is completely broken, and you are rected this year to a
I HEREBY CAST 100 FREE CREDITS FOR
better off mentally, physically, fi near the ranger stationbigatpasture
Cedro
It's so easy, so simple. In Tijeras canyon.
nancially.
The spot is
Miss, Mr. or Mrs.,
and if It easily accessible
Get a box of
automobile
by
doesn't relcaee you from all crav- and the trees are Just a rond
ing for tobacco ln any form, your size for holiday use. The forest
Address.
Durt, No...
druggist will refund, your money service, furthermore, has decided
without question.
that this grove can best afford
ile.lltIr cJlppe(1 cut' name an1
2?M.,-P- Si
Jlress of the
In, and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
to be cleared out a bit by reBIG BANDIT IIAtTi.
some of the trees.
?5 Jhe Mornl"K Journal, will count as 100 FREtt
1.
Gold moving
does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
Sacramento, Calif., Dec.
The trees aro young plnon
of
for your favorite candidate, and
amount
the
$60,000
to
bullion
which Is
you are not restricted In any
recommended for
was obtained by bandits armed Christmas highly
6t
trees.
There is
id
tbeTal" count?
.a" yU Bn and end them ln
shot guns who hdld to be no more
with sawed-of- f
satisfactory Christ
mlno at Jackson,
the
up
Argonaut
mas
m
trees
mis
country except
This coupon mnst be polled before 8. p. m.
Amador county last night, accord- - the white fur which
Satnrday, Deo. 10
grow
lng to a report to the Sacramento- at such: high altitudes thatonly
It
police department today.
is impossible to obtain them.
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DEFENSE WITNESS

-

Washington.

To Cure a Cold
in One Day

December 2, 1921. "
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STARRING

NOW
IN CINEMA STORIES

m

m

Wo man's. Daily
FORMER YALE

agazine Page

HALF-BAC- K

mm RHYKE

Serial Cslendsr

Bl WAI1

Friday.
club will meet

Woman's

p. m.

at

THE GOOD EXAMPLE.

Interfratornlty Prom at Masonic
templo at 8:30 p. m.

WESTERN WOMAN IS
SHERIFF, CORONER
AND UNDERTAKER

Bill has stacks of
with royal hands he sawed
It, and wise men find his conduct
good, and roundly they applaud it.
He labors, labors every day, hit
bones and sinews wrenching: he'a
fired his gardener, they say, to do
some more retrenching. And no-.with his own princely hands he'll
ply the hoe and shovel, and culti- vate the fertile lands around his
Holland hovel. "That it's a time
to cut expense," ho says, "Is plain
ana no repairs ine
to imnKers,
garden fence and carries out the
clinkers. "It's no use hiring
men." he says; "I'll do my
lluty;" and so he cleans the porkers' pen. and cranks the motoi
tooty. Whene'er we hear of exiled
er

wood,

heed-.lea-

fec
"Lefty" (Maurice R) Flynn with his wife and small daughter.
Asldo from those matinee Idols a safe guess that many of Flynn's
a start
who ilay athletic parts In pictures old classmates get rather favorite
they go to their see
there are some real athletes play- when
the
and
movie
neighborhood
n
"Lefty" playing In picing leading roles who never have
their pictures taken In runninB tures.
has appeared In "The Siltrunks, boxing suits, footba'l toE. verFlynn
Horde," "Going Some," "The
or heavy sweaters. Ono of these
"Officer 686" and
latter is "Lefty" Flynn, as ho was Great Accident,"
Destiny." He lives In
called when he played halfback fcr "Roads of with
his pretty wife and
B. Flynn a he California
Yale, or Mnuri'-well-know-

It

fin

By JANE

m

Is littlo daughter.

I said something
Yesterday
about the value of housework as a
beauty exercise. I know many o.
my renders aro going to tell me
that, though it may be good for
the arms, it Is exceedingly hard
on the hands.
But
All this Is true enough.
thor are any number of littlo way
of protecting the hands while
working and of treating them aa
soon as housework is finished.
First of all, never touch a stove
or furnace or ashes unless you
have
gloves on. Cotton gloves
used to bo ten cents a pair, now
twice as much, at least.
are
they
They aro cheap at any reasonable
price, however, ftlnce they do protect the hands when doing dirty,
dusty work.
In fact most housework can be
done with gloves on. Cotton of
canvas gloves are for dusting and
sweeping and lor tending flros;
rubber gloves, which are a little
more expensive, for scrubbing and
There aro only two
dishwashing.
household duties I know of that
can not be done with gloves on.
One Is making beds, which is not
hard on the hands, and the other
Is laundry work, which is.( Cut
even in laundry work the amount
of time tho hands are Immersed In
water Is reduced to a minimum by
the aid of washing machines,
wringers and other patent dovlccs
to eliminate the
scrubbing board.
The new soap flakes and powders are so cleansing in their action that practically no rubbing s

j

j
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JOAN TELLS OF A GHOST.

said quietly,
Margaret
"what Joan saw was a new dreas
CHAPTER 28.
I have Just bought. Tho rest was
For days Margaret felt the all her Imagination."
"Of course wo knew she wis
weight of her daughter's displeasure. Neither of them mentioned stringing us, Mrs. Hnyden,"
the
but
returned.
''Ghosts aren''
Craig Forrester's name,
old familiar "Mumslo" was dis- walking about In the middle of the
carded for the formal "Mother," afternoon."
and in other ways Joan held her"Wouldn't you Just love to soe
a really, truly ghost?" Horten.,e
self aloof.
But someway Margaret cared asked, shivering delightfully at the
less than before.
thought.
"Of course I should feel awfully
lloth boys launched at once Into
boimT
a description of stories they had
silly If Joan knew about my
all dressed up that morning, and heard or read nbout ghosts anr.
nbout tho luncheon," she said to their habits. Joan was unusually
herself, "but I shall have to begin luiot, but thry were so interested
to assert myself a little "as far is in their subject they paid no atmy age goes or Joan will have me tention, really did not notice.
laid away on a shelf for the re:U
"I saw a play once where a woof my life."
man who had been dead 20 years
Then Margaret considered. came back to her old homo and at
Should she show Joan the rose an.l niKht walked all about. The queer
gray drees? What If sho hung It thing about it was that although
up In the closet with her other sho had been dead 20 years she
clothes and let Joan find It? Cra'.g had on the same dress she wore
Forrester had said it was so bo when last seen alive, and ther:
coming; ho had admired her In It, wasn't a wrinkle In it," Hortenso
had declared
she looked Hko contributed her story after MalJoan's sister.
Perhaps It wa colm had finished a
wrong for her to think herself too one concerning a graveyard ghost
old to dress prettily and stylishly, he had read about.
or for enjoyment.
She had so
"I thought I saw a ghost ono
Forrester's rail. Th t'me night," Clarence broke in. "I wan
had passed so swiftly. And time visiting my aunt down on Lorn!
so often dragged with her.
glrj Island. It was an awful hot night
was alone so much. Joan was o and my window was open.
It
often with her schoolmates.
opened onto a wide porch, but wa
One morning In an access of In- high up so I wasn't a bit afraid
dependence following a night o: I woko up awfully sudden, nnd
almost sleepless thinking caused right on the bed with mo was n
by Joan's attitude something she great, big, white thing moving
had n
said about her mother's slowly up toward me. I tell you
age Margaret took the ro.se and I was scared stiff! I shut my eycn
dress
from the box and hunq and pretty soon I felt the gho t s
gray
it in tho closet. She put the dainty breath on my face. I tried to
rose colpred slippers in plain sight scream, but it was a long tunc b
on the shelf, the stockings in her fore I could, then I 1ft out a yow.
When this w:s that you could have heard a mild,
bureau drawer.
done she breathed a sigh of relief. My aunt came running in and the
"Please get my sweater for me, ghost Jumped off tho bed. It was
Joan?" she asked as they sat ou a great big whlto cat belonging
Malto one of the neighbors. You bet
tho porch that afternoon.
colm Frost. Clarence Tobln ami I shut my window nights
Hortenso Thompson had walked that."
All four had
"I should think you would,''
home with Joan.
raided the cake box, nnd were
Margaret said sympathetically
munching littlo frosted "And I don t blame you for thinkcakes.
ing It was a ghost."
"Neither do I!" Joan broks In.
Joan was gone what seemed an
unusually long time. When sho her Intense interest in thu tale had
sweater-ancaused her to forget her resent
finnlly returned with the
a serious face she laid it unon ment for a moment.
her mother's lap without a word.
"Thae you," Margaret mur- INGROWN TOE NAIL
mured.
TURNS OUT ITSELF
"One would think yoa had seen
a ghost, Joan. Why pull such
serious
face?" Malcolm Frost
A noted
authority says that a
teazed.
few drops of "Outgro" upon the
"I did see a ghost."
skin surrounding the ingrowing
"Tell us about It."
nail reduces inflammation and pain
"It was nothing but the ghost and so toughens the tender, sensl
of an old woman trying to scon tive skin undorneath the toe nail,
young, she was all dressed In ro?e that It can not penetrate the flesh,
and gray, and she gavo me the and tho nail turns naturally outshivers."
The contortion which ward almost over night.
followed illustrated Joan's feeltn:;,
"Outgro" Is a harmless, antisepalthough it was an oppressively tic manufacturer for chiropodists.
warm evening.
However, anyone can buy from the
"How Interesting!" Hortenso ex- drug store a tiny bottle containing
claimed. "Do tell us more about directions.
Adv.
It. Where was the gh03t?"
"In the closet."
FRESH VIOLETS TODAY. COL"Let's all go and see It?" Clar- LEGE INN.
EATS, SWEETS,
ence Tobln suggested.
DANCING. PHONE 21.
"No,"

Mat-col-

Bj Edna Kent Forbe.
AND HANDS.

j

Bill he's doing something useful,
he nails a board or saws a Bill, or
rears a pumpkin Julceful. I use I
to hate his very name when he
was wildly reigning, and putting
up his war lord game, all helpful
tasks disdaining. But when the
kaiser had to quit, and fold his
tpanglcd banner, he took his souo,
wo must admit, in quite a deal
He might bs
game manner.
grouching all the time, invoking
Mlko and Peter, and mourning
pomp and slate sublime from
which he had to teeter. But sin :e
he lost his throne and crown he'j
set a fine example, and ho has held
his sawburk down with resolution
He piles tho stovewool
ample.
rank on rank, and when he has a
penny he puts It In the savings
bank, to shame the thriftless
many.

THE HEW GEHERATIOH

BEAUTY GHATS
HOUSEWORK

MASON.

8

Star will eloct officers

Kastern
at 7:30 p. m.

is billed in Goldwyn pictures.

.while long handled
necessary
mops and long handled scrubbing
brushes save the back and the
hands. If the hands suffer from
housework, rub them with oil or
lard, then wash this off with soap
and water.
Miss N. M. M.: The recovery
from a sprain is always very slow,
even taking years to fully overcome It fully, unless the spralnel
parts have beenIs given absolute
rest until there
complete recovMassage the leg regularly
ery.
It by standing
overtax
not
and do
on It for long periods, then some
day the entire tendency toward
aching will have disappeared.
Estelle: The scars from removoff
ing blackheads usually bleach
themselves by cultivating a clear
trv
scars
not,
do
skin. If your
peroxide of hydrogen on a small
piece of absorbent cotton, placing
It over the scars at night, leaving
It to dry out gradually whllo It
bleaches the skin.
A. H. L.: The lines on either side
of the mouth show that your facial
muscles aro sagging. To remedv
this build up the general syBtom
and tono the muscles of face and
throat by gentle massago witii
cream, astringents and finally an
Ice rub.
X. Y. Z.: If the shade of your
eyes is really bleaching, you may
need to bo built up generally, or
tho eyes may be weakened from
straining them. Consult your doctor.
Peggy; X. Y. Z.: I will bo glal
to mall the. formula for the eyelash tonle If you send me d. stamped addressed envelope.

Mrs. Jessie

fcL

LlghtfooU

There are some narrow-mlndo.- 1
people who boast that they will
not do business with a woman If
they can help It. In moat cases this
is rank Injustice, but even the
most ardent feminist cannot but
appreciate tho reason moat pcopli
would not like to "do business"
with Mrs. Jessie M. I.Ightfoot of
King county, Washington.
Mrs. Llghtfoot has the distinction of being not only a sheriff and
coroner, but nhe is interested in
two undertaking
't
companies,
certainly sounds as if "r.nce the
gets you you are done for," as one
of her friends jovially remarked.
Mrs. Llghtfoot is tho fl'st nnd
only woman deputy sheriff In King
county with tho full power of
sheriff, She was the first deputy
coroner bi the slato of Washington.
In addition to her duty as sheriff
she Is secretary of the TTomu Undertaking company and tho
Undertaking company. Mrs.
club
Lightfoot is also an actlv-woman and is president of the'
Women's
Commercial
club of
Seattle. She is a lifo member o?
the state legislative council of
Washington and chairman of thr
finance committee of tho King
county legislative council.

GREEK LETTER WOMEN
WILL MEET TO AWARD
SCHOLARSHIP
TROPHY
At the Saturday luncheon meeting of the Woman's
o
association of the city at the
the collego Greek letter
women will announce the award of
a scholarship trophy to the university sorority having tho highest
scholastic average for the college
year
Money to purchase
the silver trophy was contributed
association
by the
last year.
Other important business of the
luncheon will be the reorganization
of the association on a new basis
nnd
and the revision of the
Mrs. George Ander-ma- n
constitution.
will preside over the meeting.
All members of women's national
fraternities are Invited to attend
the luncheon which will be served
promptly at 12:30. Reservations
must be made before noon today
at telephone No. 1988-ic

HCiEHT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. R1RKMAN.

HOW TO MAKE ONE OP THE outlining two ovals (about the size
of small eggs), close together tt
NEW "BUNNY BIBS."
the very bottom of the bib.
world
It is not necessary to have a picall
the
how
Isn't it funny
wiil start making some new thing, ture or pattern to make one of
will these pretty bibs.
Any woman
then suddenly all the worldsomecan cut one herself out of newsbecome enthusiastic about
moon
It
a
small child.
paper,
the present
trying
thing else? At
ment women have gone wild over Sho can then pin this home-mad- e
If you have no newspaper pattern to her material
"Bunny Bibs."
cut out tho bib.
baby In your family to wear one and
Tho next step is to crochet an
of these, you can make one for
edge
for
child
completely around the bib.
perhaps
your neighbor's
This Is how they are To do this, turn over edge of maChristmas.
terial nearly and crochet right Into
made:
yard of any white it a plcot, using colored silkateen
Buy one-haor any mercerized cotton. Single
coars
Is
which
or colored material
enough to put a crochet hoolt crocnet one: repeat five times:
You can make two of chain four and Join In fifth single
through.
of to make plcot. Continue In this
tho bibs out of this half-yargoods and, for a gift, it Is nlci way all around the edge of the
to give a pair of bibs, one to be bib. (A No. 8 needle is about right
worn when the other Is In the to use for crocheting this edging.)
If you can not crochet you can
wash.
The ears of the bunny go aroun 1 finish the edge of the bib by sow
the child's neck and are fastened lng around it a colored rickracls
with a button and button hole on braid or any other machine-mad- e
the eartipg.
edging which you find in tho
The bunny's round head comei stores.
Tho measurements of this bib,
child's
and
below
the
the
chin,
just
breast and "shoulders" of the bun- when edged, are: Length from tip
ny form another circle beneath tho of ears to end of the large circle
bunny's head; two "front feet" arj which forms the "shoulders" of
Indicated on this lower circle by the bunny and lower part of bib,
lf

d

Alva-varad-

1920-192-

io

by-la-

BUSINESS SESSION OF

hair-raisi-

nv-al-

of
The nominating committee
the Woman's club will make its
report this afternoon of candidates
to be voted on at the yearly election of officers to be held in January. The meeting will be called
at 3 o'clock.
It Is business day at the club
and all members are expected to be
present. Mrs. Emily LaBolie will
conduct the parliamentary drill
which is always interesting. Some
of the best parliamentarians In
are members of the
Woman's club.
A short board meeting will be
held after tho regular meetings. Refreshments will be served at the
close of the business session. Many
new members are being added
every week to the club.
Diameter of this lower
2
inches across the
the
bunny's "breast." Diameter of cir8
bunny's head, inches. (The
cle which forms the head, and the
lower and larger circle which
forms breast and shoulders overlap slightly, so that the neck of the
bunny will not be too small. The
ears are about six inches long and
two inches wide in tho middle;
they taper near tho head and go
to a distinct point at the tip.
Then comes the last step In
the
making the bib embroidering conThis
face on the
sists of two round circles for eyes,
each not quite an inch in diameter;
and nose and mouth combined In
From
the shape of an
the thin, middle part of this "hour
are
embroidered
whiskers
glass,"
in black on each side. A few black
hairs may be embroidered Just
above each eye also. Fink is a
good color to ehoose for eyes, noso
and mouth, or red If preferred J
The bunny's chin is then outline
In black, by embroidering a semi
on either i
circle, (to form "chops")
,
i
.i
mouth, running to the edge of the
bib.
e.

hour-glas-

'
Never say "Aspirin" without saying,
:
"Bayer."
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Headache
Rheumatism
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
Earache
, Lumbago
,Pain, Pain .....
,

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
n
tW"t Bottles of 24 and 100 All dWigts.
l12.
u J"?
of

iS1.

Bijcr Mwrcftctur. of Uouwcctlctcldnter of StllSllcocU

s.

Attend the Red Star Oil

Stove

FRICEiraE

d

TEIJ BILLIONS

demonstration

Raabe & Mauger's today.

at

FRESH VIOLETS TODAY. COL
LEGE , INN.
EATS, SWEETS,
DANCING. PHONE 211.

i

.'oved-to-dent- h

PI

rw

t

estimated at least

i

10,000,000,00,1

O'S

advances, however.
are in large part due to the forrn.-agreement witn tno ruuruuu.i
wherebv they had to transport millions of troops and millions of tons
of supplies during me war m
conditions.
Uncart nn nrp-wThe sponge Is passed over al these
Tlir-si-

ELF-SERVIr-

BULLETin

GROCERY

JG

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

109 North First Street

Phone 353

LEMONS! LEMONS! LEMONS!
Each Dozen
Syrup, Log Cabin Brand, large cans..
Syrup, Log Cabin Brand, medium size
Syrup, Log Cabin Brand, small cans
Tuna Fish, J. S. B. Brand, can...
SUGAR, Always
18 Pounds for
Royal Gorge Pitted Cherries, can
can
Pure Lard, each
can
Pure Lard, each
Pure Lard, each 10-l- b can
Soap, P. & G. Naptha, 16 bars for
Soap, Sodate, 16 bars for
Soap, C. P. Naptha, 16 bars for
Soap, Pearl White, 25 bars for
Soap, Puma Hand Soap, each bar

A

a

nl

OKn

LiOKs

$1.15

cans.... 59c
32c
25c

AA
(1
tpl.Ul

2-l- b.

5-l- b.

profit-sharin-

SALVAGE SHOP'S
TRADE EXCEEDS

STOCK AT HAW
The Red Cross ralvno shop i
msh
feeling Its first Christmas
Unlike the ordina-- y shop howe-i-It Is almosf embarrassed at the extent of Its patronngo for lak of
sufflolent articles to sell. T!'e salvage shop maintains Its stock ot
clothing, furniture and toys ro'ely
through contributions by persons
who can discard possessions 8ll?;hl
ly worn. There has hecn a recent demand
among the patrons of th phon for
toys for the Christmas season an
this la where it hurts the most

Attend the Red Star OH
Stove
demonstration
at
Raabe & Mauger's today.

Ycu'll Always So Better at

Tho new law, to which tho railagreed,
have Informally
roads
needs formal acceptance by tho
mu
k is e.vpui-ircorporations
become effective early noxt year.
rrv.
will thon hnvv
general supervision of the roads
u'h'
through an executive oonra
will control operation and order
The government
Improvements.
will control directly freight charges bo that certain Industries may
be favored If desirable.
The companies will have rein- :
forced credit and during five yea-.Ho .Avnrmiipnt will Tnv the inter
est on 6,000,000,000 francs of se
curities the roads will issue to im
prove the lines.
nt rtfrtffta la
An,n.MH,,a
instituted by the law. Railroad
earnings show a certain return to
and abnvo interest
stockholders
charges will be paid Intomet--a i com
mon iuna to ne usea ui
mi.y
deficit by other lines. A company.
than
ir.wvfti" flint fihrm-normal efficiency In handling traf
lie or otnerwis, may
by a
profits, determined
sliding scale.
There Is nlso provision for labor
participation in the various
hoards and omiortunlllo
for
utiui-tlon-

aprons, caps, slippers, baby clothes
and novelties suitable for gifts.
Articles for this corne. are being
made from new mntorials furnished at the shop by organizations of women interested in the
Red Cross project.
With the coming of cold weather the salvage shop finds difficulty
in keeping a stock of warm clothes
for men, women and children.
Separate skirts, shirts, trousers,
coats, hats, hosiery and shoes of
ail sizes find ready sale. Persons
who are willing to contribute used
garments to the salvage shop are
asked to telephone their nam and
in
address at the shop to 33-order that articles may be called
for.

MrJIiK

transactions.

30c
36c
84c
$1.64
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
5c

r

1

Sell

We

SM!MTE

mim
"Sj

jWe
Sell

COFFEE

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Lgg

Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

Hear the Brunswick

TODAY

iiiPPP

--

.:
i

'

n.MM

f

ll'.'.iHinri
mwmmm mm
wsm
I
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hi;

ulp
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The instrument that flows music to its
audience in full and even tones.
Let us demonstrate and explain the new
features to you.
Nothing goes out on approval; when you
buy from us you get strictly new goods
every instrument guaranteed.
Prices range from $65, $100, $125 and up.
Terms can be arranged.

CLUB TODAY

WOMAN'S

head-circl-

There Isn't a doll in the shop!
There are only a few toys of any
kind, for that matter, some
littlo sets of furniture unearthed from somebody's grand
mother's chest, and an almost
OF
bedraggled whlt-"teddy bear" that was snapped upe
by a little colored girl for thirty-fivcents the first day.
Children of more fortunate
who will receive a lo'
of shining new toys on Christmas
are being urged to give up their old
ones to tho salvage shop where
New Control Bill for Rail they may be purchased for a small
sum
to give joy to some other
Liberal
Makes
Lines
Parents are also asked to
Award But Gives Gov- send to the t1shop various playhave
eir children
things that
ernment Supervision.
outgrown and which are perhaps
In
dust
the
attic.
collecting
only
A Christmas corner has been esHj The AMic.".-in It tablished In the
D..id t,i 1
shop for ihe holin'ilronil pnntrol law. mako.i
season. Hero are collected new
day
the railroads a present of advances, past, present nnd to come In
the next five years, of an nmonnt

ly

This machine
of

and
records

$5.00

worth

for

Albuquerque Music Store
Phone 778

S130.00

'

311

West Central Ave.

LIHThrifty

j

mm

17 inches.
circle, 10

,

Paire Five
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Mrs. Housewife
When you buy Canned Fruits and Vegetables, tell your
"
that you want

Glass

gro-cerym- an

Jar Brand

This is your guarantee of getting high grade goods at the
price of ordinary canned goods and it is your guarantee
that you will never get seconds, water packed, etc.
I'm going to work
for Somebody in this
town. Every week I
will deliver a message of real worth
while interest.
But who do You sup

has engaged
pose Who?
Me
Watch
next week's issue of
this

Glass Jar Brand is always solid packed
and vegetables.

and of the best fruits

ASK FOR THEM
and get the quality
the
long run.
cheapest in

paper.

DON'T MISS . IT!

DISTRIBUTORS
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

They are the

Page Six
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that lie demands of tils connecFALLEN MONARCH FROM CHILDHOOD TO OLD AGE
tions as tho price of giving them
...
rt,
hlg traffic that they speed up the
by
delivery to final destination
from seven to fourteen days. Here
again his connection" may be willing to do this in order to get his
FORD RAILROAD
traffic, but it does not follow that
they can do the same thins for all
(By Tbe Auoclated PrcM.)
of Mr. Ford's competitor or for the
Portland, Ore.,
Dec, 1. Ten
general public, and the question
killed and sixty injured was the
the
railroads
whether
arises
again
toll in human life and suffering
may not at times be forced to delay
taken In a head-o- n
other traffic in order to give Mr.
collision of two
movement
fant
Ford the syecial
Railroad and
Out that Detroit which he demands and which his
Points
Navigation
company
passenger
enables him to obnear
trains
position
special
Celito, Ore., early today,
Man's Plan May Not tain. It is clear t)iat Mr. Ford's
to latest reports tonight
according
the Ideal
to the company's head offices here
Work on Large Road; railroad doe not supply
as to fust
field for experiment
The list of the dead was Increased
haul
Ford's Face to Future. train movement, because the
later today from six to ten by the
on his railroad Is too short and his
finding of the bodiea of four uni
to
dentified men in the wreckage.
Washington, pec., l. 'Walker D. trufiic is too special )n character
exist
which
tho
director
problems
Hlnea, former
They were said to ba railroad la
(funeral of present
borers.
railroads, ami at one time chair- on the railrouda generally.
be
will
certainly
"Tho country
man of the hoard ot the yanta. Fe
Company officials said an Inves
railroad, says lhat it is contrary to the gainer if Mr. Ford can design
tigation was in progress to determine the cause of the collision,
the public interest for a large ship- lighter locomotives which will do
per llko Henry Kurd to own and the same work as the existing
Bnalla are In hlgrh favor with
means at heavy locomotives, and If he can
hy
operate a railroad
which he had a powerful leverage design lighter freight cars which
French epicures, and millions of
for obtaining special consideration will do the same work as existing
these
molluscs are eaten In Tans
H
from the common carriers of the freight cars, and which will he
every year.
3
country.
strong enough to be hauled and
"But as long as t Iris is permitted switched (as they would nave to
by law," he toys ill the December bo) In the same trains and cuts of
LEGAL NOTICE
Nation's Business, "we can at least cars with the existing heavy equip
NOTICE Ol' BAM3.
congratulate ourselves that the
ment throughout the country, on
fe I. railroad Is in the hands of
Notice Is Hereby Given thnt on
all sorts of grades and curves and
a pre hi a who is willing to turn his undei all sorts
DOC
the 81st day of December, J821, at
of conditions.
railroad into a laboratory for the
the hour of 10 o'clock p.. m., at the
'Jt is not clear what Mr. r ord
making of experiments which his mean" by eliminating the unproWilliam ITolicnzollern at the age front door of the Bernalillo county
X
shall ductive stockholder. I cannot im
resoureef ulnes suggests.
court house. In Old AIbun.ucrn.ue,
nf six, in 18G5; the
be surprised if some of the expert- New Mexico, the undersigned will
be means tho existing stock
agine
the
at
of
his
beginning
reign
valuado
to
out
turn
not
he
picntR
offer
sale to the highest and best
should be confiscated. If lie means
(lower left); Knapped In uniform biddorforfor cash three
ble from tliu standpoint of railroad that for this future stock hou:
S
per cent
the front in September,
new
companies in general."
of the CMty Electric
bonds
not be issued except for approprigold
1917; as lie looks today, in exile.
Jlr. limes points out that Mr. ate value which
each
or
for
is
in
has
been
$1,000.00, bolng
Company,
Ford's proposals for operating a be
numbered 11)7, 211 and 212, which
that
put Into the property,
Exiled, friendless and alone, a
large railroad HUo the Pennsylvania seems
1)0 mis J.ave heretofore been pledged
to
trans?
the
assured
be
by
railroad, are liotii right and wrong, portation act. If he means thut it
With the undersigned
prey to his conscience, William
by William
lie dlsciibsps the reforms suggested is
Fallows Itoss to secure a certnin
to encourage the ownonce the mightiest
dfnirable.
Holicnzollcra,
an
hut
JIr.
in
Ford
by
impartial
note dated August ? 7, 1821, due
5
ership of stock by employes unl
monarch in the world, is spend4
J?
practical manner.
sixty day thereafter, for $2,000.00,
After explaining lhat he believes by people who live in the commun
In
last
a
hig
Interest thereon from the (late
years
ing
with
gloomy
ities through which the railroads
Ford's attitude on railroad probthereof until paid at the rate of t
Holland castle.
The pictures
is an ideal
run, that certainly
lems appeals strongly to tho Ameri- which
per cent per annum and 10 per cen
J believe the public and railenow him from childhood to old
can people, .Mr. llines says thut
additional as attorneys' fees, said
people would like to see real"Ford's face 'S turned towards the road
Note
the
sad
on
expression
age.
sale being made to satisfy the said
ised. The closer we can get to r.
future and he confidently proposes condition
his
the
face
at
six.
Did
of
both princinote, which Is unpaid
age
where the people who
reforms which are in the public
pal and Interest.
he, even then, have a premonition
Ford lias the courage of use and work the railroads theminterest.
CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK
Ills convictions, and he does tilings selves own the railroads and help
of the terrible fate that was virOK ALBUQUKKQUE,
instead of ineriJy talking about to finance them, tho better it will
Einca
overtake
to
him?
SIMMS & KOTTS,
tually
By
be fur the country. If Mr. Ford
them."
Its Attorneys.
goiiiR into exile William Hohen- "By purchasing this railroad Mr. can develop some methods of acgolierns Hair baa (frown white.
NOTICE.
Ford has done what was the equiva- complishing this result he will cerHe now wears a heard, as the
In the Probata Court, Bernalillo
lent of bringing practically every tainly render an important service
County, New Mexico.
picture at the extreme right
competing railroad system In the by doing so. It Is seriously quesNo.
121.
(ihu'.Y&i
country to tiro door of his factory, tionable, however, whether tht
In the Matter of the Estate of Eva
and that is an advantage which no movement ought to be carried to
Elizabeth Mlllor, Deceased.
competing manufacturing plant en- the extent of promoting the control
i
Notice Is hereby given that on
joys. What he can do through this of common carriers by large Indusmeans In getting for his railroad trial enterprise.
thq 17th day of November, 1321,
the undersigned filed in the Proincreased divisions of through rates
"Surely with his remarkable recWPSTOFJWWsi GO bate Court of Bernalillo
county,
remains yet to bo ascertained, be- ord In economical production and
New Mexico, his final account
cause it la not at present known, with his extraordinary personality
named
he
Administrator
of
can
ho
the
above
that
but the impression prevails
Impress his spirit and his
mm estate and the said court on that
has secured increased divisions. A methods upon tut) miles of railroad
with about 2,000 employes so as to
"I II HBS9 day set the same for hearing at the
shipper who does not own a railroad
must pay the published tariff rate outain
ljr. iJu.nl lias uliaolula proof tttal tu- hour of 10 o'clock on Thursday, the
economics.
substantial
beruillusii can be healed In all climates 22nd day of December, 1921, at!
which is known to his competitors, Home of them should be practical
by THE INHALANT METHOD. Ileiuitf which time any persons interested
and he cannot lawfully get any con. examples for the 830,000 miles of
Kur furtlier partlculara
are nuilun-lde- .
But railroad with their 2.000.000 em
cause why
cessions from tho carriers.
artilrcB THE INHALANT METHOD CO., may appe'r and ebow
own
ho
railroad
when he owns his
ployea, but their problems are by
Suite COO Union be.igua dug., Key No. the said final account should not
can get In the shape of an increase no means as simple ana thev can
be
and
confirmed
and the
approved
l.os AllKClea, Calif.
Administrator discharged.
in the division received by his rail- not enjoy the uniouo advantnce
kit
conLEONARD J. MILLER,
road out of the through rata a
wntcn mo Ford railroad enjoys."
cession which is not published in
Administrator.
5
MAY R0BS0N IS
the tariffs or reported, unless In OPENING BASKETBALL
NOTICE OF PItOHATE.
exceptional cases, to the interstate
In
the
Probate
Court, Bernalillo
COMING TO CRYSTAL
commerce commission.
Certainly
GAME IS ON TONIGHT
County, New Mexico.
there is a tremendous inducement
IN "PAYS TO SMILE" In the Matter of the Lart Will and
AT HARWQOD SCHOOL
for especially large divisions wh.en
Testament of J. H. Bower, Pe- the shipper can offer to a large
ceased.
tour
Kobson
The
annual
of
May
the
number of competing railroad
The first game of the
Executor
is proving to be her most successful To J. Martin Hayden,
s
traffic
tempting bait of
Donald B. Bower and Yvonne
one and her new play, "It Pays To
high basketball season will be
in tralnload lots at regular inter piayeu
Bower and To Whom It May
With
Harwood
Smile," is meeting with the appro
i. A a Ikn ..
vals.
HPiinnl
..n
at lomgnt
Concern:
val of ono and alL
Mr. Ford state, that h, has
,
,
Notice is hereby given that on
wonderful
bus
The
title
drawing
t I
rpeeded up the movement of traf- has been practicing for some time
power and it ineane so much when the 17th day of November, 1921,1
fic on his railroad and that other anq are said to have a better team
there was filed in the said court a
you really understand it.
railroads should do likewise. Thle than last year. The fact that tbe
All kinds of obstacles can be sur- - document purporting to be the last
the
relief
brings into interesting
tnnnnln.l K.r untilfia If ...nil nnll, Olll. will and testament of J. H. Bower,
on their own
game will be
fundamental difference between floor and that played
'tivate them and when Miss ltobgon deceasod and that the eald court
the high school basthe railroads in general and; the D., ket tossers
comes to the Crystal opera house on lias set the 22nd day of December,
have
been practicT. & I. In its new role of Ford plant ing since Tuesdayonly
December 8, you'll see that "It real- 1921, at the hour of 10 o'clock a.:
insures It to be
m. of said day to hear the probate
facility.
an excellent game.
ly pays to smile."
"The great element In the slow
The game will start promptly at
"Freedom Talbot" is a n.uaint de- of the said will at Old Albuquerque,
movement of freight traffic is the 7:30 and
New
Mexico, and any persons inwill be refereed
L. R.
lightfully human character whose
time consumed in the terminals. It Wilton of the Y. M. C. A. by
wonderful optimistic views of the terested therein may at the said
to
reduce terntr
is highly important
seriousness of life, enlightens her time and place appear and show
The main part of the Green and
inal work and to cut out delay In White basketball
sister and her friends and places cause, If any there be. why the said
will not be
the terminals. The United States played until aftercard
her on the map as a revelation ln Instrument should not be declared
Christmas
gave spe- there will be no games held In and
railroad administration
to be the last will and testament of
of figure head.
stead
the
and
cial attention to this subject
She depicts in poworful vivid J. H, Bower and admitted to pro-until after that time, There
armory
on
cordial
most
attitude
the
found
Will be five games faoing the local
styles the trials and troublos of bate as such.
the part of railroad officers gener-all- y net squad before
Witness my hand and the seal of
the main part of
taming a youn(j girl, who has come
to Its efforts In this direction. thar schedule begins,
liko a wild flower, a true child said eourt on this the J7th day of
up
On WednesIt inaugurated In September, 1919, day evening of next week they will
of nature and the moulding her into rsovomDer 1B21.
4 m
FRED CROLtrOTT,
a beautiful woman Is tho aim of (Seal)
special local terminal committees, meet the Good Time club of the Y.
with representation of the shippers M. C, A. in the Y gymna
Clerk. Bernalillo Probate Court.
"Freedom's life which the succeeds
2
one.
as well as of the railroads, and sium.
of
to
satisfaction
the
every
The Bankers'
NOTICE OF SUIT.
basketball
Miss Kobson's natural mannor of
sought to put Into effect all practi- team will play a gamo
No. 13008.
with
cal suggestions looking to the elim- tho local high
eaue, grace and refinement comes State of New Mexico, County of
Y gym on
in
the
is
ination of factors leading to delay
to
tho
she
end
the front
December 16. December 9 Menaul
perfect
4
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
of "Freedom Tal- Nannie MacManus, Plaintiff, vs
pr unnecessary work. Similar ef- and Albuquerque high will meet on
personification
bot t."
forts have been continued since the the Menaul floor and very probably
Thomas H. MacManus, Defend,
Sale of seats at Matson's, Tuesresumption of private control.
the Indian school will be the atant.
"Mr. Ford also says that he has traction for local fans when they
day, December 6.
To the Above Named Defendant:
been able to speed np the delivery meet the high school on their own
Yen are hereby notified that a
of the traffic from bis factories by floor in the last game
before
suit haa been filed against you In
from seven to fourteen days, He Christmas, December 23,
F0CH
SPENDS
BUSY
Mine.
KriiOKtlno Scbiimann-Ili'luU- ,
OoutraUti.
said court and county by the
tha
eays this enables him to reduce his
The lineups that will battle to
apove namea plaintiff, in whicntne
Sehumann- - and trembled with emotion. Th'i
lime, Ernestine
DAY IN PORTLAND;
working capital by about $30,000,-60- night at Harwood school at 7:80
said plaintiff prays for divorce on
Heink, prima donna contralto, who crowd in the stalls and boxes did
"
o'clock are:
abandonment and
Is to aiiig in concert riere on the not notice It. They were ln,ughing,
LEAVESF0R FRISCO the grounds ofAnd
"It is clear he does not mean that
Hamschool
high
Albuquerque
you are further
of December 20, has a rep. crying, anything, but they were
he has reduced the time of move- mond, Holoomb, forwards; Benja- evening
notified
unless
that
the
of
moved
you enter or
ertoiro
ny The Asaorluled Preis.)
amazing proportions. genuinely
by
singer's
ment over his own railroad by from min, center; Qlassman, Wilson, Sho is at homo
to be entered your appearthe popular little song.
Ore., Deo. 1. .furnhnl cause
Portland,
particularly In the rendition of
seven to fourteen days. In fact, guards.
ance
In
said
reuse
on or before the
Mine. Sohumann-Ucink'- s
nrlns of tho German
sons Foeh spent a busy dav in nnd
this traffic does not move on his Harwood school Costales, Ma magnificent tho
December, A. D. 1821,
opera, with
great Krda scone hero is under tho auspices of th-.- around Portland, beginning with a S7th day of
own railroad except for a short dis- drid, guards:
will
center;
Costales,
be
In said
rendered
Judgment
from "Die Ithinegold," tho Wal Apollo club.
reception at the Union Station and cauee
tance in most cases say from 70 Campa, Rohlei, forwards,
against you by default and
traute scene from "Ootterdammu-rung,- "
streets the
parade through down-tow- n
to 100 miles. What ha must mean
relief prayed for will be
ind closing with a muss meeting
of Wagner, and the great
ballads of Schubert and others.
,iuu jmuiic reception at me armory, granted.
name of the plaintiff attor.
The
His
special train departed at a late
Schumann-Heinl- e
madd
Mine.
ney is George R. Craig, whose post,
hour for Ban Francisco.
her most tremendous success as
After the ceremonies of the fore, nfflae address is Albuquerque. N. M,
leading contraito of tho Metropoli7?
FRED CROLLOTT,
noon tho generalissimo was taken (Seal)
tan Opera company, where aha
for
a trip over the Columbia river
111
over
Wagthe
held
sway
long
Streets leading to the By HARRY F, LEE. Deputy.
highway.
nerian scores, and In the splendid
banked
on both
highway ware
roles of Kides in Meyerbeer's "La
sides with thousands
of school
Prophetc," Azuccna in ' II Trovn-tore- ''
JS WORTIl
dismissed
children,
from
their OUT THJS OUTIT
and Ameria in "Aida." She
MONEY.
HOTEL studies to see the allied commanto
yl
sleepers
out
Cut
this
belonged to that gieat galaxy of
enclose
with Co
der. Luncheon was served at a
slip,
stars composed of the DeKenzkes,
chnlet. After the return and mail it tp Foley & Co., 2835
highway
Pol Planoon, Emma Karnes, Lillian
to the city Marshal Foch was honor Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writThe deeper and sounder you sleep the better
Nordlca, David Bispham, Marcelln Contract Let to California guost at a largo banquet, preced-In- g ing your name and address clearly.
Sembrlch and others, 'today, snu
you feel. Five hours sound refreshing sleep does
You will receive in return a trial
the mass meeting.
is tho sole survivor of that pecrleai
Construction Company;
package containing Foley's Honey
you more actual good than ten hours restless,
and Tar Compound for coughs,
group, and her volco is still as
disturbed sleep.
to
Work
Be
as
as
oolds
Completed
and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
subtle,
overwhelming
great,
ALBUQUERQUE HUNTERS
ror pains in sines ana pick: rneu- and as unusual as It was in those
in Six Months.
This is because the final conversion of food
GET FIVE BUCK DEER matism, backache, kidney and bladdays. A critto has said,
into vital tissue and nerve cells goes on more
der aliments; and Foley Cathartic
at her best Is une,
Work
on
the
began
yesterday
rival
a wholesome and thoroughquailed," Perhaps the only
rapidly when the physical and mental forces are
Alvarado hotel extension
Returning to Albuquerque yes- Tablets,
which
i.i Mine. Clara llutt, tho celebrated
ly
cleansing cathartlq for constipatwill bo erected north of tho pres- terday with flva deer were Howard
at rest
Matzenauer, ent
headaches, and
English contralto,
Alfred ion, biliousness,
bnlildlng. The felling of trees Oaler, Rev. Hugh Cooper,
who succeeded Schumann-Heln- k
Dr. Gilletto sluggish bowels. Bold everywhere,
on the front lawn and tbe tearing Slsk, Lester Cooper,
You can't get sound, refreshing sleep if your
at the Metropolitan, la, alas, a down of the small office
L, McSpadden. The
buildings Cornish and aT. week
oontralto with soprano ambitions. on the street were the first
nerves ore agitated with tea or coffee. Both these
party spent
hunting in the
steps
of
announcement
with
the
Now,
In clearing tho ground for the con
and
drinks contain caffeine, which is sometimes very
Mogollon mountains,
eaqh
Dein
the
of
diva's
member
here
the
recital
great
annex.
party except Mr.
struction of the
irritating to the brain and nervous system.
cember, comes the memory of her
Tho contract for the new wine of Galer brought In a buck deer.
matchless singing; of the Christmas the hotel building has been let to
If you want to know the joy, vigor and
and tho tho Fellows Construction company,
songs, "Silent Night,"
Gtamina that comes to the person who gets sound,
great "Adesto Fidelia." which she of Los Angeles. The addition will
h
has roccntly recorded for a
ho erected at a cost of about
healthful sleep, why not stop talcing tea or coffee
it is understood. The entire DYED
company Although her profor a while, and drink delicious, invigorating
not
been announced,
has
Improvements on the Albuquerque
gram
Postum instead.
are hopeful that she w! plant of the Fred Hnrvey system
include, along with tho usual arias will total about $500,000.
The hotel annex will increase the
Thousands of people everywhere have found
and ballads, these splendid selecD ft
tions.
oapacity of the hotel oto 145 guest
that this was the only thing they needed in order
ninety-twwith
rooms,
private
An interesting fnoldent Is told af baths.
to bring about these very happy results.
The wing will extend to
Schumann-HelnDuring one ol
the street on Central avethe
Liberty Loan drives in Chicago, nearly
nue
will have small courts
and
Order Postum from your grocer today.
a few years ago, the singer wjs with
on both the First
Drink this delightful cereal beverage of coffee-lik- e
appearing for the benefit of th-- street gardens
and railroad track sides. It
campaign. Kach song was greeted will follow the Spanish miK.ilon
flavor, for a week. Perhaps, like thousands of
with a stupendous ovation, and thfl style of architecture of the main
Every package of "Diamond
others, you'll never be willing to go back to tea
diva was recalled countless time
Dyes" contains directions to simple
or coffee.
At last it was time for the concert building,
on
the
any woman can dye or tint her
Work has already begun
to be over. She was called back for a new lunch room
addition to be worn,
shabby
dresses,
skirts, Home bread making does not
Potto m eomts in two formn Instant Postum (la tins)
cam
th
Hhe
encore.
final
upon
erected south of the present build- walsta, coats, stockings, sweaters, pay. Without the unsurpassed famad instantly in tbe top by the addition of boiling wattr.
of
a
bouquet
stage bearing
huge
The lunch counters will be coverings.
draperies,
ing.
hangings, cilities used In making our superiPostum Csrsal (in packagta of largtr balk, for those wbe
A she finished rearranged in the now room greatly everything, even if she has never or bread no matter
chysanthemums.
how expert
prtftr to msks the drink whils the meal il btlnf prsparsd)
her number, she drew from tho to Increase the capacity of service. dyed before. Rry "Diamond Dyes" you may be, you cannot
get the
mad by boiling for 20 minutes.
center of tho bouquet her own ser Supplies from the store room,
no other kind then
we
perfect
bread
excellence
unvarying
vice flag, with the four stars on it. which space the new lunch room home dyeing Is sure because Dia- get
In every loaf. From the angle
Tho great audience cheered as ono will occupy, have been moved to a mond Dyes are guaranteed not to of either
quality or economy It
and cheered and cried and howled temporary store house on tho west spot, fade, streak, or run. Tell your will pay you
to give It a trial.
shook. They
Tho present druggist whether the material you
the
rafters
until
side
of
the
building.
"There's a Rtuon"
another song. They got it. barber shop and tea room will be wish to dye Is wool or r,Hk or
Sho sang "Keep the Home Fires thrown into the general lobby of whether it Is linen, cotton or mixed
'
107 South First Street
Burning," and her voice broke the hotel.
goods.
im
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Bill

Roller

ates

FOR CHRISTMAS

$3.00 and $3.25
Per Pair

"

"

j

J. Korber & Co.
Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store
"We Deliver the Goods"
N. Second St.

208-22- 6

Phone 878

ri

high-clas-

Jm'"t:

BOYS' AND GIRLS'

3

If You Want Your Patrons to "Do
Their Christmas Shopping Early," See
That Your Store Does Its Christmas
Advertising Early
All our merchants and the wisest readers of store advertising, realise the value to all concerned of "Early
Christmas Shopping."
Merchants who expect to bring about this ideal state
of affairs in this city must do their
must DO
THKllt CHK1ST.MAS SlIOFI'INU EAKLY!
part--the-

y

Store "ad" in every Issue of this newspaper from now
until Christmus should contain valuable and interesting In
formation tor Cnristmaa shoppers in fact should be Just
as complete and informing today as on the day before the
last day of
g.

1

r

V

The majority of shoppers are Influenced In their buying by the buying opportunities offered to them In the
latest store advertising.
If these buying opportunities include articles usually selected for gifts, the matter of
"Early Christmas Shopping" is simplified.
Let all our merchants who expect to have any share
of the "Christmas Trade" this year start aggressive advertising campaigns NOW. For the people will buy NOW,
Just as readily as on tho day before Christmas, IF THE
INDUCEMENT IB HEAL AND COMPELLING!

Phone 13 or 66 for an Ad Man "The
Journal" First Now, First Always
EVERY WOnTII WHILE HOME IN THE CITY, IN
THE COUNTY. IN THE 8TATE, TAKES THE MOHN1NO
OUR SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS ARE OPEN
JOURNAL.
FOR INSPECTION.
Knmmm'ammmm''m' siisiisjiissssssssasswssasswss

IHSBEGu

Rest Depends Largely Upon
the Depth of Your Sleep

warning

ADDITION

10

AD0

"light" or "poor"

'

phon-grap-

$30,-00-

1

DRESS

0,

music--

lovers

.

1

SWEATER

k.

SKIRT

LI D

HERE'S PROOF

Postum for Health

Pioneer Bakery

HELLO,

EVERYBODY!

"I will arrive In town today. Want to meet
United One ...Cent to
all the children. at the
n
f
one uouar .store.
1,0 1 eariy witn your
letter to me, as I will b busy all day taking
v

11

orders for all my girls

-

boys."
3ANTA CLAUS.
'

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 West Central Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'

Sing a song of Christmas,
A Journal full of cheer:
One and fifty features
The finest of the year!
.

rn"iv"'"""1

'"n

"

Greate Astonishments, by Eleanor
Hallowell Abbott, is the best Christmas
story I have ever read.

If you can sew, or paint, or string
beads; if you can embroider, or dress
a doll; if you can stencil, or make a
lampshade, or use hammer and saw;
if you can make a pie or bake a cake
then the December Home Journal
will help you to a joyous and inexpensive Christmas. Listen to a few
d
of the
titles:

Ye

It

Ad-dingto-

J

n,

Claus. Grown-up- s
and youngsters
will love this biography.
Also Zane Grey's serial, "The Call
of the Canon," stories by Albert

.

on page 121 will give variety to the

holiday table.
'

'

Payson Terhune and Herbert;

.

Quick, and three beautiful Christ- -'
mas pictures in full color.
;

ar

&

Vjpy

j

is the true account if only
you believe it of the life and ways
of Santa, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs.

76 Pages at Pre-W-

Ui fsxrxT

is a novelette

"Christmas Light," by Ethel Calvert Phillips, is a beautiful story of
the first miracle as it was performed
by the Baby Jesus in the manger,
) And "There was a Boy who Lived
on Pudding Lane," by Sarah

me

1

saw-ginger- bread

postcards, snowballs, a
funny Noah's ark
animals, and Santa himself with his
reindeer on a glassy lake.
Did you ever think of giving little
pies? Then page 124 will suggest
something new to you.
Everybody wants lots and lots of
candy for Christmas to eat and to
give away. The recipes on page 127
are unusual because they make
really enough.
And nuts prepared as described

the story of a
want-a-d
guest and the quest for a
Christmas crinkle.

Nineteen Christmas Gifts from Paris
Gifts to Please a Harmless Vanity-Easto Make and Nice to Have
Homemade Christmas Cards
The New Girdle Makes a Smart Gift
Dainty Gifts for her Own Room
Christmas Bags for Work and Play
Made-at-hoDolls and Other Things
for the Christmas Stocking
Gifts to Gladden the Housewife's Heart
As Practical as They are Pretty
Gifts of Things to Wear for the children
See footnote at bottom of this page

T

Christmas cakes you ever
jack-in-the-bo- x,

gift-fille-

There are 101 suggestions and
every present can be made at home.
Make your own Christmas cards
from the designs on page 58.

On page 118 there are the jolliest

rom Any News-Ui- e
dealer or Boy Agent

The women's club or ladies' aid

society that wants to raise money
for Christmas charities will find a
splendid bazaar in Claire Wallis'

"Brite and Fair," and the money
may be happily spent as described
by Edith Barnard Delano's "Christmas in our Town."

rr

Prices in the Big Christinas Issue of
TL

A

i,

'

1

.V

8

3D

from Philadelphia, Pa.,

)1.DU Ifle

lear

Why worry aboutshopping for Christmas gifts for friends? As a monthly reminder of your friendship, what could be more worth while and welcome
than Tiie Home Journal for 1923?
, For delivery on Christmas morning, to each friend for whom you order a subscrlotion todav. a full.mW.
rtirietmiQ-tt.fr
f
v
'
wuium
atuiuuuvvtuciiv
will be mailed in your name by The Ladies'Home Journal, Philadelphia, Pa."
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Page Eight
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PACKIHG

35,000

1921

HOUSE EMPLOYES ORDERED FOR
DECEMBER

5,

ROTARY CLUB LAUNCHES
PROSPERITY CAMPAIGN
THROUGH

Grid Team

All-Easte- rn

BILL-BOAR-

The Prosperity Poster Campaign of the International Association of Rotary clubs was launched
yesterday in the city. The plan of
conveying the message that prosperity is attainable through worf ,
courage and faith, was adopted bv
the New York club, and has been
taken up by many Rotary clubs
throughout the country.
Billboard
at
valued
apace
for
$1,000,000 has been donated
the campaign, and tn this city, tho
space was given hy the Hudso'i
Poster company. The secretary of
the local Rotary organization has
distributed window-card- s
to office1)
d
and stores. The
space
Is occupied by a message from
President
Warren G. Harding,
signed in his own hand, and reads
as follows:
"The people of Washington and

DOE TO WAGE CUT

Walkout Expected to Affect 15 Cities Where
Workers Are Organized; Union Umcial
Claims All Attempts to Negotiate Fair Adjustment of Wage Rates Have Failed.
(BY THE ASSOCIATED FItFSS.)
smaller
in
packing
A strike of all employed
to
according
union packing house employes in plants, About
union
of
the
20,000
Hayes.
plants where wage reductions wero men were in Chicago, he said. Acorput Into effect Monday, was
cording to Mr. Hayes' figures there
dered for December B by the ex- are approximately 45,000 organized
ecutive rommltteo of the Amalga- workmen and about IS, 000 unorTh packers
mated Meat Cutters and Butcher ganized employes.
havo claimed that the majority of
Workmen of North America.
The strike, which affects nil their workmen did not belong tJ
union crafts employed in tha any union and have never recogwill . involve nized tho unions.
industry,
packing
the
Unions affiliated with
about 35,000 workers in fifteen
Cornelius butcher workmen and which aro
to
cities, according
include
Hayes, president of the butcher also ordered to strike,
steam and operating
engineers,
workmen's union.
railway car
Dennis Iflne, secretary of the stationary firemen,
blackbutcher workmen's union tonight men, coopers, carpenters,
smiths, electrical workers, steam
issued a statement saying:
metal
and
workers
a
sheet
to
"All attempts
fair fitters,
negotiate
There aro about 8,000
adjustment of wags rates by of- machinists.
fering an agreement providing for men in these allied crafts, Mr.
arbitration between packers anil Hayes said.
"It has been our experience in
tho employes have failed. Thf
reprepast strikes that the majority of
Joint executive committee
n
men walk out with
senting all international unions the
affected do now nfiviso in accord- the union workmen," he said. "In
ance with the strike vote of the that event fully 60,000 workmen
rank and file that all packing may be affected."
Tho strike order Issued today
house employes In all plnnts wher;
wage reductions were arbitrarily brings to a climax a controversy
ordered into effect November IS between the packers and union
over three
cease all workmen
or any date thereafter,
extending
work at 6 o'clock Monday morn- months.
During the war packing plan's
ing, December 5."
tho
Alschuler
Cities where packing house em- operated under
ployes are organized are Chicago, agreement, all disputes being reto
ferred
Kt.
Federal
Rioux
Alschuler
South
Milwaukee,
Paul,
.Judge
City, Omaha,
Denver, Nebraska for arbitration. This agreement
City, Rt. Joseph, Mo., Kansas City, was extended for a year after the
Oklahoma
Wichita,
City, Fort war and expired September 15.
At that time four of the "Big
Worth, East St. Louis, Albert Lea
and Austin, Minn., and Cedar Rap- Five" packers Armour & Co..
Wilson & Co., Swift & Co., and the
ids and Dubuque, la.
About 40,000 workmen are em- Cudahy Packing company Inaugthe
ployed by
"Big Five" packcrj urated a system of plant conferand about 10,000 union workers ences and stated their intention of
dealing directly with their employes through conferences.
In October the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters and Butcher WorkSTOIVfAGH
men of North America took a
strike vote because it was asserted
that the packers did not recognize
tho union. A canvass of this
vote
according to union officials disclosed thnt more than 30,000 workmen had voted to strike and 3,000
had voted in opposition.
Last month the four packing
companies began holding assemblies in tho various plants following which it was announced representatives
-of tho workmnn wi
elleves
"P a p e 's Dlapcpsin"
to a cut in wages and had
stomach distress in five minutes. agreed
.um-l'ou don't want a slow remedy crease nxeu tne amount of the dewhen your stoiach Is bad or an do so. or allowed the companies to
These reductions averaging
uncertain one or a harmful one
about 10
became effective
your stomach !' too valuable; you Monday Inperthecent,
four P:ants affccte.l
mustn't Injure it with drastic drugs. and Morris & Co.
Pope's Diapepsln is noted for its similar reductions. also announced
speed in giving relief; Its harmlesa-ness- ;
The unions assorted that the
its certain unfailing nctinn in Plant
assemblies did not represent
regulating sick, sour, gassy
the workmen and expressed
oppoKeep this perfect stomach sition to tho action.
The last
home keep it
doctor in your
th
case
rnrik9"04,n
industry
handy get a large sixty-cefrom any drtg ctore and then if
which
eat
you should
something
doesn't agree with you, if what you PLANS FOR PIONEER'S
eat lays like lead, ferments and
causes
HON CALL FOR
sours and forms gas;
headache, dizziness and nasuea.
20,000 AS MEMBERSHIP
eructations of acid and unnn
remember
food
digested
At fhft mppf
..... In cr rt 4V. T1 uirippra
soon as Tape's Diapepein comes In
Asuoc at on- ff- Vrw -indiall
contact with the stomnch
UAiur iin i in
of commerce
It is the most chamber
Wednes
gestion vanishes.
efficient antacid known the cer- day evening it was derided to
nave Old- Atnrtna
nf tin
.inA luiu,
wfc
""J naic
tainty and ease with which it over- and
In order to preserve
comes stomach and digestive disorthem,
m ue xaiten down by a
ders is a revelation to those who ''-.stenographer at the meetings.
try it.
Ij. W. Galles, state organized
fOr tho nssnefntinn
ium .V.
nio mvri- !ng last night that the aim of
in" organization was to have
from 20.000 tn ?s nnn
by next fall.
Associations will
ua organizea in every commun.
I
i
ity In tho atnto
the parent organization In Alhu- s
iiue, ana me presiding
of thne-izatlons will be vice presidents
ul
motner organization.
"MUIe Mike was telling his little eastern friend about his CalValues up to
ifornia visit and about Santa Cata-Iln- a
with its wonderful
boats wherein you float over
coral reefs and watch
the gorgeous fish swimming in the
crystal water 20 or 40 feet below.
" 'Yep,' Mike concluded,
'we
could see the fish, Just as plain,
laying on the bottom of ths twin
" 'Lying, dear,' corrected one of
FOR
xnn laaies present.
"'I ain't, neither,' said little
Mike. 'It's the Gospel truth."'

I

E.

Chicago. Dec. 1.
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BOILS
Piles,

Pimples, Csrbunclei,
quickly relieved by

tc,

BOILENE
it

or your money back, toe
Drugtl'ti or
My mall pmtpald.
THE BOILENE CO., Albuquerqtw, N. M

The LADIES

HAD

KIDNEY TROUBLE TE.
YEAHS.
Don't give up hope if you are suf- from
fering
backache, rheumatllc
pains, stiff, swollen Joints, always
tired feeling, pains in groin and
y
muscles or other symptoms of
trouble. J. T. Osborn, R. F. D.
No. 1, Lucasville, O., writes.
"I
had kidney trouble for 10 years.
or
an
l triea
kinas
kidney remedies
but they did me no good. 1 took
one bottle of Foley Kidney Pills
and they helped me so much I am
well now." Sold everywhere.
kld-jne-

SHOP
518 W. Central Ave.

THE RIGHT WAY TO GET
STRENGTH
Real, Lasting

AND ENDURANCE

Health, Energy and Vitality Must
Be

Built

So many folks who are searching

Up.

eat, you can't hope to regain your
health, energy and endurance no
matter what you take. Thousands
of run down folks are now putting
their stomach in shape by using
what is known as Garren's Tonic,
and soon notice that they can Btand
longer walks, harder work and
more responsibilities.
That's because Garren's Tonic causes the

for that "something" to revive their
wasted strength and endurance
often are led to believe that all
they need to do is get some one of
the many things you hear of and
take it a few days.
They don't realize that they must
get real, lasting strength and endurance by getting their stomach
and intestines in shape to get the food they oat to begin immediately
iron and mtamines out of the food making rich red blood to carry
nourishment to their nerves, tissue
they eat.
That's where the secret of and brain, and makes them healthy,
health, strength and endurance is. robust, rosy cheeked and strong.
Garren's Tonic Is sold In AlbuIn your food. If your stomach and
Intestines can't digest, assimilate querque by Alvnrado Pharmacy and
and eymlnate properly the food you the leading dealers In every city.

year or so ago It was said that
Battling Levlnsky was "all in" as a
fighter, but the batt'er is still
working at the boxing trade.

Clear BabysSkin!

WithCuticura

Soap and Talcum
utnurtM,ItoX !!, lua,

A

Every section of the United
States has its football champions,
but Penn State in the east. Centre
college in the south, Iowa of the
Western conference, Nebraska of
the Missouri valley, and California
on the Pacific coast are the real
grid champs of the season.
MOST EVERYBODY
DROPS
INTO THE COMvEGE INN FOR
HOME-MADPIES AND SANDWICHES.
SWEETS,
EATS,
COLLEGE INN.
DANCING,
PHONE 241.
E

I

xJdrm: CKH.nr.

TO STOP COt'GHlNG AT NIGHT.J
When anyone Is suffering from a

bronchial affliction or has a cought
that lingers on and grows worse at
night, the loss of sleep tends to;
weaken the sufferer
and grows
mjre Eerlous the longer it Is neg
lected. Mrs. M. Suter, 647 Long- -

brook Ave., Stratford, Conn., writes:
"ioley's Honey and Tar has givftfc
m. great relief from a severe
tack of bronchitis."
No medicine.
Rtands higher throughout the na-- j
tlon as a family remedy for colds,
coughs and croup. Sold everywhere,

fit." LfXW
7
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MOST EXTENSIVE LINE
of

Navajo Rugs
Offered To The Christmas Trade

Mutuia, Cornell, cod (left); tiulick, SyracuM, Uckle (upper right), and (below) Joe Lfghtner, Peon State,

halfback.

I1Y NOKMAN E. BROWN.
The choosing of an
eleven for 1921 must be an unsatisfactory business, due to tho act
that, to my mind at least, Only
four players stand out
in their respective positions.
These men are Snively of Princeton and Munns of Cornell at the
ends, Lightner of Penn State at
ono of tho halves and Gulick of
Syracuso at tackle. For the othei
bepositions It is almost a toss-u- p
tween from two to half a dozen
candidates.
Parr of the Navy is one of the
other ends In the east who rank
next to the two stars mentioned.
There are four or flvo who might
well appear on Buch a lineup without drawing ndverne criticism.
Next to Gulick, Hanson of Cornell
and Stanley Keck of Princeton ar
the most efficient tackles. Into of
Yale, Davidson of tho Army und
Parncll of Colsate must be reckoned with, however.
At tho i?nard positions I believe
Sack of Pittsburgh and Guernsey
of Ynlo have the edge. linker oC
Princeton, Hubbard of Harvard
and Barrett of IJrown rank at tho
top, too.
At center, Larson, Navy leader,
has the call by a scant maririii.
Kner of Penn State; Greene. Armv
captain, and Wittmer of Princeton
misht challenge his supremacy.
For tho quarterback honors thl
game Lourla of Princeton, O'lloari
of Yale, Kllliii?"r nf Penn
and Charles Kuell. great droo
kicker of tho Crimson, deserve con
sideration. Of the wealth of pood
quarters thl3 year these four men
are the best. To give tho honor to
Lourie is not meant to detract from

rich, Llghtner, Gilroy and Garrity

The

Football Eleven
(Chosen by Nonnnn E. Brown)

Snively of Princeton and Munns of
Cornell.
TACKLES H a n s o n of
Cornell and Gulick of
Syracuse.
GUARDS Sack of Pittsburg and Guernsey of
Yale.
CENTER Larson of the
Navy.
QUARTERBACK Lourie
of Princeton.
HALFBACKS Aldrich of
Yale and Lihtner of
Penn State.
FULLBACK W e s t of
Washington and
ENDS

the great showing of the others. I
that Lourle's
be.;ive, however,
dashing spirit, his generalship and
his
playing total up a
fraction above the ability of tho
other men.
And now we come to the halfbacks again. There will come years
when the coaches will cry out for
one or two backs as good as the
men who cavorted in goodly numbers back of the lines this past season. I recall the playing of Aid- -

THIS .YEAR

of Princeton, Kaw of Cornell, Owei
of Harvard, Robertson of Dart-

All-Easte- rn

mouth, Brunner of Lafayette and
Erlckson of W. and J,
Any two of these men would be
stars on any mythical eleven.
playing in addition to his punting and forward
passing ability, and Lightner's
great running and passing give
them the call, however. Gilroy and
third and
(iarrlty might be placed were
chosfourth if a second team
en. I hesitate, however, to choose
a second team. To relegate many
if time, etnva tn tblvH rhnlofl hV
leaving them off a second team
would bo unfair to them.
Harry wit, powerful negro fullback of W.'and J., stands out this
vcar as did Pollard of Hrown in his
ilnv Tni'ilnn of Ynle. PaRflche of
Erowii and Sanford of Colgate aro
other men who starred at full. As
I remarked before, had Owen of
Harvard played tne. entire season
at full ho would have furnlshea
those men competition.
In vk w of Lafayette's feat in going through tho season undefeatei
ono of four teams to keep their
slates clean my failure to place
ono of that team on the
aBKretr.-.tio- n
my do criticised.
Laf.tyctto had a groat team, a
strong line and a
But the question is:
laokfiekl.
Outside of Brunner havo they a
man who ought to replace one of
tho eleven men named? Wo be
lieve not. I cannot consclentiouslj.
place a Harvard man on the team
either. Owen and Buell are great
players; but I cannot rate them
above Lourie, Aldrich or Llghtner.

In

Aid-rich- 's

j

NOT TS BREAK

The
polo season at
Coronado Beach, Caiif., will begin January first, according to
advice from M?Jor Cohn G. Ross,
secretary of the Coronado Country club. There will be match
games scheduled twice a week
until the annual
polo
tournament takes place March
1 to 20.
This polo classic usually attracts much of the polo
talent from the east and west
as well as teams or Individual
players from Canada, Hawaii and
Canada and the HaEngland.
waiian Islands, it is stated, will
again be represented at Coronado
this year, though England Is
doubtful.
The trophies to be contested
for are
Coast,
Joseph Jessop Challenge, California Challenge and
Paclflo Coast Junior Championship.
An extensive series of golf
events has also been planned beginning with the New Years tournament January 3, open to members of golf cluus recognized by
the- U. S. Golf association.
The
golf course at Coronado,
Is
now
in
Calif.,
grass,
entirely
the former sand greens having
been replaced by grass greens
during the past summer.
The new
grass course
of the San Diego Country club
near Coronado, has also recently
been opened for play. It Is
by golfers as being among
the best championship courses on
the Pacific coast.
mid-wint-

a discriminating trade. Rare specimens
,

for Christmas Gifts.

L: B.

BEFORE MOMDAY

Eighteen miles north of Albuquerque on the
Fourth Street cement road.

cldbertisements

CAREFUL

MEL

PUTNEY Mercantile Co.

BERNALILLO, NEW MEXICO

all-st-

EVEN

Or Near Albuquerque

Our own expert went to Arizona and made spetial
selection of the choicest rugs and blankets for,

Bullets were formerly made of
POLO AND GOLF ARE
stone.
SCHEDULED FOR THE
WINTER AT C0R0NAD0

RfSH PARLEY

ofn-cer-

DRESSES

Lincoln are conquering the dlffl
cult problems of today, no less,
worthily, and with the faith and
confidence which they bequtathjd
to us. We are sure to .find the
ways to restored prosperity and
our mead of happi ics3.
"WARREN a. HARDING."

letl

USERS

You

mid-wint-

.Sinn Fein Delegates to

to
vote Week-En- d
sideration of New
posals of British.

De-

ConPro-

fHy Tlif Asnrm?ff 'PCM.)
London, Dec. 1 (by the Assoctnt

ed Press.) Indications
tonight
were that the Irish negotiations,
a
thread
for
apparently hanging by
two days, would not be finally
ruptured before Monday, if at all.
Robert C. Barton is going to Dublin tonight and the other Sinn Fein
delegates expect to follow tomorrow.
This announcement was made at
the Sinn Fein publicity department
today coupled with the statement
that unless the Sinn Fclners were
to
summoned
Premier
Lloyd
official residence this
George's
evening there probably would be no
further meeting with government
representatives until Monday.
This was taken to mean that the
Sinn Fein delegates would devote
to a discussion of the
the week-en- d
British governments new propo
sals with Eamon de Valera and
other members of the dall elreann
cabinet.
It was understood the
Sinn Fein delegates would return
here Monday to give the government Sinn Fein's decision regarding
the new proposals.
The eovernment's undertaking to
submit fresh proposals to Ulster be
fore Tuesday is understood to De
conditioned upon the acceptance
of the new proposals by Sinn Fein
and on the question In such possi
ble acceptance of an agreement Dy
the Sinn Fein to swear allegiance
to the crown. Should this agree
ment not be reached It is unaer- stood Ulster will not be approached
again end that negotiations with
Sinn Fein would terminate.

CANADIAN MIDDLE
WEIGHT CLAIMANTS
SETTLE QUESTION
(By Th

AaMirlnMd

Preu.)

Tiffue

'

-

Next Dose of Treacherou
Drug may Start Misery
for You
Calomel Is dangerous.
It may
salivate you and make you suffer
fearfully from soreness of gums,
tenderness of jaws and teeth,
swollen tongue and excessive saliva
dribbling from the mouth. Don't
trust calomel. It is mercury; quicksilver.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go to your druggist and get u
bottle of Dodson's Li.er Tone for
a few cents which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous,
calomel. Take a Bpoonful and If it
doesn't
start your liver and
straighten you up better and quick,
er than nasty calomel and without
making you sick, you Just go back
and get your money.
If you take calomel today youT
be slclc and nauseated tomorrow
besides, It may salivate you, whlli
if you lake Dodson's Liver Tone
you will wake up feeling great. N
salts necessao. Give It to the children because it Is perfectly harm
less and can not salivate.

This will fix
my cold
I

$14.25

hard, stubborn colds and stops the
No harmful
paroxysms of coughing.
drugs, but just good medicine. All

Special
this week,

A

York. Dec. 1. Mike Mc- of New York received the
judge's decision over Jeff Smith of
Bayonne, N. J., at tne end of tneir
bout in Madison Square
Garden tonight. Both were claimants of the Canadian middleweight
championship.
McTlgue had the Bayonne boxer
on the verge of a knockout on several occasions but Smith's rugged- nces enabled him to pull through.
Marty Collins, New York bantamweight, stopped Al Walker of
California, the referee halting the
contest in the third' round when
Walker was jpable to continue.'
New

le

SALIVATE!

ARE

Heater

Discovery
wriu. impugns

i vr uuiiA-MP

.

a

Stubborn Bowel Tamed.
ing the bowels unmoved results in
health destruction. Let the gently
stimulating Dr. King's Pill bring to
you regular, normal bowel functioning. 25 cents. All druggists.
PROMPT! "WON'T CRIFS

D
. r. Kings Pills

d--

l

-
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The American Beaut;,
is tho electric heatei
with two reflectors. Il
has the advantage ovei
one reflector heaters ol
being capable of throwing heat in optional
directions at once. It
uses no more current
than the one rcflectoi
style.

Kind's
New
Dr.

--

r

what to buy
how to buy
where to buy
when to buy
(Advertisements
Setoe You

American

Beauty Electric

ALWAYS fctep Dr. King's New
It break up
Discovery handy.

$

JhB

time
trouble
money
Read the Advertisements

I

Regularly
J

Papro Nine
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GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

IW,HMIWIMWSIMMi

m

4

Live hustlers have the opportunity these next six days to practically "cinch"

-

the big grand prizes.

M

vn

en

'.

six more days that you
For there are six more days of the big votes
are given the greatest number of votes for every subscription secured. This means
that you must do your "level best" these next six days. And, if you try, you
can increase your vote score by leaps and .bounds.

ii
k4

h

1
B

IF YOU GET THEM NOW will make an amazing
difference in your standing in the vote column. For that matter, newly nominated
candidates with no votes to their credit could easily climb to the top of the list in
these last few "Big Days."

Just a few subscriptions

1

a.v.

mi
5S5

You can't delay every minute you delay means that much good time lost. And
time during this Big Vote Schedule, is vitally important too important to waste.

Live' contestants will certainly make the most of their opportunities now. The
wonderful opportunity to "sew up" the big touring cars during these last few days
is too good to neglect. Those who do work the ambitious candidates who use their
utmost energy will be rejoicing next month.

1

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

V'l'

riMIWKK Ml 111 )K I'l

n

DISTRICT NUMBER ONE
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
Chaa. Hill Barber, Jr
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Benny Cordova
Lynn H. Fox
Miss Helen Gurulo
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox

i
six-ye-

ar

($54) counts

360,000
200,000

n...

"
Two three-yea- r
subscriptions ($54)
This also constitutes two clubs

m
In

counts.........

Total credits given for this arrangement
ar

......

Total credits given for this arrangement. . .y,.,, . . . ..,u.
-- or
Six one-yesubscriptions ($54) counts. .
This also constitutes two clubs.
I

.

........

.

90,000
200,000

.

290,000

Sidney

.....

"

..vBUj

.::.

Total credits given for this arrangement

YOURSELF NOW

Tompkins

Marcus......

Samuel Mann
Miss M. Moore

y.
DISTRICT

NUMBER

..LUn

.ai

Neil P. Bolt
MV. . . .LW
Miss Eloyse Bumgarner
iu......uu..
Rene Divelbess
u... . . iu:.im... .tut
W. A. McGahan. ..
F. C. Groman
,..
Miss Virgie Hidalgo.
.
Mrs. C. W. Howe
,Jif.
.
.
...
F.
Jamison.
J,
. u.
.....
R. M. Kimbro
H. S. Mason
Mrs. C. Martinez . . .
... JMiss Sophie Martin.
'
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby.
J. M. Sandoval c .
.:n,.. . . . ..u.a.i
..I
ci
.
ivirs. nurcnn
joui . , , uu.... . . i
Mrs. Fern Swatzell.
w......

72,000
200,000
272,000

.....
u--

-'

5,000

!

SOON BE OVER

...

Fannie Frost
Lupita Garcia
Hart
Geraldine Hodges.
Charles E. Hayes
Gordon Herkenhof f
'. . ...... . . .
Colbert Hicks
Jose T. Gurule.
Mrs. Florence Kronig
Mr. George Lentz
O. E. Lovan.
Miss
Miss
H.L.
Miss

'

Rev. C. D. Poston
Miss Margaret Radcliffe
H. L. Rose
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez. .

Clarence Stoldt
Fred Rogers
L.

30,1,900

5,000

571,300
378,500
5,000
.
52,000
.
5,000
v
5,000
372,000
351,800
305,300
183,000
306,800
320,700

...

::

i

Bowland.,.,.,,.,,.....,..,........
Ellen......

J. Eller

.

M

THREE

NUMBER

DISTRICT

T. H.
Baby

401,300
365,200
260,800
32,700
5,000
377,600
354,800
37,000
359,700
53,400
7,200
44,800
5,000
390,600
9,300
387,100
340,700
182,100
375,300
9,000
6,900
5,100
411,300
392,200
30,000
30,000
163,700
6.000
5,000
5,000

13,00

,........

.......

DETERMINED TO WIN I.

BIG VOTE
PERIOD WILL

;vffit

VI.

294,100,
11,600

m

r

I

'

TWO.

Mrs. Lawrence Abrsu.
Alfredo Baca...:.;

Remember that the present Big Credit Schedule will never be repeated or
extended. AFTER TODAY only 7 days mors is your FINAL chance to get the
greatest number of credits for every subscription you secure.
Don't sit back with your hands folded while some one else is working
and taking advantage of the final days of the Big Credits JUMP INTO THE
CAMPAIGN

J.

.;

James Ross, Jr.,
Henry Burrus

m

ar

;

Edna L. Williams
Edna Margaret Davis...

320,000

two-yesubscriptions ($54) counts. . .vtfJJJ. . . ..x.;..u. ....:
This also constitutes two clubs
,iu . . .u.;.

Three

i A

,

Miss

120,000
200,000

...

,

John Livingston

Mrs. H.

o"

,

,

Miss Margaret Spargo
Miss Niles Strumquist
Miss Mildred Tatum

......... 560,000

Total credits given for this arrangement

,

Mrs. Markett Jones
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
H. M. Kingston
Miss Shirley Lewis
G. Albert Linder

Mrs. R. M. Marx
Mrs. Tony Ortiz
Miss Ada Philbrick
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey
Miss Louise Roark
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger

What $54 In Subscriptions Would Coiinf
One
subscription
This constitutes two clubs

I.

Alhnniiernup..

LANDINGS

The big $8,200 prize campaign is for WORKERS the big prizes will go to
the ones who deserve them. Are you going to be the proud owner of one of these
touring cars or one of the other large cash prizes? If you want to win one of the
A WHIRLWIND SHOWING THESE NEXT SIX DAYS.
bigger awards-MA- KE

1

1..

CAR

. .

...

......
,

J. Stone

Harry White.....!
A. Shaw.

........

,

.........
....

J.

Where Will

.....
w .............

.

.

262,500
24,100
5,000
42,200
52,900
5,000
.JZW.
.m.... . ....... .
5,000
. ..
5,000
.
202,100
5,000
5,000
lUfc. . . .
65,500
itx,
.
5,000
316,900
.;.....
6,200
315,000
5,000
5,000
.m. .
5,000
49,500
314,000
5,000
.
5,000
.ui...

Y ou

Be Tomorrow ?

J
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HOLLOMAN AM) T i I K GOVERNORSHIP.
The friends of Judge Reed Holloman have
nounced that the judge will be a candidate for the
republican nomination for governor next year. Tho
judge blushlngly offers no denial of the soft impeachment. So, perhaps, it may be considered as a
fact. As the first robin reminds us of appraochlng
spring, this announcement reminds us that a political campaign will bo upon us before we are aware
of It.
We have no criticism to offer. Last year the
Journal tried In vain, for many weeks preceding the
convention, to persuade men to say that they wer
candidates and to announce tho platform which
Only
they felt entitled them to the nomination.
Governor Larrazolo was willing to come to the surface and tell the people where he stood. Every
other candidate Insisted upon conducting a meaningless subterranean campaign. To the hour when
a nomination was made no other candidate took
the people Into his confidence.
Judge Holloman may possess possible shortcomPresumably he has political
ings as a candidate.
enemies who will take the pains to tell us soon
enough what those defects are. However, tho judg-possesses two qualities In need of which the statj
stands. He has the power of making a firm decision. Having made it, ho has the courage to fight
to sustain It. These qualities will cover a multitude
of political defects.
It seems a fair conclusion that the announcement of Judge Holloman's candidacy was not dictated by the old guard. It does not 'use such methods. "Mum" is the word with it. Its candidates
conferences when tho public
develop In back-rooIs not looking.
The Journal honors any man who will go to the
people, who alone possess the right to give. Instead
of to the bosses who usurp that right at times. If
Judge Holloman feels he can be useful to the people as governor, he Is doing precisely the right thins
in saying so. In proper time he should tell the people why he thinks so.
Whether the name of the next governor i3 Holloman or Smith docs not much matter. But whether
ho has a program of usefulness and the ability and
will to promote Its acceptance Is of vital import- -'
ance. A forceful personality, behind a program of
progress, is what New Mexico needs above all
things. We hope Judge Holloman will stay in thu
race, net asking the office as a personal honor, but
fighting for it as a leader and representative of
those people who wish New Mexico to progress.
A man should be willing to put forward a plat
form and then stand upon It, Inviting those who
agree with him to support him and those who disagree with him to support some one who represents their views. Then we will get somewhere.
The Journal hopes that the day of avowed candidacies and avowed policies has arrived In New
Mexico. We Invite Judge Holloman, at his pleasure,
to announce a platform. If he can aid in making
policies Instead of personal libels the basis of a
campaign by casting the issues on a higher plane
he will have rendered a public service.
When candidates and policies become known the
people 'will be In a position to know whom they
should support.
an-

?

have been considered their chief quality. We know
now that they possess a devotion to principle and
a solidity that excites the admiration of the world.
If the French are mercurial when they can afford
to be, the American people are sentimental when
We let our emotions have
sentiment la excited.
full play In greeting those whom we consider entitled to laudation. Were we more moderate in exhibiting our regard, perhaps it would be not lesx
sincere and It might not weary so greatly the person against whom It Is directed.

OH

LOOK

WHAT'S GROWING

Pecember 2, 1921.

OUT OF THE

OPTIMISM.
There does not seem to he any effective method
You may
of disposing of the confirmed pessimist.
think you have him permanently suppressed, but
he will bob up serenely with his string of Jeremiads
The pessimist Is prevalent you can not suppres.5
him; the only course Is to Ignore him. Estimate?
of persons who have beon In touch with the industrial and trade situation express the opinion that
there are one million fewer idle persons now than
there were on October 1, which should lend encour
agement to the belief that considerable progress Is
being made In the transition to normal conditions.
One gratifying phase of an Improved Industrial
situation is that the predictions of persons who have
been trying to, Incite the resentment of labor havt
not been realized. Numerous steel plants have
operations, and others are preparing to do
so. And the backing of present activities in steel
production arvd other lines Is more substantial than
the business of equal volume last year. Building
costs are becoming stabilized, the automobile and
tire industries are taking on almost normal activity,
and conditions generally are such as to give encouragement for the early part of the new year.

The women of the local W. C. T. V. are much
In the location fn this city of the Frances
E. WiJIard School for Girls. All New Mexico women
of that organization are very anxious that It sha'l
remain In the state.
Belen was chosen originally as the Beat of this
institution. Until It was definitely settled by th.i
women that It would be removed from that place,
Albuquerque business men refused to consider the
matter of Its location here. They were unwilling
to enter the competition against a neighboring and
friendly city. We understand that the school will
not remain In Belen. Santa Fe, CI o vis and other
cities are bidders for the location.
It is fair, of
course, for this city to enter a friendly contest for
the location.
The Journal Is without authentic Information as
to the plan for the building and maintenance of this
Institution. If the W. C. T. U. in the state and nation are behind It, Its future Is secure, wherever
located.
It has been Intimated that a bonus of $7, BOO
may secure the school for Albuquerque. If a nationwide Institution of this character can be had for so
small a sum, we should hasten to pledge ourselves
to It.
Boarding schools for girls, at little cost to students, are more needed In New Mexico than anywhere In the United States. Nothing promising relief from our conditions should be overlooked.
If the business men of the city are convinced,
upon study, that the proposal Js feasible, the entire
city should get behind the project and secure Its
location here.

Interested

WORKING THE VICTIM
Despite fears he may have had of hia ability to
undergo the round of luncheons, dinners, receptions
and to bear up under the American plan of conferring honors, Marshal Foch appears to be standing up well. He may not especially enjoy the
of the welcome he has received,' but ho
has endured It. Ever since his arrival it has been
a continuous round of activity for him. If he
would have preferred less exuberant manifestation
of American regard for himself, he has been too
polite to show it.
To a man of Marshal Foch'a years the conslanl
attention must be wearying. It Is possible that
Americans are a bit excessive In honoring a hero,
a bit more demonstrative than is needed to prove
our regard. It should be possible to exhibit our
feeling without rushing the object of our admiration to exhaustion. However, that Is our way and
whoever becomes the target of our adulation must
bear It or take the risk of offending. The demands
we make on public characters admit of no exceptions. When we have a hero at home we give him
no more rest than we can help. We treat notables
from across the sea In the same way.
The French have had the reputation of being
mercurial. Before the war demonstrated their substantiality under strain, their excitability would
stren-uousne- ss

Chicago, Dec. 1. Butter Market higher. Creamery extras, 47c;
firsts, 364 45c; seconds, 33 35c;
standards, 39c,

ReEggs Market unchanged.
ceipts 1,492 cases.
Poultry Alive, lower. Fowls,
14
23c; springs, 20c; turkeys, 30c;
roosters, 15c.
Potatoes Market steady. Rethirty-thre- e
Total
cars.
ceipts
$24,276,000.
United
States shipments, 475. WisClosing prices:
27
consin bulk round white, $1.60
American Beet Sugar
321,4 1.75 cwt.; ditto sacked, $1.50 cwt.;
American Can
Minnesota
sacked round white,
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 41
$1.4001.60 cwt.; Red rivers, sackAmerican Sumatra Tobacco.. 32
.116
ed :and bulk, $1.2501.56
cwt.
American Tel. & Tel.
11 U Michigan bulk round white. $1,600
American Zinc
46
1.76
Idaho sacked Rurals,
cwt.;
Anaconda Copper
90
2.00 cwt.;
$1.90
Idaho eacked
Atchison
37
Russets, $2.25 cwt.
Baltimore & Ohio
65
Bethlehem Steel "B"
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.16ya
Butte & Superior
43
Potroleum
California
119
Kansas City, Dec. 1. Buttery
Canadian Paclfio
30
eggs and poultry unchanged."
Central Leather
"9
Chesapeake & Ohio
23
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
&
St.
Mil.
Paul
Chicago,
26
Chino Copper
Chicago. livestock.
Colorado Fuel & Iron
ii'ii
64
Chicago, Dec, 1. Cattle Re
Crucible Steel
'.
'Vi
Beef steers steady
10,000.
ceipts
Cuba Cane Sugar
to strong, spots higher; bulls, can-neErie
37
and stockers steady; veal
Inspiration Copper
60 V4 calves strong to 25c higher.
Bulk
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
25
beef
steers, $6.50 9.00; best to
Kennecott CoDDer
112
bulk
$9.50;
around
$9.00
Petroleum
Mexican
packers,
25
Miami Copper
19
Hogs Receipts 60,000. Market
Missouri Paclfio
75
active, 6c to 10c lower than yesNew York Central
83
Pacific
average, mostly 10c lower;
Northern
... 34 terday's
light lights and pigs practically
Pennylvania .
'3
steady. Top, $7.10 on
Reading
50
Reniihlin Iron & Steel
averages; $6.95 7.05 on 170 to 180- 22
&
pound averages;
Sinclair Oil
practical top,
Refining.
81
$6.90; bulk. $6.706.90; pigs mostSouthern Paclfio
20
ly steady; bulk, $7.007.10; few at
Southern Railway
76
7.20.
Studebaker Corporation
46
Texas Company
Sheep Receipts 18,000. Market
28
Union Paclfio
generally steady; spots strong conwet fleeces. Top fed westUnited States Steel
sidering
9
ern lambs, $10.45; bulk fat Iambi,
Utah Copper
$9.75
10.30; choice handy ewea,
bulk native ewes, $3,649
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE. $5.00;
4.60; feeder lambs up to $10.00,
In
Texas
1.
nee.
Rains
rriioaoYv
Kansas City livestock.
and Kansas as well as
a
Deansn
eiiect on
Kansas City, Dec. 1. Cattl- ehad
Argentina
wheat today. Prices, closed unset-fin- d Receipts 2,200. Beef steers steady
up. in lU(i net lower, with to 25o higher. Yearlings,
$8.25;
best heavies offered, $6.86; other
Docember $1.184 and. May $1.16
c
off
finished
Corn
calves
$5.00
6.60;
to $1.16.
sales,
strong to
EhnrlB advance, oats tic down 50c higher;
best vealers, $9.00;
tn
to a like' upturn, ana provisionsor good and choice heavies and mediums,
$6.007.60; all other
ranging from 6o losa to a gain
classes strong; spots higher on she
2 'sc.
$3.60
6.50;
cows,
stock;
heifers,'
Wheat prices fluctuated rapidly,
and at one time the May delivery $4.006.50; most bulls. $3,00
was up to 13c above the recent 3.65; canners, $2.S02.7E; bulk
3.25; stockers and
low. but the net bull factor, dry cutters, $3.00
weather, could no longfer be made feeders, $4.00 6.45.
Market
Hogs Receipts 4,000,
so serviceable as of late, and the
market was left without sufficient slow, mostly lOo to 15cto lower; good
support to withstand increased sell load choice hogs up held $6.70; ons
at $6.76;
lights
ing to realize profits. Keports indicated that the rains In the south- bulk good hogs, $6.50 6.65; packwest fell mainly in sections where ing sows steady, mostly $5.76.
moisture was least required. Many 6.00; pigs strong, top $7.15,
Sheep Receipts S.600. Killing
traders, however, were persuaded classes
strong to 25c higher; ewes,
that more rains would follow, and
it was only for a brlet time that attention was given to estimates put- fed western lambs, $9.80.
ting the condition of the20 winter
Denver Livestock.
to 25
crop In Texas as low as
1.
Cattle ReDec.
Denver,
Bulls failed
Dcr cent of normal.
also to make nny permanent head ceipts 2,200. Killing classes weak,
way with talk of better domestic others steady. Beef steers, $5.00
$3.506.00;
milling demand, the smallness of 6.25; cows and heifers,bulls.
$2.00
calves, $4.509.50;
receipts and the chance that
tuoiiM ho elven more favor 3.00; stockers and feeders, $4.00
able terms for paying reparations. 6.00.
Hogs Receipts 2,200. Market
Wet weather tended to steady
10c lower. Top, $7.00; bulk,
corn and oats
notwithstanding steady.
heavy deliveries of oats here on $6.257.00.Receipts none. Market"
Sheep
December contracts.
Feed stuffs
were generally selling above corn none. Lambs, $8.00 9.00; ewes,
$2.50
4.50; feeder lambs, $7.25
on a pound for pound basis.
were very dull, and 8.50.
Provisions
averaged a little lower with hogs.
Closing prices:
LEGAL NOTICE
AVheat
Dec., $1.134; May,
-

ra

VERSE OF TODAY

....

THOSE WHO LOVE.
Those who love the most
Do not talk of their love;
Francesca, Guenevero,
Dlerdre, Iseult, Helolse,
In the fragrant gardens of heaven
Arc silent, or speak, if at all,
Of fragile, inconsequent things.
And a woman I used to know
Who loved one man from her youth,
Against the strength of the fates
Fighting In lonely pride,
Never spoke his name by chance
But hearing his name by chance
A light would pass over her face.
Sara Teasdale in Scribner's.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
AND AN EMPTY CELLAR. TOO.
Tho only open door the Chinese have seen is the
into which they are told to go while for
door
cellar
eigners ransack the house. Louisville
MUD NOW.

We wonder what finally became of the
fashioned dust that the redskins used to bite bo
quently. Kansas City Star.

e

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

......

That Oklahoma beauty congressman, who Is to
be sued for J50.000 for breach of promise, ought
to be able now to pick up a fat vaudeville contract

IT'S

7.00. Germany
demand,
cables,
.55; cables, .55V4- - Holland demand,
35.59,
Norway de35.53; cables,
Sweden demand,
mand, 14.30.
23.75.
Denmark
demand, 18.65.
Switzerland demand, 19.12. Spain
14.00.
Greece
demand,
demand,
4.10.
32.37.
demand.
Argentine
Brazil, 13.12. Montreal, 914.

7s

old- fre-

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

4

WHERE THE REAL BRAINS ARE.
It makes no difference If praise has turned

Charlie Chaplin's head so long as he continues
turn his feet. Washington Post.

to

By Howard

B.

Garlt

Copyright. 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

BAYING HENRY SOME TROl lH.E.
UNCLE YYIGGILY AND THE
ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Maybe friendship keeps Thomas Edison from
getting Henry Ford away from his secretaries and
One morning, when Nurse Jane
handing him a list of his special questions to answer.
Toledo Blade.
Fuzzy Wuzzy came downstairs in
tho hollow stump bungalow to get
breakfast, she was surprised to sea
Uncle Wigglly out in front with
Grandpa Goosey Gander. The two
friends were pointing toward the
roof of tho bungalow, making mo"PEACE "WITHOUT VICTORY."
tions, one with his paws and the
other with his wings.
"Whatever can be the matter, I
(From the Mining Congress Journal.)
difficult
and
quesintricate
the
wonder?"
many
Among
thought Nurse Jane.
tions now under discussion by the disarmament conCan the chimney be on fire?"
ference none present greater difficulties than that
Tho muskrat lady housekeeper
outlined by M. Briand in his appealing address in grew so excited tnat sne nearly
not
can
Franco
reasons
set
the
forth
he
which
why
burnod the maple sugar pancake
meet the apparent requirement of the situation by a she was baking for Uncle Wigglly' 3
Out of the bungalow
breakfast.
large reduction in her military forces. At no time
since the armistice was declared has the cruel In- sho ran, her tail ribbon catchin-"Peace
without
on the door knob.
iquity of that damning phrase,
Franco desires
been so clearly manifest.
"Wigglly! Wiggy!" cried Nurso
peace, as does all of the allied world. France had Jane, "What's the matter?"
seen the preparation of conquest of its German
"Oh, nothing much," answered
neighbors since 1872, In which every agency had the rabbit gentleman,
"Only I'm
been made to yield itself to the growth of military going to have electric lights put In
power. Not only Intensive burdens upon her pej-pl- the bungalow, and Grandpa Goosbut even the degradation of her women were ey Is to do the work."
made to serve this one great aim to make herself
"Good morning, Nurse Jane,'
the military dictator of the world. And then, ut a quacked the goose gentleman. "I'm
time when the Nobel peace prize was about to be sure you'll like electric lights."
awarded to Kaiser Wllhelm, without warning or
"Oh, I Just love them!" exclaim
excuse, the storm of wrath was unloosed, and all ed the muskrat lady, clapping her
International obligations were ruthlessly violated. paws. "They are so bright, and
Temporary success so swelled her bloated brutality you don't have to fuss with
that the United States was at last forced into th-- j matches."
When it became apparent to Germany
carnage.
"Putting electric lights In the
that the destructive power of the United States was bungalow is a sort of a Christmas
i
th-en
masse
to
its
when
crush
aspiration;
rising
present for you and me, Janie."
kaiser was brought face to face with that condition explained Uncle Wigglly. "Though,
which he described as, ''America gone war mad," of course, there are going to bo
the German war machine hid Itself behind an armi- other presents, too, when Christstice made possiblo by a silly sentimentalism. Peace mas really comes," added tho bunwas made months too soon and before Germany ny gentleman.
was defeated, thus saving her from the ruination
"Oh, I hope so!" laughed Miss
which she had wrought upon her neighbors and Fuzzy Wuzzy, as she thought of
leaving her in the position as described by M. Btiand what she was going to ask Santa
of having 100,000 trained officers upon her police Claus to bring for Uncle Wigglly,
force, with 6,000,000 trained men available for quick
Well, the work of putting new
service, and her Industrial plants undisturbed and electrlo lights In the old hollow
in working condition through which war supplies stump bungalow went on quickly.
may be quickly supplied for this vast army standing Grandpa Goosey and some other
over the line with its unavenged grudges strong and goose workmen strung wires, fastened them to poles, and in about
controlling.
That a grave war In which millions of lives wera a week Nurse Jane could Just turn
lost and half the world's available wealth extin- a button, or pull a chain, and she
guished should be terminated without vindication had as bright a light as heart
Is the greatest blunder in all history
"Peace with- could wish.
out victory." The world's peace looks now upon a
"Oh, it's Just lovely the new
Germany with the ability to quickly place itself electrlo
light!" exclaimed tho
a
war
upon
footing with her unavenged grudges muskrat Jady one evening, as she
intensified by her failure to crush the world and sat looking at the bright glow.
her enduring and continuing resolve to some tlma "Do you know, Wigglly dear, wo
accomplish her hellish purpose. It is difficult to ought to give a little party to show
see how France can do other than follow the courso our animal friends how nice our
mapped out by M. Briand In his matchless address place looks all lighted up."
to which the heart of America will respond with"That's a fine idea!" exclaimed
Mr. Longears.
out limit.
"And invite the an

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

imal boys and girls, too everybody!"
So Nurse Jane did, and the night
of the electric light party such a
Jolly party eamo to the bungalow
that you would have thought It
was Christmas, Thanksgiving and
New Year's all mado into one. At
least that's what tho old Wolf imagined as ho looked over tho top
of the hill down at Uncle Wiggily's
bungalow.
"Ah, ha! Something is going on
down tlwre!" growled the Woozlu
Wolf. "And something is coming
off, as soon as I get there," he
went on. "Uncle Wiggily's ears
are coming off! I'm going to nibble them nil off, that's what I'm
going to do!"
Down the hill, to the new electrically lighted bungalow, sneaked
the Wolf.
Carefully ho pushed
open the back door, which was not
locked.
As it happened, fii'sie Llttletall,

;

,"

THE WHJyARD SCHOOL.

only moderately responsive to reports long prevalent that steps are
being taken to merge some of the
better known independent com
panies, but shipping and numerous
specialties made variable gains.
Sales, 650.000 shares.
Demand
sterling' at $4.07
cents to the
showed a gain of 7
pound and francs, guilders, lire and
were
marks
higher by 12 to 27
points, the neutral remittances also
making material gains.
Heavy realizing caused most of
the Liberty issues to react from
their new records. Other domestic
bonds were subjected to the same
Influences and Internationals were
heavy on the sharp reaction of
and 8s for
French government
which no logical explanation was
forthcoming.'Total sales, par value.

JUNK PILE!

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

(Copyright

and, as quick as a flash, she took
ono of the electric light bulbs, of
which there were extra ones in the
kitchen. Susie wrapped this bulo
up in a slice of cake, handed it to
tho Wolf and Eaid: "Hore is some
light lunch."
"Good!" snarled the Wolf. "I'll
eat that and then I'll nibble Uncl-With that he
Wiggily's ears!"
swallowed, at one large and Impolite mouthful, the cake and tho
bulb Inside. "Oh, what did you
givo me! What a pain I have in
my tummy! Oh, what did you
give me?" the Wolf howled to Susie, as he finished swallowing.
"I gave you a little light lunch
a little electric light lunch,"
laughed Susie, "and you may be
glad the electricity wasn't turned
on in that lamp you swallowed!"
"Oh me! Oh my!" howled tho
Wolf, and away he ran as fast as
ho could go. So he didn't spoil Uncle Wiggily's party after all, and
when the Ice cream and other
good things were eaten the animal
boys and girls had fun turning on
and off the electric lights.
So everything happened for the
best, and if tho horse chestnut
doesn't run away with tho popcorn ball and knock the cap off
the head of cabbage, I'll toll you
next about Uncle Wigglly and tho
ink spot.

Ger-mn-

$1.1.
Corn

NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
REPUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, II. e Land .
Office at Banta Fe, N. M., November
I. 1921.
Notice la hereby given that Julian Oar- - t
eta, of Barton, N. M., who, on December .
Homestead entry, No.
13, 1915, made
NEW YORK COTTON.
025328. for KE!4 NWi. W", Wii SWtt
E1
and
NR(4,
8W4, Section 13, Town- - .
New York, Dee. 1. Cotton fu- hip 9 N., Range I B.. N. M. P. Meridian, .
tures closed steady. Dec. 17.24; haa filed notice of Intention to maka
proof, to establish claim to
Jan.. 17.14; March, 17.12; May, three-yethe land abova described, befora the U,
16.92; July, 16.47,
S. Commlmloner, at Albuquerque, N. Ui
on the lath day of December, 1921.
LIBERTY BONDS.
Claimant names aa witnesses: William McQulnness, of Tljeras, N. M.! Jesus
- 1
New York, Dec. 1 Liberty bonds Maria Garcia, of Barton, N. N.M.:M.tDement8oIm '
McOulnneaa. of TUerae,
closed: 34s, $96.24; first 4s. $97.68 ro
("y Tne Amounted Trew.) .
M.
N.
New York, Dec. 1. Stocks were bid; second 4s, $97.24; first 44s. Chavez, of A.Morlarty,
M. BEROERE, Register.
hesitant at the outset of the day's $97.40; setond
$97.40; third
trading but came forward later. 4is, $97.64; fourth
$97.44; NOTICE OF FINAL ACCOUNT, o.
New high records for Liberty bonds Victory
$99.96; Victory
In the Matter of the Estate of Jesus
and the strength of international $99.98.
Salazar, Deceased.
remittances were favorable InfluNotice is hereby given that Jose

Dec, 47 Va c; May, 644c.
Dec, 32 c; May. 384c
Pork Jan., $16.40.
Lard Jan., $8.60; May, $8.90.
Ribs Jan., $7.37; May, $7.72.
Oats

THE MARKETS

4s,

3,s

'Something- is going on down,
growled the Woozie Wolf
the rabuit girl, and Dottle Fluff-tal- l,
the little lamb girl, were n
the kitchen at tho time, getting
ready to dish out the Ice cream
for Uncle Wiggily's electric light
The old Wolf looked at
party.
them with his glaring eyes, and
growtea:

"I want something to eatl I
want Uncle Wiggily's ears!"
"Oh, mercy!" bleated DottK
"I'm going to faint!"
"Don't you dare!" whispered Susie. "We must get this Wolf away
before he hurts Uncle Wigglly."
"But how can we?" asked Dottle, as the Wolf sniffed around.

"Leave him to me," answered
Susie. Going up to the Wolf she
smiled bravely and asked: "Before
you nibble my uncle's ears wouldn't you like a little light lunch, to
give you an appetite? Just a little light lunch?"
"I don't know but what I
would," grumbled the Wolf. "Give
me a bit of lunch, but be sure and
make it light."
Susie turned her back on him,

1921 by George
Mayhew

Adams

ences. December Interest and dividend payments were Inaugurated
without
strain to local reserves.
Call money opened at 5 per cent,
eased to y to mid-dabut rebounded to 6 per cent in the final
5
hour and touched H per cent on
belated borrowings just before the
finish.
Dealings in the principal foreign
exchanges.
British,
especially
French, Dutch and German bills
were on an extensive scale. Announcement that the Washington
government will aid in the proposed
readjustment of Europe's fallen
currencies was a paramount factor.
In the stock list representative
rails and several European and
domestio oils were the outstanding
features.
Standard Oil of New
Jersey continued 9its upward course
at a net gain of
points.
News of the extra dividend on
Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy enlivened later dealings. Hill issues,
which will derive substantial benefits from this disbursement, reacted
from their best prices and other
leaders gave way on profit taking
sales.
Steels and kindred Issues were

Trade Mark Registered

y,

U. 8.

4s,

NEW YORK MONEY.

4s,
.

New York, Dec.
Call money
Easier. High, ruling rate, offered at and last loan, 6 per cent; low
and closing bid, 44 per cent.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
90 days and six months, 5 per cent;
prime mercantile paper, 6 to 4
.
per centj :
NEW YORK METALS,
1.

D

New

1.

York, Dec,

Copper

Firm. Electrolytic, spot and

near-

14c.
c; later, 13
by.
Tin Firm.
Spot and nearby,
$30.60; futures, $20.50,
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 4.75.
Zinc Quiet. East St, Louis delivery, spot $4.70 4.75.
Antimony Spot, $4.65.
13

R. Salazar, Administrator of th
estate of Jesus Salazar, deceased,
has filed in the Probate Court of
Bernalillo County, New Mexico, his
final account as such Administrator
and the court has appointed Monday, the 2nd day of January, 1922,
at 10 o'clock a. m, as the day for
hearing objections, If any there be,
to the approval of said final account and the discharge of said Administrator.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this 1st day of
December, 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probata Court.
-

Attend the Red Star Oil
Stove
demonstration
at
Raabe & Mauger's today.

Tho Ladies' Aid society of the
Presbyterian church will hold their
New York, Dec.
Christmas market on Friday and
Foreign
change strong. Great Britain de- Saturday, December 2 and 3, nt tlio
$4.05.
Pnlnco drug store, 210 West Cencables.
mand,
$4.044;
France demand, 7.284: cables, tral.
7.29. Italy demand, 4.27 i; cables,
4.28.
Journal Want Ads bring results.
Belgium demand. 6.994;
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
1.

ex-
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

Opyrlgrht,

oh;

doctor

i

GOOD BRICK nOUSE
Five rooms, modern; garage;
shade; screened front and back
This house li located
porch.
on a corner lot; has good
and paved streets. The
paving Is all paid for. The
4,000,00.
price Is only
GOOD LOCATION IN
l'OCRTU WARD
lt
A nice, new and
All kinds of
l room
house.
n
built-ifeatures; hardwood
Jt
floors; furnace heat and an
Ideal home. This was built for
a home but party Is leaving
town and it can be bought at
the right price.

by the

U

International Newe Service.
8.

oh:semv
VER.Y

t
MUCH BSTTEO

DO-JUW-

ME KNOW- -

CEEN SO KIND

HERE

oTi f"

rrMAIL-- i

i

ALMOST DAILY
ARE ASKED THIS
QUESTION:
DO YOU HANDLE REAL
WE

v;ELL-eYOLL.T- -l

WOULDN'T

AND HERE

"YOU

LET

.

tVCRt ONE HAb

WHEN T CLIPPED AND
FELL. ON MY FOOT- -

SOME NORC.
PEOPLE, TO 6EE

ANYTHIHC,
T
I CAN

FOOT

A

AT MY HUSBAND

FLAT-IRO-

By George McManut

Office.

Patent

wuz. ooyr

COlN, TO THROW

AST

1921

Kcalstered

T THAT
AT

rin

ESTATE?

ARB

ANYWHEttK
EXCEPT IN
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS?
WE DO
All parts of Albuciuerqua and
the whole state.

SOME VIOLBTt!

aide-wal-

for
two
storks
ihcxt

Best location on Went Central
avenue. No information given
over phone.
FOR rtnNT
Several furnished houses.
Bcveral unfurnished houses,-a- t
all prices.
FOR SALE
Real Good Homes
East Silver Ave.
5 rooms,
porches, hot air
heat, $7,000, furni.shed.
6 rooms,
porches, hot air
heat, $5,700, furnished.
Enst Central Ave.
Several beautiful new bungalows on easy terms.
University Heights
Several
dandy
bungalows,
3,650
priced,
up, on easy
terms.
Fourth Ward
New
Bungalow i rooms,
hardwood
porches,
fireplace,
shade
floors,
and grass, only
Terms.
3,760.
TO SEE THESE CALL,

'

6-

well-bui-

3i4

'

I'Ott RENT
Some very desirable furnished and unfurnished houses and
apartments In all parts of the

t2f

city.

have It.

may

REALTOR

'

blocks from postofflce..
OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
TO SELL, eo call
ACKEItSOY
GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.

five

Txnns and Insurance.
Gold.
l'hono 007-'

SALN

room frama cottage, ilceplng
porch, completely
furnished, corner
lot; highlands, one block from Central1 avenue; terms.
18,000 One of the flneet homee on Eat
Silver avenue; evn rooms and bath;
extr$ fine Bleep. ny porch; full bate-men- t;
hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, good garage vlth
lervint'e quarters.
$2,100

r

SOME BARGAINS

Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six '
750
room house
We have a customer for your
house let's have It.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,
Realtors.
W. Gold.
Phone 450--

M

SUDDEN SEHV1CE.
Th Red Arrow (all over th Wast) renders sudden servlc. on Kodak finishing

to people who demand qualltr. Work
:n bfore 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
TUB RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque want
(We
represents tiv. In YO'JH
territory.)

v

850
450

J.

3

'

WHY

PAY

..$6,000

m

XV,

KM

MAKE US AN OFFER
brick
double
On a
dwelling; with two baths. Five-rooand bath on each side, furnished, separate entrance, only
ten-roo-

D, T, KINGSBURY,
210

f

what you want we

us

Tell

When you can huy'a nice little
furnished house on
a corner lot for only $2,100
down
$400
and $30 per
only
month.
A, L Martin Co., Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
323 W. Gold.
Fhone 156.

RENT
sleeping porch,

FOR-

Six rooms and
furnace,
modern,

Fourth Ward,

$55

'

unfurnished.
Two rooms, sleeping porch,
furnished, Fourth Ward, $20
per month.
Two rooms and bath, sleeping
porch, furnished, Highlands,
$32.50 per month.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.

NOW READY

and

4

already

sold.

Monthly-$$30$$-Mont-

Why not apply this on a home,
in preference to paying it out
every month as rent. We can
show you the nicest little four-roohouse In the city, that
can be bought on the above
Put your
monthly payments.
rent money into a home and
have something to show for
your receipts.

It's the

choicest property we know and
bnly $400 and $450 for
lots. Cash or terms.
$20 cash and $10 a month
W. C. THAXTON
705 Mountain Road
80-fo-

D.

J,

Five-roo-

FURNISHED,

m

riffht

apart-ment-

Two-roo-

Four-roo-

Five-roo-

Lead.

FOH"TlBNT
Furniihrd thfeeroo"ma,
private bath and sleepingheat,
water and light furnished. poroh;
Apply 1006
west Central.
FOR RENT Three large rooms and
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining;
eompletely furnished for housekeeping,
gas and coal range. 616 West Coal,
Three-rooFOR
KENT
furnished
apartment, with bath and two sleeping porches, newly decorated Inside and
cut; water and llghn paJd. 1122 East
Coal Thone 159-.

HELP WANTED"
Male.
WANTED

and wife to work on
dairy farm. Address poitofflc box 412,
city,
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE We fun sh all
kind of help. Try our
rvlM. 1 JO
rrmn inirq, pnone 354-"WANTED Capable camler and manager
for small bank In New Mexico; must
Jrave A-- l reference and Invest. Address
jimia, cure journal.
WANTED
AT
ONCE
Young
married
man, healthy, not afraid of hard work.
Must be efficient bookkeeper and stenwith mechanical
ographer, preferably
aptitude or ability. Salary adequate to
begin, but Increased as deserved. Apply
In own handwriting
and glva full experience and references. Box ti, M. C.,
care Journal.
Frmnle
WANTED
Chambermaid.
Apply fill
Man

West Gold.
WANTED
Waitress,

apply Presbyterian
Sanatorium.
Experienced collar girl,
Laundry.
WANTED
A woman for general cook- no
WANTED

mg.r
ANTED

west

Copper.

Girl for general mousework;
must stay on premises. Call at 1021
West Roma.
A cook In a family of four;
WANTED
gooij 'wages to right party.
Mr. D.
it ci ii in nn, 708 West Copper,
rl
VANf
for houftework;
plain
two in family; go home
cooking;
ti ffh ts... 012
Park avenue.
EAilN BOARD itoom and $10 month
while attending school; catalogue free.
South
College
Markny Basin?
Main, J.on Angelc.
WANT: woman to do light housework
and, prepare breakfast and supper for
man employed; room and board If desired; small wages. Address Box
care Journal.
WANTED
White woman to assist In
housework and be generally useful
about' house; would prefer one with
some nursing experience. Will have good
home and wanes.,
Apply 808 South
Fourth, mornings.
MaJo ana Feninle.
IP YOU CAN RETOUCH, call at Walton
Studio; we will lend you stand. 813 14
West Central, phone 928,
WANTED
bookkeepers,
Stenographers,
aecountdtits, and all forms of office
help. Apply Southwestern Educational
Exchange, Chamber of Commerce building, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
?"H A L E O
RT RA E'"orpoodiiied
7l

cews:
ForoV car, two Guernsey-Jcrs1120 South Arno, phone 675.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Car preferred;

two' arte with one-roohouse, recently plowed, fourteen fruit trees, under
two
mllee from Earelas bridge.
ditch:
Phone 19M-after 5:30. evenings.

CARPENTERING
PBTTIFORD THE ODDJOB"'MAN.
At . hind of work. Fhone 1673-Odd job. carpentering, paint-In- g
WANTED
and roof repairing. Phone II56-R- .
re
TOU
IF
thinking of building, phone
13-J- ;
plana furnished tree; all work
guaranteed.
WANTED
By employed couple, small
modern apartment; must bo clos. In
and reasonable; no alck; references
Address R. P.. care Journal,

MATTRESS RENOVATING
and up.
WATTKEiSS KEiOVA'riNU,lJ.6i)
Bug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur471.
Ervln Bedniture packing. Phooe
ding Company

SEWING MACHINES
am
repaired
cleaned! parts and supplies (or all
C H
makes; all work guaranteed.
412 W, Copper,
Morehead, phone IH-J- ..

EUWINO

MACK1NKS

PRIZE GOVV CHEAPEU;
Chicago. Deo. 1. Lulu Mayfleld,
grand champion of the International livestock show, wae Zoli
at $1.10 per pound. The heifer, a crossbred Shorthorn Angus,
antered by the University of Cali
fornia, weighed 1,220 pounds. Lost
year's champion sold at $1.75 a
pound,
to-jf-

fhone

per month,
FOIt KENT Small house, very nicely
furnished. Inquire 801 South Edith.
FOR BALE New 1 1,600 Baldwin player
piano, 500. Fhone lSZo-FOR KENT Modern cottago, furnished
with garage. Apply 714 aouth With. FOR SALE Uuod piano, almost given
a
rour-rootyphi
away,
FOH RENT
ppiy
SALE Thresning
uusuuin., 176.
house, at 328 North Fourth. Dr.
For
Postofflce box 412, city.
modern bunga- FOR BALE Adobe to tiulid bouse. SiFOR RENT Five-roomon Garcia, 11103 North Arno.
low with glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. 314
South SUthe
NAVAJO nilOS Positively at cost. 117
North Mulberry, phone 17 JO-FOR RENT Four room hous. with bath.
near Fourth Ward school. Apply 613 FCr SALE Lw whits enamel bed aud
North Eighth.
spring, 1. 1224 South High.
FOR RENT Modern three rooms, tw FOR SALE Stock of groceries and
S15 South Sixth.
glossed-l- n
Bleeping porches. 608 East
household goods.
Pacific. Call at 11 South Walter.
FOR SALE On. coal heater and one
five-rootwo
FOR RENT
Dandy
small wood heater. Inquire 616 South
glassed sleeping porches, furnished or Arno.
unfurnished. K21 North Thirteenth.
SALE
Edison machine and forty-fiv- e
FOR
FOR RENT Five-rooPhons
house, completely
records; gout a. new.
furnished: modern; good location; no 2404-Jchildren; $65. Inquire G04 West Marble, FOR SALE Moor, rang, in excellent
In rear.
condition; also pair of andirons. 612
FOR RENT Modern houses and apart- WestOold,
LE
and
five
rooms;
four
ments; three,
FOR-'SAThoroughbred poodle male
soma furnished. W. H. McMllllon, SO'i
Puppy, 7 months old, Call at 617 East
West Gold.
Lewis avenue.
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished FOR SALE
Cheap, Humphreys bone
rooms with sleeping porch; chicken
1120 South
grinder; hand or power,
yArd.and basement; all modern. 405 High,
2151-phone
South Walter.
SALE
Edison Opera" phonograph
modern two-roo- FOR
FOR RENT Furnished,
and a number of 'records, very cheap.
cottage with glassed in sleeping 1305 West Fruit avenue.
porch, at 1310 South Edith. Inquire at
FOR SALE Saddle,
gasoline
1006 South Edith.
articles. 515 West
tank; other ranch
FOR RENT Furnished house, lcoated at Atlantic.
1420-R- .
Prion.
814 South Sycamore; linens, dishes,
and
and everything furnished. Ap- FOR SALE Cheap, baby
Co.
buggy combined; good condition; sanl'
ply Leverett-Zap- f
1115 South High.
violin.
also
tary;
five-rooNew
modern,
FOR RENT
$125 hot water heater, for
completely furnished, house or three FOR SALE
(35; suitable for heating store, warerooms with use of kitchen. Call mornhouse or work shop. 110 Bouth Walnut.
ing, only. 819 North Seventh.
and 6
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage, two FOR SALE Used tractors,
wtth gang plows. Hardware Departrooms with sleeping porch, and large
A
Co.
yard; lights and water paid, rent 2B; on ment J. Korber
car line. Apply 1216 South Edith.
FOR SALE On. 8x12 br wn two-tounfurnished
rug, one large . etrolt Jewel gas range
FOR R12NT Three-roohouse; glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, two Call mornings. Phone 1438-full-siz- e
screened-l- n
Copper.
beautiful
porches. 1201 East 2178-FOR SALE Two
brass beds, new mattress and Royal
Inquire 210 North Cedar, phone
801
Three-rooEdith.
South
Blue
modern attracsprings
FOR RENT
tive furnished bungalow; large sleep- FOR PALE Fresh pork, by the half or
whole hog. Delivered. C. W. Hunter,
ing porch; no children; 146.00 per month.
One-ha- lf
block from University car line. phon. 2408-Revenings.
Phone 1183-CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There
house and glass-ed-l- n
FOR RENT Two-roo1. only on. plac. to obtain It.
Bleeping porch; nicely furnished;
Dairy Association. Phon. 851.
modern except hath; fin. neighborhood. FOR SALE Fr.sh buttermilk and cot-taAdults only. 716 East Silver, call at 204
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
North Walter.
lots.
Bwayne's Dairy, phone 1915-FOR RENT Furnished cottage, three FOR SALE Chicken sandwiches, I'ig'n
south
rooms and bath and glassed-i- n
Whistle candles, best 1c. cream In the
Phon 381-key at
sleeping porc.
W. deliver tree. Colleg. Inn,
1524 East Central, phon. or call be- city.
phon. 841.
tween S end 11 a m.
FOR SALE Good selection of Navajo
FOR RENT House of flv. rooms, at
rug. and Qermantown 1006pillow tops,
411 West Atlantio avenue, for 130, or
East Cenfor quick .ale.
will rent three rooms for $20; water pall; priced
tral. Phone 141D-handy to railroad employes. City Realty BUTTER Ask
your grocer for AlbuCo., 907 West Gold, phone 667..
querque Dairy Association butter; If
can not supply you, call at
grocer
your
WANTED Position
1
North Second.
th. dairy,
WANTED Stenographic
clerical FOR SALE Fin. apples, by the box;
and
1G66-work. Phone
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Arkanaaw
Davis.
Phone
Ben
WANTED Washinjr and Ironing to take Blacks, Oanos,
1628-or call Wm. Dolde, 70S South
home. 105 East Coal, phone 1G05-WANTED Laundry work to tak. home, Broadway.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
or by the day. Phon. 2101-prevent fallen insteps; cures all foot
WOMAN
WANTS day work, washing.
$1.00. Plantar Arch Supports.
troubles,
house
Phone Thos, F. Keleher
Ironing,
cleaning.
Leather Co., 408 West
1508-V. K. Frlerson.
Phon. 1067-- J
Central.
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take FOR SALE Thirty-eigspecial p'stoi,
home; also clothes rough dried; prices
0
$23; sixteen
626;
Winchester,
Phon. 1506-very reasonable
gauge Ithaca shotgun, 25, and twenty-tw- o
WANTED To drlv. truck or car for
rifle: all In new condition. 607 West
private family; experl.nc.; references. Mountain road, ptron. 1077-Address K. F., care Journal.
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
WE AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per galWILLIAMS
lon.
ZANO,
Th. Maiano Co., 110 South
keep books.
room I Mellnl building.
Phon. 701-Walnut, phon. 1834-- J.
Try a built up
HEALTHY, educated lady, desires posi- roof, will last as long as the building.
tion as housekeeper, waitress or practical nurse. Address Box 55, oar.
FOn BALE Flv. hundred shares of City
E sotrlo Railway, below pat. Dr. R.
GRADUATE OF LARGEST electrical
trad, school, desires position In any L. Hust. N. T. Armljo building.
Adelectrical line, preferably in city.
care Journal.
dress X-NURSE wants position, nursing and keep
d
Beautiful
rrous.
for Invalid or health.eeker; FOR 'BALIS
ing
two years' experience In hospital. Adpl.es, such a. buff.t sets, lunch.on
sets, sofa pillows, piano covers and anydress N. C, car. Journal.
thing you may wish for Xmas gifts.
Order, taken; price, reasonable. Call
FOR SALE Pouitry-Efg- a
at 06 West Iron.
FOR SALE Bucks, doe. and frying rabUSB EFFECTO AUT.O TOP and seat
bit, and hens. 710 West Lead.
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r,
WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS of
Valspar Enamel, on automobiles.
all kinds. Phon. 862-802 Bouth
Homestead
Cottage Paint,
Plymouth
Broadway.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement.
RED POULTRY YARDS
Thoroughbred Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher
H. C. R. I.
Reds. Ringlet Barred Rocks, Leather Co., 408 West Central. Phon.
cockerels, pullets, hen. and pan. for breed- - 1057-Inn. 413 West Atlantic, phon. 1488-MONtTTTO LOAN
FOR SALE Mammoth Bronse Toms,
610; hens, (6; Whit. Minorca cock-rel- s, MONEY
TO LOAN On watches,
IJ each; White Wyandotte chickens,
tuns and everything valuable.
Route
11.66.
Mrs. R. H. Blankenshlp,
'
saarcus.
Mr.
is.
lis goutn nrei.
No, S, Dennlson, Texas.
TO
LOAN on diamonds, watches
MONEY
"MOUNTAIN VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Red..
and gold Jewelry; liberal r.Habl., conwon twenty ribbons January, 1911; a
fidential Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st.
supsrb lot of cockerets and cock, now
ready for sal.; bred from my flne.t ex- CONFIDENTIAL loan, on Jewelry, diahibition matlngs: visitors w.Iooma, C
mond, watches, Liberty bonds, pianos,
P. Hay, 238 North High.
automobiles. Lowest rat... Rnthman's
117 South First.
Bonded to th. tat.
FOR
SALE
chlx,
Baby
g
Whit. Leghorns,
PERSONAL
Golden Buff and Brown Leghorns, Anoo-naBlack Minorca., Buff Orpingtons, VIOLIN "essonsby a French violinist
R. I, Beds, Barred and Whit. Kocks.
622 South Broadway, phone 1B61-Enoch Crews, Seahrlght, Calif.
PHRENOLOGIST
M. JONES, 112 Cornell avenue,
FOR . SALE Real Estate SARAH
2166-phon.
FOR SALE Fine 60 fooi lot oh East WAMED
Prlvst. pupil.; teichet ha.
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Hamspecial training for primary gradts.
mond. 124 Rest Silver.
lis Ntrth High, phono 1163-- J
FOR
SALE Two-actract,
highest WANTED Lady going to Chicago to acland In valley; two block, from North
company Invalid; mod.ralo care. For
Fourth .treat; water rights; two miles particulars call In person, 62 East Ce2412-Rntral
.,,
.
out; term. Phon.
66o

...

$8,500.00

Worth cf lots on nsl Sllv.r, near
HIGHLAND PARK th. past month.
A few
choice
lots left 4t
1500 and up on easy terms.

m

SSI

J. A. HAMMOND,
Phone
East Silver.

1S23--

R

ILEVIEllEf 1 1A?F
& COMPANY

Keleher, Realtor,

If we haven't one to suit you
we'll build one just as you
want it.
Second mid Gold Avenue,
l'hono (lit).

Phono 410.

211 West Gold.

$750 CASH

'A

Six large rooms, two good porches

modern house, close in, splendid
location; newly decorated, fine
shade; $760 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000.
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTATE.
113 S. Second.
Phone 728 J.
--

GREAT

BUY

-

hardwood

Five-roo-

floors, garage,
corner, two
floors, steam
locations and
to postofflce.
W. H.
206

corner,
$4,500. Eight-roogarages, hardwood
heat. They are fine
good buys. Close

FOR RENT

194'J--

SHADE TREES ANI ORNA.
MENTALS
ALBU-(JERQUE NURHERIE3 .
Get .Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. TOV.VO & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

FROM

Q

FOR RENT Nicely furnished roum with
heat; man employed. 209 North Second.

FOR RENT Hooms for light housekeeping. 31Di West Central, over

Woolwot ths.

FOR RENT Well furnished front bed
room, suitable for two; atoam heat.
Phone 187S-W- .
FOR KENT Nice front room, adjoining
bath, with hot and cold water; no
silk. .111 South Arno.
RENT Nice front bed tom, suittult
J15 North
able for two; no sick,
Eleventh, phone 1070-FOR KENT Two rooms ana porch;
phone service, hot and cold water, 211
South High.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentlemen employed, $8.00 up; uo sick. 318
West 6ilver.
FOR KENT Furnished two rooms and
steeping porch; light and wator, 1:1.
Phone 1511-FOR RENT Sunny southeast room, bath
adjoining; near good boarding holue.
210 North Walter.
FOR RENT Two nice furnished room.
405
Phon. 2034-in, private homa.
South Seventh.
with
A
rooms
two
suits
of
RENT
FOR
bath, completely furnished; steam heat.
80S' South Fourth.
for
furnished
FOR RENT Rooms.
connected with bath.
housekeeping;
410 South Edith.
FOR RENT Large furnished front room,
man preferred; no alck. Phon. 1385-801 Bouth Third Bt.
FOR RENT Two front rooms, furnls.ied
for light housekeeping.
Apply at'er
I p. m, 408 West Lead.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
th
children
Walnut. ,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large room,
clos. In; also on. light housek.eping
828 South Fifth.
apartment.
IMPERIAL ROOMS I'lce, clean rooms;
rates by dsy or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 211H West Central.
FOR RENT Qlassed-l- n
porch and two
airy rooms; board across street. 114
North Maple, phon. 1888-FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
rooms for housekeeping; piano; close
In; no sick. 215 West Iron.
ELGIN HOTEL Sltepin. rooms aud
Housekeeping apartments, by th. any.
West Central.
week or month. 602
FOR KENT Two rooms and sleeping
porch, unfurnished; private entrance;
no small children. 208 North Walnut.
FOR RENT On. room furnished for
l'ht housekeeping. 110 per month;
gentleman only. 201 Lewis, near shops.
FOR RENT Modern furnished room, for
housekeeping, near high school; no
208 North Arno.
sick. Phon. 1680-FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely fur
nished for housekeeping; gas and coal
range; desirable location. 816 West Coal.
FOR RENT Furnished room and glassed
In sleeping porch, with privet, batn.
Cran. apartments, 21S North Seventh,

phon. ais.

WOGDWORTH

furnished, nice,
Newly
clean rooms and housekeeping apartments, by day, week or month. S12
Bouth Third.
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for
housekeeping; also one large room for
517
housekeeping, for lady .mployed.
West Silver.
FOR RENT Well furnished room, ad
joining bath: nrlvata entrance: gen
tleman employed preferred no sick. Ill
South Walter.
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
for light housekeeping,
with large
sleeping porch, electrlo light, and gas;
410 East Central.
no children.
FOR RENT Nice front bad room, southern .xposure, hot water heat, hot and
oold running water; gentleman preferred;
no sick. Apply 220 North 'Seventh.

Ranches

e
FOR KENT
ranch. Ap
ply M. uandell Clothing Store,

'

sort

FOR SALE

Homes

SALE

brick house, vn
o,orin conn, h'non. 2401. Ri.
FOR SALE Good
hou.e, gar-ag- o
and small grocery.
Call at al6
South Seventh.
FOR SALE
Nicely furnishes,
ous. and small houses apartment
furnished.
Phone 1771-FOR SALE Double house, six rooms,
close In, In Highlands; also a few
cheap lots.
Writ. "Uargaln," car. of
Journal.
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coal,
-"
.utu, m rooms ana oam, X
large porches, newly decenniad,... vacant.
'Vfrmm I
in

HOUSES FOR SALE
$ 850.00
furnished
950.00
furnished
two corner lots 1650.00

ward

modern, Kourth

Mcdonald

Real
Phono 006--

Rooms

1'
FOR
Rouiua. 112 North Edith.
FOR KEN'T'uTnTshed room. 2o:NurtIi
Fifth.
FOR KENT Several unfurnished rooms.
114 South Edith.
FOR RENT Three furnishes, rooms;
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR 1!E.:T Three unfurnished rooms.
j9North JPIftX
FOR KENT Two looms unfurnished.
1033 North Eighth.
120 Sou.n
FOR KENT Lovely ruom.
Walter, phone 2072-W- ;
213
FOR RENT FurnTshud
rooms.
South Walter. Phone Uttii-J- .
FoK KKM Aiooori. rurnlsned rooms,
&0Vi Went Central.
FOR RENT Front
bed room, strictly
208 North Mlxth.
closo
In.
clean,
FOR KENT Two rooms furnished for
light housekeeping. 1222 Bouth Elm.
furnlsietrb7d royit
FOh REN'l-Nic- ely
420 West iutl.
close In. Phone 15S5-FOR RENT Furnished room, t'l'ivute
furnace heat. 807 South Wall-irfurFOR RENT Uood one or twu-rou415 North Second.
nished apartment.
FOR KENT Ueuutlful furnished rooms;
no sick. I'hune 1007. 4 'JO South Kdltli.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished sleeping
room, also garage. 706 North Third.
FURNISHED rooms, hoT water heat; no
414 West Silver,
sick; no children.
FOlt jySNT Xwo nicely furnished rooms
315 West
for uoustkceplng.

FOR RENT

'

FRUIT TREES

8500.

Caul.

board.

FRANKLIN

Third.

Miscellaneous
to

A. C. STAUEH,
310 West (iold Avenue.
Phon.

OU

&

108

-- v

modern hrlck, with glassed
sleopinit porch, lart-- front screened
ponh, also one off the kitchen,
latest built In fcuturos. hardwood
floor and finish throughout, large
lot. Just
outride
city limits. In
Folirth ward; yur.o cash will han-dlbalance of 2.oo0 at
per cent.
For rent, modern apartment, three
rooms and bailr, clone
in on Bouth
Arno atroot,

We will sell you a lot In either1
Addition, build a house on if
to suit you. Very small cash
balance less than
payment,
rent.
See us at once.

worsham,
Estate Insurance.
s:

WANTED
WANTED

r

McMILLION,
West ;old.

4

nished for light
607
houiekeeplng,
South First.
Inquire Savoy Hotel.
FOR KENT-T- hre.
room., furnl.hed for
housekeeping, private bath, .team heat.
MSiuith Broadway, Phone 1701-FOR RENT Housekeeping"
apartment,
six; months or longer, or will rent
entire
housel004 Forreeter.
FOR
RE N'T Apartment;
four large
rooms sleeping- porch,
nicely furnished
l
jn newly decorated. Inquire 410 Weat

TW
SOLD

Streets
all graded,
water
mains and electrlo light lines
in, plat filed and lots now
In
for sale
the
beautifu?
BRANSON ADDITION (corner
Mountain Road and . Seventh
street). Only 80 lots to sell

wis

122

Int'L PtATune Senvicc. Inc.

CUT OUT RENT

fireplace,

per month;

RENT...

brick, sleeping porch,
up to date except furnace,
located on University
Heights.
Insurunc. to oil Its branches. Loans,
Price only $8,750, good terms.
Surety Bonds.
K. McCT.t'GITAX. REALTOR,
Ill South Fourth Street, ifcxt to P. O.
,
flume till.
204 W. (iold. Phone 412-.WANTED TO BORROW
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance,
$3,000 at 8 Per Cent
Notary Public.
FOR RENT Apartments
First Mortgage. 60 Por Cent
HOME
nitMSHKD
Valuation.
Address
I'Oll KENT New (mall, modern furnish-eOf six good rooms, two porches,
apartment.
27-- R,
Inquire apartment 7,
Care
Journal.
Live in one
close
in.
lot,
large
1216Wet Roma.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous side rent of other half will meet
FOR RENT
,
furnlshsd
payments. Small payment down.
TRY BUDDY'S MILi. JlBST IN TOWN.
strictly modern throughout.
Only $3,700. mone zn-it- .
twevn oouin waiter.
RENT
We
FOR
have a few small ranches
tOH RENT
Dwelling
FOR SALE Guaranteed
Eurnlsned apartments;
Navajo rugs
close to town for sale or trade
208 South ArnO;
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque fc'OH KKNT
furnished cotHotel, iUtj North Second.
tage. 1727 West Central.
FOR SALE Canary birds. 211 South for city property.
HOLLIX JE. GUTIIRIDGE,
FOH RENT two nice rooms with
Walter, phone 1667-furnished house,
sleep- - FOIl RENT
Phone 1023.
814 W. Gold Ave.
ing porch, for light housekeeping. 121
1215
0o a gallon; war lax,
Walter.
south
SWEET CIDER
modern,
Bflllth WnMaF .K.. linn t
6 cents.
110 South Walnut.
modern fur- FOR RENT
FOR RENT Two roome with bath, furnlihed house. 415 South High.
DENVER POST delivered at your door,

A, 1TLEISC1SIEK, KealJar

"Three-roo-

1

Phono

& CO

REALTORS
Third and Gold

Phono 637

24U9-R-

Fult ccKuig and serving dinner, and
.

parties, phone 1689-WOVES POLISHED and set up. Krvlo
Bedding Cu., phone 471.
HAULING of all kinds done,
Joe Coro
na, phone 1S20-Yuur garbage. Pnone 24U9-UWANTED
or write C. W, Hunter, general delivery.
WANTED
To buy a second-hanmust b. In good condition. Phone

lg.

'

ONE ACRE, EDGE OF TOWX
Just off Fourth street paving and two
blocks from school.
Dattdy house,
chicken houses, shade, etc. Ths barns,
place
to ralso a bunch of chlckons. or, can
be
Into city lots and brlns;
per cent more ttvin we aro asking for It.
Terms, too. Hurry If you want a Teat
bargain.
I'HII.MPS, Real Estnfe.
110
outu Third.
I'hon. U54--

S

2222-J- .

For

Rent-Room-

s

JOI1N
BOARD
per week. Mrs. Knight. 200
South Broadway.
NIC ELY furnished
roon. with board;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR
RENT Room and board, with
board. 410
steeping porch; first-cla-

EXPERTS trunk and furniture crating.
Call for Joe. Phones 807 or 896; prices
East Central.
reas' v.blo.
WANTED
FOR SALE Pretty new
Cattle to food, ensilage and FOR RENT Large furnished room with
modern
4 per month. W. J. Hydo. Phone
-table board; rate, for two people. 217
hay.
wen
.uu uuiikuiuw, extra
built and
South Fourth.
fine location, lis North Elm. Apply 2414-tJ- ..,,n, a
lUKs-UOODHON & CO.
Cleaning paper and GOOD BOARD and aleeplng porches,
FOR SALE A four-roosouthern exposure; ssven miles sou'.n
cir.aning kaisomine; all work guaran
furnished cot-ta- teeil.
of tows, $40 per month. Phone 240S-HPhone 634-on 60 foot lot near R. R.
shops.
.... u,n me.
WANTED-Well
FOR
In
located
room
RENT Nicely furnished
building lot
nam'
j. a. 1S22-with board, lady preferred. (18 West
fountr ward; give location and prico.
1472-OR SALE
care
Address
Fruit.
.inurnai.
i.ot,
MUST SELL 1MMEDIATE- Phone
L" Inspect and make your offer. SCAVENCIIOK AND GENEHAL HAUL-1N- FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
Four-roohouse, bath, porches, gar-are- a,.
Reasonable rates. B. A. Griffith.
with
or
without board. 413 Bouto
flllk
- gUUU 722 East Iron, phone 2399-R- .
In,
1Ta..,h(n
,1,
Broadway, phone 1903-R- .
". WCIJOllUB
repair. 625 North Sixth.
FURNITURE wanted; also cook at pvo or JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location lor
FOR SALE
furAcuuunt
now
heater.
Phone 820-few reservation
range and
neaithseckcra;
nished or unfurnishedleaving city, mod. after 5 p. m., until 10 a. m.
available. Phon. 2231-J- .
crn house; screened porches, nicely ar- LATHERH
UNION
done
RENT
Lathing
Poll
Sleeping porch and room,
lor two families. West
promptly by J. E. Thlehoff ft Sons,
near park. Phone owner, 2204-- Central,
adjoining; bath, with board; rates (lie
1104 North Eleventh, phone 876-month. 1636 East Central.
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooand
AND CUTTING of metals; FOR RENT Heated
dressing room and
large front Dorch. modern bunreiow. WELDING
slso welders'
and carbide for
In good residence
porch for 2 convalescent gentlemen.
section; east front, sale. N. M. Hleel supplies
Co.. Inc., phone 1947-1125 East Silver.
Phone 1311-lawn and trees. In very best condition;
Twelve or
fifteen hundred V' R RENT Room and sleeping porch.
wuuld sacrifice for quick sals; leaving WANTED
town.
dollars on 83,600 property; will pay 9
Phoe 1486-vlth board for convalescents gentlefor
three
Address P. II., men only; privet, home. Phon. J14S-Wcent,
per
yoars.
.
Thrde-rooFOR SALE
and sleeping car Journal,
porch, faclutr south; good condition;
1IO.MB HOARDING
I10UHE
Nice, warm
WANTED
income
Vacant
and
one-hal- f
lots
propblock from Fourth
outbuildings,
rooms; good home cooking.
erty; also vacant lots in south high- 904sleeping
street, near Fourth street school; price
Suuth Third; short walk from station.
lands, outside city limits. Fred Williams, FOR "HEALTHSEEKERB
West Marble.
car. Journal.
MUSI' BE SOLD AT ONCE New
with nursa
oTORt, at 815 South Casa d. pro. Hi West Oold, phon. service.
house, basement, lares lot, fruit MAX BARGAIN
14-First, will pay th. highest price, for
trees, shad, trees, berry bushes, nice
Foil
second-hand
RENT NIc. rooms with sleeping
clothing, shoes and
place for garden and chickens. Part down, your
porches, with board, for convalescents.
Phone 858.
balance cheaper than rent. 1108 North furniture.
M, s. Reed, .12 Bouth Broadway, phone
Eleventh
RUG CLEANERS
FOR SALE By owner, In the Fourth MATTRESSES
renovated, 13 60 and bp.
Rooms
with sleeping
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin FOR KENT
modern bungalow, garward,
porches; board If desired. Also garage, has light arid heat; very best resi- Bedding Co., phon. 471
rent. 801 South Edith. Ph mo
for
age
dential district In city; priced right; BETTER DOKAK
FINISHING It Is 1340-sasy terms; not priced over phone;
better. Return postage paid on mall FOH
shown by
bed loom
RENT Furnaoed-heate- d
Phon. orders.
only,
appointment
The Barnum Studio, 219 'i Well
1040-with private entrance to bath; larte
N. M
central,
Albuquerque,
for
two; December 1. 1207
FOR SALE Large house, 80x40, on cor-'n- WANTF.D
porch,
Careful Kodak finishing. sleeping
East Central.
lot, eighty-four-fofront; fifteen
satisTwlc.
servlc.
Remember,
dally
fruit trees, grapes
and gooseberries: faction
HEALTHSEEKER can get homo-lik- e
guaranteed. Send your finishing
price 32,600. Can have 11,680 at 135 per
commodations In modern .country home,
a reliable, established firm,
llanna special
month. Will tak. light car as part first to
to bed patients; near
car.
given
A Hspna,
Master
Pbotogr&phers.
car line.
payment. 1624 North Second.
Address postofflce box 224,
your city.
BY OWNER,
modern house In RAZOR BLADES Send or bringdouble-edge,
dull blades for rcsharpenlng;
MIRAMONTE8-ON-THE-MESFourth ward, hard wood floors, fire25c; .Ingle edge.1 2&o per dozen; A SANATORIUM-HOTEthree
place,
large screened
porches,
for tubercular
razor honed and set iy
light, airy bed rooms with extra large hav. your
convalescents; graduate nursa In atwork guaranteed. Kobta Bro.hers tendance:
closets, front
east on large lot with at
-- .or
ratea
weak
month.
th.
by
Kuppe's Drug store.
Call 2400-Jlawn, trees, etc; everything In excellent
If desired. Phon.
condition; terms
OOOD
BOARD
and room, clos. to shops
1977-and car line; privat. entrance to room,
FOR BALE By own.r: Four modern ROOF WORK of all kinds Repairing also to bath; gentleman employed prework
and
built
roofs
up,
guarferred; reasonable.
bungalow. 'In Highlands, one and one-ha- lf anteed.painting,
Inquire 621 East
Call (42, for man.
blocks from Central on car Una;
Hsseldlne.
Call 2040-four rooms, bath, plastered and glassed-i- n
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
sleeping porch, front and back porch.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
12,600 to, $3,860; $500 to 1760 cash, bal117.60 to (2i per week; Includes private
FOR SALE Ranches
ance Ilk. rent. Good Investment; now
room with sleeping porch, connected to
'Foil"
e
ranch",
aUaifa
Forty-acrSALE
renting for $60 and $51 per month. Will
bath and toilet; medical car., medicines,
four miles from city. Inquire 400 West genera)
sell furnished or unfurnished.
Apply at
nursing; excellent meals, tray
Gold.
716 East Central.
service; no extras. All room. hav. steam
FOR SALE Fine Valley Ranch, clos. In. heat, hut end cold running water. Rev.
AUTOMOBILES
at less than improvements cost; or W. II. Zlegl.r, Superintendent. Phone
will trad, for good residence In town. 491.
5
FOR SALE
Bulck touring car; Postofflce
box 824 or phon. 666.
first-clas- s
Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
condition.
FOR SALE Livestock
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house.
city.
even
rooms,
steam heated, electric FOR SALE Fresh young cow and bred
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
ten-acon
In alfalfa and
tights;
ranch;
211
does.
717 South Arno.
K. Bheet Metal
North.
Works,
orchard. AdSreaa Postofflce box 277, nr
Third.
FOR SALE Horse, wagon, harness, JerH07-Rphon.
1301 North First.
1921
FOR SALE Ford coupe,
sey cow and calf.
model,
ranch, on main FOR SALS Two horses, two colts, 100
brand new. Squar. Deal Oarage, 412 FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
ditch; new hous. and garage;
West Copper.
chlcksn.
nd
colli,
good
dog, cheap.
mil. from school, on. and on.-ha- lf
FOR SALE Some extra good used car.;
miles west Barela. bridge. In- Mr, Lawrence, 1204 North Eleventh.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co, SOI quire at Hunt's Ranch.
FOR SALE Young horse and light
West Central.
wagon; cheap. Se. Greevlch,
SALE Seven acres land, four acrts 21 spring
2 West
FOR SALE Overland, In good condition, FOR
Silver.
In alfalfa, fruit trees; 200 feet east
very cheap. Call at 614 East Iron. frontag., on Boulevard, flv. blocks from FOR SALE Four head work horses,
rnone 1185.
car Una, 13,200; terms.
weight 1,200 pounds; sound and genJ. M. Easter,
FOR SALE Truck, newly overhauled, Old Albuquerque. N. M.
tle: also on. set double harness. Phon.
cheap for caah. US West Atlantic FOR SALE 320 acre ranch, In best bean 241I-RPhon. 1420-belt, near Mountalnalr, N. M.; 115 FOR SALE care load good work horses,
some good mares, all young; soma ar.
FOR SALE
1921 Model Ford roadstor, acre, under cultivation;
13.800.
Buy
with starter.
Duke City Garage, lie thla plac. and b. Independent. Hauler's not broke, at Grand. Wagon yard, 110
e,
111
North
Nortn Third, phone 807-- J.
West
Broadway
Saddlery,
Copper ave.,'
N. M
FOR SALE Ford touring car, 1930 mod-.FOR SALE Carload fvesh Jersey milk
cows and several springer cows, from
electrlo starter. In good condition.
FOR SALE Furniture
911 South Third.
three to six year, old; all tuberculin
Phon. 982-Can b. seen at McAllister Yard,
xo.l-leBALE Oldsmobll. six, In
FOR
FOR SALE Heating stoves, oil heaters, lested.
203 North First, corner Mountain road.
or
cash
10x12 tent, wardrob., dre.s.rs, library
condition; a bargain;
terms. 1804 West Central, phon. 1488-table., Victor phonograph,
30; large FOR SALE A nloe Shetland pony, a
good companion for children; will make
used furniture. 226
FOR SALE
Palg. touring car, Just over- stock of high-clas- s
a nice Chrl.tmaa gift. For prlc. and
hauled; cash or terms; this I. a bar- South First.
reference
apply to St. Anthony Boya'
gain; must b. sold account owner leading FOR SALE Davenport, princess dresser, Home. North
of town.
city. Duke City Oarage.
chairs. Economy gas
library table,
W. ar. Bra.d.r. of grad.
FOR SALE
Two 3ulck light sixes, 1918 rang.,, kitchen cabinet, window shades, FOR SALE
Holsteln
cow.,
hav. on hand bemodels, I860 and 1760; Ford truck, dress form, tub, boiler, buckets, singer tween threa and and
four hundred choice
9orA truck, worm drlv., sewing machine, and other articles; nlcar.
1176; one-to- n
cow.
and
w. ar. a little
A.
h.lf.ra.
to
for
a
chanc.
buy
young couple
1350; Ford speedster. (175; Dodge tourand occupy same apartment; heat, crowded for room, would .ell a limited
ing car, 1400. 116 West Gold.
805-- 0 number at e reasonable
Rooms
and
furnished.
water
price. The City
light,
FOR SALE 1920 NASH SPORT MODEL
East Central. Park Dairy Company, Denver, Colo.,
Occidental Hotel, m
Flv. wire wheel, with cord tires. In FOR BALE Six dressers, 10 to 120; phone York 7541.
good condition, .pot light, motom.ter,
12 to 220: library table
two
tools, two storage batteries, etc. Driven 114; chiffoniers, f $1 to
FOR RENT Office Rooms
$5; Iron bads,
nine thousand miles; forced to ..II at 18 torocking chairs,
to 16; mat- FOR RENT Office rooms. 11
$12.(0;
West
springs,
sacrifice; will demonstrate.
Apply Cen- tresses, 13 to 14; baby II
bed, 17.50; baby
Central, over Woolworth'a
tral Auto and Machln. Works, Sixth and
12 to 112; dinto
118:
$2
rugs,
buggies,
Central.
FOR RENT Attraotiv. office,
ste.m
ing table, 225; Hot Blast heater, 212:
furnished.
water
and
beat, light
FOR SALE
Dodg. Broth-er- s' hard ooal burner.. 117.50; range, 120; oil Wright
postofflce.
building,
opposite
Reoil
17
to
13.50;
cook stove,
heater,
814;
Touring car and Roadster.
newed
means th.y have been put electrlo heater,
5; flat top desk, roll FOR RENT Thre. very desirable offlc.
rooms, light, heat and water; will rent
through our repair .hop. paint and top top desk, office chairs and many other
shop.
They ar. carefully Inspected be- bargains. 222 South Second.
separately or aa a whole, A. B. Mllner,
fore put on sal. Sold with th. same
313(4 West Central, phon. 913.
interest as our new Dodg. Brothers (Sirs.
TYPEWRITERS
W. also have left with us for sale a late
lPEWniTliftS All make, overhauled WANTED " Board & Room
model 1919 Ford touring; a
and repaired. Ribbon, for every maANTE ii A T ON C E by employed"' giri',
Studebaker. Terms can b. arranged.
ExJ. Korber
board and r'jJ:n in privat. family,
Auto Dept., Sodg. chine.
Co.,
Albuquerque Typewriter
122 South Founh, clos. In. rhaMt 11S4-Brothers' Dealers, phon. 783,
change, phone 903-evenings.

lut,J

!5i!iytSJIv.rPhon.
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PROFESSIONAL

with Board

IWolTTNirSoARD.

CARDS

HII.SON.
Attorney.
and 19, Cromwell Building;
Phone 1153-PMVHlt HV--4 AMI M KKIvONg.
W.

Ho.ma It,

17

UK. 8. I

III

llrnv

Diseases of tile Stomach.
Suite. II. Burnett Hullflin
I Jit. S. c.
II AliUl
Eye, fcnr. Nosu and Throat.
Barnett Building.
phon. 131.
Offlc. Uoun
to ' a. m,and I to
p. m.
DR. MAKti.illT.T tUtiTTKI(irifT
Office Oram Uldg., Room IB. Phon. I7t.
Residence 11:3 East Central
Phone S71.

W.

IVh

SHERIDAN,

M. D.

Practice I.lmltpd to
GKMTO - IIUXAIIY DISEASES
AND DISEASKS OF THE SKIN
nassermun
In Connection.
Citizens Knnk BIiIr. Phono 889.

CHIROPRACTORS
19

and

CIllnillMnln,
2U Armljo lluildln.

WANTED
bowing ut homo or by tlx
Ph ne 1916 w.
day.
DREKSMAKINii
by the day, 3. Phon.
005, Impcrio! Ronnis.
DRESSMAKING
Miss lialchuch.
Over-lan- d
Hotel, aonii, West Central.
WANTED
nnsainuklng; children's sew- 1!llk"r, Phone 1130-i"g.".IH'(l!L',l."l1
WANTED
Plain
pricps'reasoa"-anle- .
Call at 8.'4 W,t Iron
HEMSTITCHING,
pleating. Williams' Mil"
llnery. 200 S,.utb Broadway, ph. 1073-DREriSM AK1NJ Ladles'
g
tailoring,
dresses, bending and embroider-

ing Phone 1825-PLEATING, accoriiloii
side and box:
mall orders.
N. Crane, 215 North
seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 814.

BUSINESS CHANCES"
FOR SALE
Unrage,
best location
town,
879.
FOR SALE
Growing business. 40 will
handle. Address Box A, care Journal.
FOR SALE rJmaii grocery and five-roo-

dwelling.

CaMjit,11jSourrr Seventh.
Active partner
In poultry
business; must have J400. 302 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE One of the best businers
properties In Albuquerque. ;15 Souih
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel office.
WANTED

HOUSlJSoms
oil 'filled!
central location; profitable Investment.
Inqulr. at Everybody's Candy Shop. :3
Bouth
ROOMING

Third.

SALE
PR
rooms and

Boarding iSuee if nun
bath; well furnish..!;
price J 2,000 rush; will glv.
lease.
Address W., core Journal.
FOR SALE
At a barKatn7"five second-han- d
pool tables and one billiard table.
In first-clas- s
condition; also one twelve-fo- ot
soda fountain, Acondition. Inquire at 120 West Sliver.
BUSINESS
FOR UAl.E-O- ld
,'aMlsheJ
mercantr liuslncBO. located jn railroad.
Will sell for value of
Inipron nents i.lo.n.
Good reason for selling.
If lntwest-- d in
good-size- d
proposition, adUr-e- a
jostiff'c.
box D3S Albuoueraut
I.O .L STAR A I TO I.IXE
Th. orange colored cars. Engle, Ble
phant Butt. Dam and Hot Springs. N.
M.
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
Hot Springs at 11:80 a. m. and 2:30 p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam car. on
h. Dam Una. We drive our own cara,
Write for reservations at our expense,
HEFFERNAN BItOS.. Props.
Hot Springs. N. M.
$1100;

TIME CARDS

WESTBOLNJJ
Train.,

No.
No.
No.
No.

I
7

1

Scout....

Dally.
Arrive.

7:30 pm

Depart

1:30 pm
Limited. lu:30 am 11:00 am
Fargo Fast. .10:60 am 11:20 am
Th. Navajo.. 12:85 am 1:0ft am

he
Calif.

SOUTHBOUND.

No. 29
No. 27
No, I
No. 4
No.
No. 10

El Paso Exp
El Paso Exp

Th.

EASTBOUND.
Navajo.. 2:10 pm

Calif. Limited. B.OO pm
S. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm
The Scout.... 7:20 am
FROM SOUTH.
From El Paso t ii pm
From El I'aso. 7:00 am

10:10 pm
11:30 am
2:40 pro
t:40 pm
:10 pm
7:50 am

No. 28
No. 10
No. 10 connect, at Telen with No, II
for Clovts, Pecos Valier. klansCity end
Q

Oast.

Nn. 29 connectClnvls and

trn

-

at Belon with No, II
points east and sonh

1
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TWENTY OCEAN
VOYAGES IS WAR
NURSE'S RECORD
at Ward's

be demonstrated

"57" varieties will
315 Marble Avenue.

The

v

a

)

vN4 4

--

J?

(

ROBERT JONES

Coal and South Walter
b (71
I'hone

Combine satisfaction
and economy by using
Ccrrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

fuel-savin-

1AH

pell

LErs go

Yl

.

Tw

other Macaroni Product

pnT! HE

Miss Irene Reid. one of the stu
dents in the new nurses' home in
to receive training for
other occupations, has a unique
While stationed on
war record.
the transport Leviathan she made
twenty voyages across the submarine infested Atlantic. The students in the new home are war
workers who are incapacitated for
further practice in their present
profession.
Mew York

WITHIN"
A dramatic tnle of tho South Sons, with Dustln Farnum as
a sea captain, ruling with an iron hand ami whom no one
dares to oppose.

.

Abo a SUNSHINE COMEDY

LOCAL ITEMS

5.

Moun-tainai-

J
Ladies'

and
Coal Supply Co Phone
Membors of Turner Adair po:st
No. 401, Veterans of Foreign Wars
ore Invited to attend the funeral of
Julian Archibequo Saturday morning. All members will meet at
Labor Temple Saturday morning at
9 o'clock in uniform, if possible. All
exservice men are urged to attend.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. P. 644-First ward school pliiyed a 0
gamo with Fourth ward at Washington park at 4:0 o'clock yesterday afternoon. The two teams will
plav ugain Tuesday.
The Rev. H. M. Merkel, pastor
of the Methodist church at
N. M., returned to his home
yesterday after a business trip here.
He was accompanied by his wife.
J, W.vckllffe Miller returned to
San Ysidro last night after a business trip here.
General
Henry Rolf
Adjutant
Brown will return to tho city today
from Santa Fe.
Miss Dorothy Flelsch left last
ni;;lu for her home in Chicago after
n visit of several weeks here with
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Walton.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phono 01.
The National Life Insurance company of the Southwest filed suit in
the district court yesterday against
Ludwig Thudo and Peter Kortsen,
a $4,000
asking for Judgment on
noto eaid to be due and unpaid.
to
claimed
is
note
on
the
Interest
amount to $256.
Frank Ault filed suit against the
Insurance
National Union Fire
company of Pittsburgh, yesterday
In the district court for $3,000 said
to be due on a fire loss.
The Ladles' Aid society of the
hold
Presbyterian church will
tlx'lr Christ inns market on Friday3
and
2
and Saturday. December
at Hie I'alacc Drug store, 210
West Central.
4
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DISF0SAL0FF0RTUNE
(By The Aonoclatcd Prpu.)
1
An appeal from
the order of the probate court ad
mining the will of Mrs. Evaline
Kimball, widow of W. W. Kimball,

Chicago, Dec.

FUNERALS

Jean I.oul3 Schmitt,
Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
home
Joseph Schmitt, died at theFuneral
t hertakeparents yesterday.Burial wl.l
will
place today.
Strom;
fee in Calvary
cemetery.
Brothers are in charge.
FEREA Funeral' of Perfecto
Perea, who died Tuesday morning,
was held yesteray afternoon from
the family residence at 3 o'clock.
Burial was at Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott was In charge.
, SCMITT

Chicago piano manufacturer, was
dismissed today Ui the circuit court.
The fight over disposition of the
$4,000,000 estate was brought by
five heirs who received minor bequests. The court ruled that a bill
In chancery to set aside the will
must be filed to obtain relief sought
and attorneys for the heirs indi
cated this would be done.
The petitioners are Irving and
George Cono,and Geneva and
Iiurns of Los Angeles and
Josephine Noble of Chicago. The
Julian
ARCHIBEQUE
beneficiaries were the Art
principal
aged 26, died last night at Institute of Chicago, which receiv441
11 o'clock at his residence,
ed a million dollar art
West Santa Fe avenue. He is sur- and Mrs. Warren Salisbunytreasure,
of Chivived by three brothers, Febronio, cago, a niece, who received a residClaudlo and Luciano Archibequf, . uary estate of $2,600,000.
And one sister, Mrs. Elifas Lope-.The body was taken to Crollott' LAWN TENNIS GROUP
funeral parl
pending funeral
arrangements.
REFUSES TO COMMENT
ON VISIT OF WOMAN
' MARTIN' Funeral services for
Sylvester I. Martin, who died Monwere
held from
n.r The AaiocUtcd Pitch.)
day morning,
Now York, Dec. 1. Stating that
fronch'a parlors yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. The follow- they felt the public was fully aware
ing acted as pallbearers. Andy of the facta relating to Mile. Suzane
Anderson, Louis Clifford, William- Lcnglcn s visit hero last summer.
son, H. H. .Tennetle, C. Erick-o- n officials of the United States Lawn
and Hoy Carrington.
Tennis association today declined
to comment on recent develop
ments abroad.
HUTCHISON BOWLERS
J. H. Myrlek, president of the asimued a statement In
T
TILT sociation,
LEAD
which he said he could see no reason for engaging In a controversy
I.
(H The Anonrlntrd Vtm t
an incident he had re
Des Moines, la.. Dec. 1. The concerning
garded ns closed. He believed, he
n
Hutchinson Ice Cream
that
added,
any further discussion
tam of Des Moines shot Into "would Involve
and
first place hero tonight In the details that wouldpersonalities
lead to misunannual
bowling tourna- derstanding and ill feeling."
ment by rolling a score of 3017
which sets a new association
Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
record. The team shot 1017 'and
802. Fannie S. Spitz. 323
102G in their last two games.
The new leaders were one of North Tenth.
.
eight local teams who shot today,,
the schedule allowing bowlers a
Attend the Red Star Oil
Archl-fcequ-

Mar"-gucrl- ta

c,

MID-WES-

five-ma-

mid-we- st

test.

158

Taxi & Saggage

Stove

demonstration
at
158 Raabe & Mauger's today,
i

u

r

iuKe.

t

Milking Shorthorn cattle:
Bull, under 1 year: Bonvuo Ox- ford, the Honvuo Farms company,
Denver.
Senior champion bull: Kirkllv-- ;
intjton King, tho Bonvue Farms
company, Denver.
Grand champion bull, any age:
Kirklivlngton King.
Breeding Poland China swine:
Senior champion boar, entry of
Colorado A. C.
Crand champion boar, entry of
Colorado A. C.
lirceding Hampshire swine:
Senior champion bonr, entry of
vwckfleld farm. Cantril, Iowa.

We give you service and quality and guarantee every order.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
Let Our

PHONES

5

Trucks Bring Comfort (o Your Home.

Gallup Lump Coal, $11.50

Let Us Send a Man
Phone

North First

423

421.

.

TRIPLE ALLIANCE MAY
FOLLOW SEVERANCE OF
BRITAINJAPAN PACT
'Ily The Aoclalfd Pre!.)
Washington, Dec. 1 (by the As
sociated
was
Press). Interest
aroused in Japanese circles in con
nection with Japan s reported de
sire to see come Into existence a
triple understanding between Ja
pan, the United States and Great
al- Britain if the
IBince is to be discontinued by the
issuance tonight of a statement by
Representative K. Mochizukl, leader of the Japanese opposition, declaring that in view of the prob
able success of the conference there
wan no need of renewing the al
liance.
,
He declared that the chief ob
alliance
ject of the
was to prevent Russian
aggrandisement
towards India, China,
Korea and the Pacific. Now that
Russia was no longer a cause of
anxiety and the Washington con
ference was about to settle the
question of naval burdena and ques
tions pertaining to tho Far East,
there seemed to him no longer need
of the alliance.
Anglo-Japane-

.

EI.KCTRIO SHOE
Cm (HVMV.
13

Fbmw

SHOP
Smith Second.'
Pros Call and Itelircry.

1. I). O.
Specialist. .
2033-W701--

C. IT. CONNF.R, M.

Osteopathia
Stern Bldg. Tel.

J,

000 N.

Tlrst

and WOOD
Phono

(Curtain at 8:15 p. in. Sharp)

S(88--

Ballard
AC ROSS
The DIVIDE t

Rxpert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
Also Engraving.
All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite

1

Post-offic-

We Are on the Job

003-J-

.

Rex

e.

4th St.

122 S.

ELMS HOTEL
300

Your Trunk II an led for

25 Cents

U,
North First.
Finest rooms in the stat- esteam
hot and cold
heat,
q
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or with
out private bath, $4 to$10weeK
Transient rate $1.50 single;
FOR KAf.K lilt RENT,
$2.00 double.
Six brand new
houses, 1
With bath $2.60 single anu
corner Ninth nnd Pnnl Will
sell one or all on reasonable IN double $3.00.
terms. See F. II. Strong or L.
u. tsennett.
PHONES 75 or J 15.
Established 1883

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co
i none aw.

DRESSED POULTRY
and EGGS
urn
Southwestern Poultry Co.
Phone

914-- J

SERVICE

QTJAMTY

i

i

J

.T

Bring Your WatchIn
Clock

South First. Phono

' JJ

CENTRAL

25

I

Phone

pm
pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office Slneer
910

Cigar Store,
Central

West

FOR SALE

modern,

Gold.

and

Ninth

'
on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.

one block from

Cen-

two

from Central.

blocks

A

Two-Pa-

'

rt

MONTY BANKS Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

Albuquerque

...8:30am

EFtancia
Albuquerque

...1:00pm

Estancia

LuMiJUnMit

ri

modern brick dwelon a lease
unfurnished,
to responsible tenant at.. $35
CITY REALTY CO.
207 W. Gold.
Phone 687

gum

. . .,1

COLOR5BO

GRIFFITH
in

HALL

LOST

Prizes to Ladies Holding
the Lucky Numbers

on Copper.
Reward.
Felipe
Barela, 1070 S. Williams.

DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

PHONE

MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty,
-- all for appointment.
MRS. TERRY JAQUA, Prop.
?liono 08.VW.S08 1 W.eentral
1

624

ALSO

TOM

SANTSCHI
in

"BEYOHD

TODAY

WE SELL FOR CASn
ALL GOODS
DELIVERED
FI LL LINE OF FRESH DRIED
FRUITS JUST RECEIVED
NEW CITROX, ORANGE AND
LEMON PEELS AND GLAZED
CHERRIES JUST RECEIVED.
NEW DRIED PRUNES,
lh- -

TRACK"

"SDSGLE

Saturday tight

Santa Fe pay check, between
Robinson Park and First St.,

TO 11 P. M,

SMITH Presents

E.

CORIHRE

Daily Except Sunday
I.

m

TODAY AND TOMORROW

10c

A

Two-Pa-

rt

THE

REGULAR

n ii

r

I

n

5s

TRAIL"

Drama of tho West
PRICES

:

BULK FLAKE HOMINY,
MAVAJ0 RUGS
will be open cvenlnns. We
25c
carry Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Premlnm Soda Crackers
l.lo
Moccasins, Baskets,
Ivory and Silverware, etc.
Bulk I'eanot Butter, lb
20c
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
Wutch Our Window
l'n re Sorghum Mollasscs, 2!i
Trading Post,
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
lb. cans
3,1c
Comb Honey
Mc
213 South 'Second St.
Opposite Postofflce.
,
$1.75
Honey
Gal. Honey
OOe
10 liars Borax Naphtha Soap. BOc
GOr
Lima Beans
1 Rnl. Cider Vinegar
50c
1 ,1b. Roynl Cocoa
BOe
at
Sack of Meal
s,v
BARELA S TONIGHT
2.1c
Pljr Bacon
According to our custom
Sand Storm Orchestra
2.V
Pic Hnm
Star and norscshoe Tobacco. . 80r
5,000 pounds of coal to
45c
Errs, dozen
follows:
Aprlcotfl. Peaches and Pears,
2
lb. cans
25c
1st Gift 2,000 lbs. Coal;
JUST IN 1021 Holland Milkers'
we

Can Make Good Terms.
If you are Intending to buy
investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1019--

t

OONTTNTJOTJS

ALBERT

......1:00pm
8:30 am

BEGINNING DECEMBER

i,

ling,'

tral.
modern,

v

"THE KIDNAPPER'S REVENGE"

Five-roo- m

BY

OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegas
Press Brick and built by owner.

ATTRACTION

FOR RENT

17

Estancia Stage Line
am
am

ACTION!

1
FOR SALE
Furniture of a
house,
practically new and absolutely
$400
sanitary, complete

I.

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrivese in Santa Fe.. .10:45
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

$1.10, $1.C5 and $2.20.
(Including Tax)
Salo at Matson's Tuesday,
December titli.

QUICK

wc

Open and Closed Cars.

OiT-- J.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

MELODRAMA!
ADDED

Seat

Cent Taxi
Phone

STAGE

ROMANCE!

Prompt Day and Night Service

Brassficld,
117

$! n I

'

tale of one of Nature's
''
truest noblemen

sympathy-compellin- g

ywiiMvATCHMAKERS & JEWELER!
W-

I

I

w-rr-

?C-2C5-

nnd Jewelry work
during tho Christmas rush.
will tal:e care of It.

A

PRICES
K

Hiefcy
Rosemary
and
'

FOGG, The Jeweler

Phono

(Ily The Amortittwt rrcna.)

Dec. 1. Wire
San Francisco,
communication
between
San
Francisco and points north and
east were Interrupted seriously
winds
and rain
tonight
by
storms.
Trees blown over by the winds
broke telephone
lines and the
lines of one telegraph company
in southern Oregon; rain made
some lines in northern California
useless and other trees blown
over broke the overland
telephone and one telegraph comwires
near
pany's
Summit, Cal.
Wire chiefs spent a busy evening
and diverting
traffic to make the most of
southern transcontinental lines.
was
Shipping
reported bar
bound or, In a few instances. In
trouble. A salvage ship was sent
to the aid of the barkentine Simon F. Tolmie, off Ncah Bay,
Wash. Her Jttpprlnor frpnr wna liinlr .
en. The United States destroyer
L,ong, which went ashore a
few miles south of Ran Wnn.
Cisco in a fog last night, was be
ing Battered by high seas late
tonight.

COAL

C

Call

3 7

Crystal Opera House
Thursday, Dec. 8.

Johnson Coal Co.

To replace that broken window
class. Albuquerque Lumber Co..

WIRE SERVICE ON
COAST DISTURBED
BY WIND AND RAIN

Anglo-Japane-

4

Phone 939.

(Dy The Associated Trcas.)

Chicago Dec. 1. .Many grand
were
championships In livestock
awarded today at the International
livestock exposition here,
Prince Marshall, owned by E. E.
Dlandford of Hnyward, Okla., was
named grand champion Aberdeen-Angu- s
hull. Kansas City won the
award for grand champion breeding Hereford bull. Harlequin, belonging to W. A. Pickering, being
declared victor.
Kirklivlngton Kin;r, owned by the
Flonvue farms of Denver Colo., is
he new gran
c'.iamplon bull of
the milking Shorthorn. Cloverleaf Royal, entered by W.
C. Rosnberger & Sons of Tiffin,
O., captured the award of breeding
Shorthorn grand champion bull.
Among leading awards in livestock classes were:
Breeding Calloway cattle:
null, 3 yean or over: Carlotas
Carrol, II. I Fluke, Bath. S. D.
Senior vearling bull: Carnot Jr.,
II. L. Fluke.
Cow. 3 years and over: Dally C

I.

Music and Jewelry Store

MAKER

Fresh Lump Lime

;

PRIZES AT

Cow or heifer. 2 years and under
3: Cnrlota of M.
H. L. Fluke.

RQTIIMAN'S
fe.

JOSE

how-ove-

LIVESTOCK SHOW GUYS TRANSFER

ii.

Jully Guaranteed

117

MM

pay the freight to you

We

A-Spanish Drama in 3 acts,
In order to complete the work on
the Rio Grande boulevard, the
Dy Don Joaquin Dicenta,
county commissioners decided yesior tne oenetit ot the
OCR
terday to amalgamate the funds in
several road districts in order to WATCH
Sacred Heart Church
have sufficient money in one fund
to pay for the improvement.
The Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
Heating Fund
boulevard has been graded for a of tho Santo Fe Timo Service
All interested in the Spanish
number of miles and will soon be Department.
surfaced with gravel. The 'report
language are cordially m
of the ceumty road superintendent
VANN
vited at attend.
showed that about 4,500 would be .Vatch
Santa
Inspector,
Fe
R'y.
r,
available for the work, which,
will probably not cost that
ADMISSION
$1.00
much.
(No reserved seats)
The monthly report of the road
superintendent showed that $1,700
Doors will open at 7 p. m.
In Bulk Best on the Market.
was spent on county roads during
November.
Curtain rises at 8 p. m,
SUPERIOR WniTE UME CO
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
We deliver any size any
4 and 5.
Phones
where. Henry Transfer Co.,

COLQRADOFARIVI

WHO"

ADMISSION

REGULAR

The members of the Club
Progresista will present

Kind

ROADS COST
$1,700 LAST MONTH

Miss Irene Held.

la

"WHO'S

Albuquerque, N. M.
of the Better

Memorials

REPAIRING

ARNUM

DUSTIEt

forks

Crystal Opera House
Sunday Night, Dec. 4

Monument

virile drama
of love and
sacrifice
A

:mtmmmmmm

Fletcher

COUNTY

T0DAY

Presents

FOX

WILLIAM

h5t

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

COAL GOHPAHY

Areola

g

heating plant. An inspection of the
nifty little boiler that requires no
basement but can sit behind the
kitchen door, and supply radiators
in all rooms, wilt convince any
householder of the worth of the
outfit.
Call Strumqulst Engineering Co.,
323 North Sixth street, telephone
122. for estimates
nf nnat unit
prompt installation.
neauced prices on ' all orders
placed in December for Christmas
gifts.

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

.

Put in your order now to have
the house heated by the inexpensefficient,

I JT&j&Atl Mil

GALLUP LUMP,
GALLUP EGG
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

15 m
ive,

CRESCENT GROCERY

S15 Marble Avenue
Phones

AIICQlil

HEATING PLANT

Store,

And tomorrow that splendid Chocolate Cream Candy will b
on sale again at 59c per lb. box.
And tomorrow there will be a reduction on some kinds of
extra good apples by the box.
A large can of sardines
Today we have bargains In sardines.
In mustard sauce for 15c; Extra nice U slzo imported sardines
in pure olive oil at 20c.
Sardines in tomato sauce, spiced sardines, etc.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WABD

"

THE

'December 2, 1921.

WRIGHT'S

Turkey

Tit

and

Our Specinl
Chicken Dinner

60c
I.

MANHATTAN
CAFE
121 North lourth Street.

--

Army Goods Sale
Buy Your Winter Supplies nnd
take advantage of great savins.
Army Overcoats, ..(P?
tDU.lfU
Reclaimed
v
O. D. WOOL
flQ Pft

(f

SniRTS,

IW

...iDOtUU

Reclaimed Russet
rjtf
shoe
O. D. Breeches,
CQ
New
O. D. Breeches, Re- - &f
claimed, $1.75
Army Wool Underwear, New

t91.ro

DOuU
Pf
and(D9U
Pft
(gj
D6d,UJ

Two-piec- e,

per suit
Six Buckle, New
Cloth Overshoes.

NeBwho.mr...
New O.

I.

Blankets
Prompt Attention
Orders.

dQ rtf
. .tDO.O

$4.50

f(

Q"
t&O.UU
to Mail

Liberty Army
Supply Co.
117

North First.

.

DANCE '

CADILLAC

Vacuum Cleaners
Let us give you a free demonstration in your own home.
For a limited time the Introductory prleo of this cleaner
Is $39.85.
A small payment
will place It In your home.
Telephone

1378--

Leave your address and ask to
have the Cadillac man call.
This Is a cleaner with a
double guarantee.

YOUR

Hcrrlncs.
THE ONLY
ERY

STORE

CASH

IN

AND DELIV-

THE

CITY.

rmm trotter
110

West Gold Avenue.

C3S0C0L1TE
CBEAM COFI
Sold At This Store.

2nd Gift 1,000 lbs. Coal;
3rd Gift SOO lbs. Coal;

each year we will give
six of our customers as
$
4th Gift 500 lbs. Coal
5th Gift 500 lbs. Coal
6th Gift 500 lbs. Coal

On the 23rd day of December, at 8 o'clock p. m., we will
hold a drawing at our office, 115 South Second Street, and
the COAL will he delivered FREE on December 24th to
holders of the lucky numbers.
Be sure to keep the numbered Delivery Tickets which the)
Drivers will leave with each order of coal or wood purchased
from December 1st to the 23rd Inclusive.
The drawing will be mado from the stubs oh file In our office
which bear corresponding numbers and the winners will be
announced In the Morning Journal, December 24th.
You may have your choice of either BLACK DIAMOND
GALLUP. SWASTIKA, SUGARITE, BRILLIANT or COM-ERIC Ali LUMP, the best COALS on the local market.
M

NEW
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

CHRISTMAS COAL FREE

STATE

Office, 115 S. Second St.

COAL

COMPANY

PHONE
85
Yard, Fruit Ave. and Santa Te Rjr.

!

